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1.1
1. The Community Economy in 1979 and 1980
Over the Last year the process of graduaI economic recovery'in the
Community has been shaken by the turbulent situation in the worLd oiL market.
InitiaLLy developments in Iran at the beginning of the year Led to disturbances
in the functioning of the market such that physicaL shortages of oiL became
a serious danger, though they did not deveLop into a severe economic probLem
in the Community. Instead, these disturbances Led to a series of increases
in the wortd price of oiL such that by the end of June it had risen by nearly
602 of its teveL at the end of 1978.Other raw materiaI prices have atso
risen, though generaILy proportionateLy Less than that of oiL.
The terms of trade Loss imptied by the oiL price increase has resutted
in increased inflation throughout the Community in 1979 and Litt[e prospect
of improvement in 1980. It has also led to a somewhat poorer growth performance
in the Community in 1979 than had been anticipated, with a more serious
slowing{own forecast for 1980. Outside the Communi ty, aLL oi L-'importing
countries have seen their short-term outLook damaged by the oiL price rise.
In particuLar the recession in the United States in the second haLf of 1979
has been deepened, such that the United States can no longer be expected to
contribute much to growth in wor[d trade over the coming tweLve months.
In preparing the forecasts for 1980, the Commission has judged that
growth in wortd imports outside the Community wi[[ sLow down sLightLy from
3 112% in 1979 to 3 1147, in 1980. As in 1979, interna[ demand wit[ remain the
main motor for growth in the Community as a whoLe. In 1979 both private
consumption and fixed investment have made a substantiaL contribution to growth,
whiLe the net impact of the foreign ba[ance in 1979 is Likely to be negat'ive,
ref[ecting strong import growth in the faster-growing Commun'ity countries,
and'in the United Kingdom, as r'lelI as sLuggish growth in the imports of
non-member states. In 1980, however, the growth rates of aLL components of
internaL demand, but especiaL[y private consumption and stockbuiLding, are
forecast to faLL. The turndown in Community import growth to a rate c[ose to
that of the worLd as a whote, implies that, broadty speaking, the foreign
batance in 1980 wiIL have Litt[e impact on GDP growth in reaI terms. The
outcome is that Community GDP is now forecast to grow by sLightLy over 52
in 1979, the same figure as that recorded in 1978, but in 1980 the year-on-
year growth rate is expected to faIL to 22. During the course of the year
the growth rate wiLt be even smatter - of the"order of ? 1/U(.
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The increase in the Community consumer def[ator is predicted to rise from
7t in 1978 to about 9/. in 1979 and in 1980. This increased rate of infLation
reftects both the initiaL impact of the oiL price rises on consumer goods
prices and the secondary effects which derive from compensatory adjustments
in other costs and prices. DeveLopments in the components of househoLd incomes
are shown in TabLe 1.2. ReaL disposabLe income growth is forecast to faIL
from about 4% in '1978 to a [ittLe under 3% 1n 1979 and then to about 2% in 1980.
The faLl in the rate of growth of transfer payments to househoLds
and rises in the direct tax burdefrt pdrticutarLy in 1980, contribute to the
slower growth in reaL disposable income. TabLe 1.2 makes clear that a risk
associated with these forecasts is that the growth of about 2% in private
consumer demand in 1980 is not reaLised. A faLt, if modest, in the savings
ratio is assumed to heLp sustain the LeveL of consumption, aLthough there
is a risk that this might not occulif the inf[ation rate remains high and
unempLoyment rises.
Forecasts for the evolution of trade and current account baLances
for the Community and the major wortd trading groups are given in Tabte 1.3.
The Community is forecast to move from substantiaL current account surptus
to a modest deficit in 1979 and to a somewhat Larger deficit in 1980. The
worsening of the Community current account -rn 1979 is in part attributabte
to the tenms-of-trade effect of the increased price of oiL and other raw
materiaLs but is, at Least in equaI part, due to the deterioration of the
trade batances in voLume terms of Germany, Ita[y and the United Kingdom.
The current batance in 1979 aLso suffers from substantiaL increases in
repatriated profits to non-Community countries. In 1980 the Community trade
balance in voLume terms is expected to improve substantiatLy, because of
marked[y Lower import growth in aLL countries, but this improvement is more
than offset by the terms of trade deterioration.
Outside the Community, the worsening of the combined current account
deficit of other OECD member states in 1979 and 1980 is due to their worsening
terms of trade and in 1980 lower growth in the votume of imports by the non-
oiL devetoping countries. It conceaLs a marked reduction in the
United States deficit, which is forecast to be in near-equiLibrium in 1980
and an equaLLy marked reduction in the Japanese baLance which is predicted
to be in modest deficit both in 1979 and 1980. The 0PEC surpLus rises sharpLy
t
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in both years desp'ite the expected Large increase in OpEC imports in 1980,
The deficit of the non-oiI devetoping countries wi[[ impose a constraint in
their import growth in 1980. NevertheLess, it is forecast to widen
significantLy.
Fina[[y, as regards the Community as a whote, it is useful. to try
to summarise the impact of the oiL price rise in 1979. The doLLar oiL import
price for the Community i; assumed to rise by 56rl throughout the course of
1979, which in effect imp[ies stabiLity in the second.haLf of the year.
The Community excLuding the UK (since the increased production from the
North Sea woutd compticate the catcutations) inported some 436 mitIion tons
of oiI in 1978 at a cost of nearLy 540 biLLion. The price increase would
thus impLy a direct balance of payments cost of 525 biLtion in a futI year.
From this shouLd be subtracted a smaLL figure to represent reduced.imports
achieved by oiL economies and substitutes, and a more substantiaL figure
for increased community exports to OpEC, net of some fa[|. in exports to
other less deve[oped countries. These offsets add up to some g9 bjILion in
a futt year. The fuLL year cost to the batance of payments of the 1979 otL
price increase, ignoring second-round effects from variations in the rate
of economic growth and export prices, can then be estimated at about g16 bitIion
The greater part of this witI show up in 1979, since the average price
'increase this year on 1978 is aLmost 4oit, but part of the impact wiLL not
appear tiLL 1980.
The primary effect of the oiL price increase on consumer prices in
the Commun'ity in a fu[[ year is of the order of 1 1/2%, which rises 2 to
2 112% when price increases in other enengy products are taken into account.
These figures do not incLude the effects of any adjustments in wage rates
compensating for the extra infLation. As regards reat output, the Commission
has estimated the fuLL-year effect of the oiL price increase, after taking
account of both domestic muLtipLiers and thei r internationaI transmission
throuqh tradinq Links, to be of the.order of 1%_for the Community as a whole,
compared to an init'iaL direct impact of 0,7% Gssuming that the direct trade
batance toss of 8?6 bi[[ion is transLated into an equiva[ent reduction in
domesti c demand).
II
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Economic Forecasts for the filember States, 1979 and 1980
The latest Commissjon forecasts of the major economic aggregates
for the ilember States for 1979 and 1980 are presented in TabLes 1.4
to 1.8. It is not intended here to provide a detaiLed commentary on
these forecasts, but rather to draw attention to certain bnoad deveLopments
regard'ing convergence or divergencb in econgmic poLicy and performance
among the Member States. '
Table 1.4 gives GDP growth forecasts, in voLume and vatue and
forecasts for the GDP and private consumption def[ator. The voLume growth
figures show that white the overa[[ Community growth figure for 1979 is
forecast to equaI that for 1978, there are significant swings in the
contributions of the different countries. In 1980 aLL countries participate
in the slow-down in the growth rate, but the dece[eration is most
striking in Germany and ItaLy which expanded re[ativeLy rapidLy in 1979
and in the United Kingdom economy which hardly grew in 1979 and is now forecast
to record a faIt in GDP in 1980. According to these forecasts there
wiIt be a generaL [eve[ling down of growth rates in 1980, with, excLuding
Denmark and the United Kingdom, a clustering in the range 2 to 3%.
The inflation performance in 1979 reflects in some ttlember States
an improvement reLative to 1978 and in others a deterioration. In 1980,
using the consumer expenditure deflator as criterion, infLation wiU. onLy
diminish significantty in France and ItaLy, both re[ativety high inftation
countries, whi[e it wiLL get worse in the Benelux countries. OveraLL the
standard deviations of inftation rates are Iikety to move fron 3r?i(
in 1978 to 4,1% in 1979 and down to 3,2i4 in 1980.
The publ-ic finance agqreqates oresented in Tabte 1.5 represent
the Commissions estimates for 1979 and, in most countries, the Commission's
forecasts of the outcome of the announced centraI government budgets for 1980.
Where necessary they have been converted, so as to respect the Community
standandised definitions for the generaI and the centraL government accounts.
The figures are broadLy in accordance with the budgetary guidetines proposed
by the Commission and agreed by the CounciL in JuLy of this year. Where no
centrat government budgets have been announced as in Ire[and, ItaLy and the
United Kingdom the figures in TabLe 1.5 refLect the Commissionrs view as to
the broad results of maintaining the current stance of budgetary po[icy O t
throughout 1980.
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In some countries, Germany, Iretand, the NetherLands and the United
Kingdom, the Commission foresees a tightening up of fiscaL poticy as measured
by the generaI government net borrowing requirement, whiLe onLy in Denmarr
is there a targer deficit.
The monetary aggregates for'1979 and 1980 presented in TabLe 1.6
can be characterised as forecasts which are subject to reLat'iveLy h'igh margins
of errors and they do not impLy poticy recommendation. They are based on the
hypothesis that the current stance of monetary poticy in each of the Member
States wiLL be maintained untit the end of 1980 and they are consistent wjth
the forecasts for GDP growth and infLation taking account of changes in the
velocity of circuLat'i on.
The four larger Member States set quantitative targets for monerary
aggregates. For Germany the 7% lorecast for monetary growth is consjstent with
the growth of centraL bank money of 7% which is weIL within thjs year's target
range. For 1980 the growth of both M3 and of centraL bank money is expected to
fa[L somewhat to 6 1/2% which would be in Line with a slower growth of nominal
GDP. In France the figures to date suggest that a 12 1/2'l growth of M2 in 1979
is probabLe. For 1980 a reduced rate of growth of money supply to the target rate
of 11% is plausible g'iven the forecast drop in the vatue growth of GDP. Ital-y is
Likely to effect a further significant drop in the rate of monetary expans'ion
in 1980. assuming that, as in 1979, the increased budget deficit can, to
a greater extent, be financed by non-monetary means. A reduction in the
forecast current baIance surpLus witL aLso operate in the same d'irection.
Fo[[owing the strict monetary poticy currentLy being pursued by the United
Kingdom authorities an even more rapid reduction in the ratio of monetary
to GDP vatue growth is foreseen in 1980 than that LikeLy to be achieved
this year, with the publjc sector borrowing requirement financed by entire[y
non-monetary means jn 1980.
None of the sma[[er Member States set format targets for the growth
of money suppty since the fixed exchange rate is viewed as the primary
objective of monetary poIjcy. Howevelin severat of these countries credit
is subject to expLicjt poticy constraints. The figure for monetary growth
in Denmark implies a deceLerat'ion fron gt in 1979 to 8 1/?% in 1980 in view
of the forecast reduction in nominaI GDP growth. In Ireland monetary growth
in 1978 and 1979 has been inf[uenced by speciaL factors, incLuding entry
into the European Monetary System. For 1980 it is forecast that monetary
growth wiLI ctoseLy foLtow nominal growth in GDP. In the Nethertands
a constant ce[ocity of circutation is inherent in the forecast. This is
anticipated to be achieved Large[y through reducecj monetary financing of
the government deficit. In Betg'ium however the Iiquidity ratio
tI
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is expected to rise in 1980 fo[Louing its present trend. But to restrain
monetary growth to the figure cited in Tab[e 1.6 wiLt require an increase in the i
proportion of the government deficit financed by non-monetary means.
(It shoutd be noted, as regards intra-country comparisons, there are uider '
discrepancies in the credit data presented in TabLe 1.6 than for the money suppLy.)
Emptoyment, as shown in TabLe 1.7, after showing significant increases
in 1979, is predicted to show very Little change in 1980 except in Iretand and
Betgium where it wil.I rise appreciably and the United Kingdom where it wiLt faLL.
l,lith a[most stabLe emptoymentraLmost aLI countries are forecast to show a rise
in their unemp[oyment rates in 1980. Since the unemp[oyment series are in
prjncipat comparabLe between countries, the forecasts indicate that the disparity
between uneopLoyment rates is LikeLy to grow in 1980.
The baLance of payments forecasts are given in Tabte 1.8. The principat
factors contributing to the turn-around in the Community current ba[ance have
been referred to above. The net resuLt is that only Ita[y among the t{ember States, t
in targe part due to tourism, shows a substant'iaL surplus on current account J
in 1980. The United Kingdom and the NetherLands due to modest import volume
growth and some gain in Dutch market shanes are predicted to be in near-
equiLibrium in 1980. ALL other Member States are expected to run deficits in
1980. The'size of the deficit is particuLarLy preoccupying in the cases of
IreLand and Denmark. Gernany however presents the most dramatic exampLe of
turn-around from a very Large surplus in 1978 to a substantiaL deficit in 1980.
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Tabte 1.4 Gross domestic product and prices, 1978 - 1980
percentage change,
GDP at
'1978
constant prices
1979 1980
GDP va Lue
1978 1979 1 980
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
019
312
313
611
216
2t4
215
312
317
118
413
2rg
218
4r3
216
3rO
215
013
3
2
3
2
?
2
2
-1
3t4
1t4
1/4
1/4
1t2
10 17
712
13,5
1811
16r2
718
7t2
615
14,1
919
8r2
12.7
15,2
19 r?
7r0
713
8ro
'14,1
9 st4
7 1t4
11 1t4
16 1t2
17 1/4
I 1t?
g'll?
8 1t2
14 1t2
EC 3t1 311 11 ,1 11 16 11 1t4
aJ
GDP deftator
1978 1979 1 980
Consumption def[ator
1978 1979 1980
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
917
319
9rg
1113
13 13
513
416
312
10,2
810
319
916
12,1
14,3
413
4r2
514
13rg
914
216
818
719
12,7
414
415
311
815
9r7
413
10,2
13,2
15 rz
418
415
415
12r8
9 3t4
4',llz
9 1t2
13
14 1t2
6 3t4
7
6 1/2
12 sl4
9
4 1t4
8 3t4
13
14 3/4
7
6 3t4
6 1/2
15 1t2
EC 718 813 618 819
(Standa rd
.deviation 315 319 3t7 3rZ 411 3 rz)
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jI TABLE 1. 5 pubIfc finance aggregates, 197g-19g0
GeneraI government, percentage changes
Exp
1978
ture
1979 1 980
cei pt s
197E 1979 19E0
DK gn1 '1415
D 7r4 .. 716
F 1617 ,1427
IRL (3) 1917 &a6
t 2719 , .1911
Nt 9r? ,.11,3
B 11 11 gr5
L 7r4 8r3
uK 13rCI 14,4
14rs',. 13r2' 8o?.
617 6rE .7r1
11rE 16.5 1314
14,3 I7 @,4
2?r4 15 oO 17 ,6gra 
. 
10,3 11,0
1016 7 16 1014
l0rg 614 7 rE
11rO 1616 -1816
10;5
,, 614
,1314
1314'
1616
9rE
11.0
911
1612
EC 13r0 
.,12,3 11,6 1019 1Z,O 12t?
tI
6eneraL Ggvernment
percentage GDP
Centrat Governnent
percentage GDP
' Net BorroHin$ (1 )
1976 1979 1980
Net Borrouing Requireinent Q>
197E 1979 19E0
DK
D
F
rnl (3)
I
NL
B
L
UK
-0r5 -1r0
-2 r7 -3t1
-2r3 -117
-10r8 -15o8
-1016 -1115
-2r0 . -2r3
-613 -7,2
+2r8 !1r8
-3r9 -3,1
-Zrtl
-?,8
-117
-7 r3''
-11,4
-2"0
-7 14
+1rO
-2A
-2rg -3r5 -4n3
-3rO -3r4 -3r2
-1 ,6 -1 ,7 -1 ,7
-1217 -15p0 -8r0
-13 11 -13 
'6 -1tr '4 '
-3r1 - 3r8 -3r7 J
-614 -7,2 -7 11
+?rE +1rE +.111
-4,9 -4,5 -4 11
EC -4 r0 '4 rO -3,g -4 15 416 4r8
(1) NationaL accounts, transactions basis excLuding Ioans and participations(2) Budgetary accounts, cash basis, inctud'ing [oans and participations(3) 1979 and 1980 figures ref[ect distortions in government fjnanciaI
transactions due to the 1979 postaL strike.
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TABLE 1 6 filonetary aggregates, end 1978 - end 1980,
lrloney supply, Percentage change
1 978 1979 1 980
DK (fqz)
D (ltl3)
F (M2)
IRL (M3)
I (M2)
NL (M2)
B (mzH)
L
UK( s'ter Ling M3)
617
11rO
1213
?8rz
22r8
412
915
13,7
9rO
7r0
12,5
21rO
17,8
811
911
1215
1t?
112
8
6
11
16
"16
8
112
314
10 314
11 1t2
t
Credit to enterprises and private househotds
from monetary institutions (?),
percentage changes
DK (3)
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
uK c4t
519
1015
11,0
32,4
18rO
22.6
11rq
17 11
317
11 1t2
1'l 19
24,O
13rQ
1817
11rO
17,1
3
9
11
?o
10.
16 3t4
10 314
14 1t2
EC (1) ( 51 (13,5 ) (13,0) (11 )
(1) weighted with 1978 GDP at current prices and exchange rates(2) owing to different coverage of credit between finaneiat institutions
and other differences, thise figures are not comparabIe between countries(j) contribution to the growth of the money suppLy, expressed in percentage
of the money stock at the start of the period(4) stertihg tending to private a,nd overseas sectors in the course of O
financiaL yeans(5) excludinq Denmark
a
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TabLe 1.7 Labour markets 1978-1980
Totat empLoymentpercentage change
UnempLoyment rate(percentige of civiIian working
poputation )
197E 1979 '!980 1978 1979 1 980
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
1rO
O13
1rO
1r1
016
OrZ
-0 14
-Q17
012
0r8
111
015
211
Ur5
0r?
012
O16
0r8
o12
0r0
011
o16
-OrZ
o12
O16
-o 11
-o15
616
319
5r0
817
711
4r2
813
0r8
517
518
314
519
7rg
7"7
413
817
0r8
516
611
314
618
718
814
413
818
org
616
612EC O13 A17 515 516
t
a
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TabLe 1.8 BaLance of payments, 1978-1980
Current accounts, EUA
1978 1979
pbrcentage of GDP
1978 1979 1980
1000 mi LL
1 980
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
-i 12
714
219
-or2
419
-O17
-112
O15
116
-1rB
-o19
g13
-Ot9
315
-o13
'1 14
015
-213
-2t0
-311
-0r8
-1"O
315
0
-119
0t6
-o14
-?16
+115
+0r8
-216
+214
-o 17
-,:'
+0 16
-3r7
-012
+O 11
-813
+1rs
-O13
-,:,
-0r8
-319
-o15
-0 r2
-8o2
+1r3
-0
-2r?
-Q 11
EC 14rO -3'3 -5,? 0rg -o2 -o13 |t
.a
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The commission staff prepare short-term economic forecasts three timeseach year, in January, llay and September. For any given y.ir ifr" first set offorecasts is worked.out in the May of the preceding year. These are further definedin the tight of additionaL information in each suclessive forecasting round untiLthe october round of the yealin question. The trienniaL periodicity"derives fromthree major statutory tasks which the counciL has given the commission. These arefirst[y the preparation of the Annuat Economic Rep6rt in the fourth quarter of eachyear' wh'i ch, inter aL'i a, establishes economic poLicy guidet'i nes to be foLLowed by ieach Member State, secondLy the adjustment of these grio"lines during the first quari-ter of the folLowing year in the Light of new deve[opments in the economic situatjonand thirdLy the estabLishment in the second quarter of quantitative guideLines forthe draft pubLic budgets for the year to come (1). These sets of guidetines areframed by the commission in the Light of a set of detaiLed forecasts for each MemberState, which include forecasts of(1) GDP growth and its components, both(2) output and empLoyment d.isaggregated(3) the househoLd income and expenditure
and expend'itures accounts of generaL government,
of centraL, reg'ionaI and LocaL governments and
tI
in volume and vatue;
by principaL sectorsl
account disaggregated by the main source of
't ncome;(4) the current and capitaL revenuei.e. the consoLidated accounts
social security funds;(5) a capitaI account showing
requi rement s1
intersectoraL savings, cap.itaI formation and borrowing
(1) Artic[es z, 3 and 4 of Decision z4/1zo/EEc of 1g February 1974la
(6) the baIance of payments on current account, subdivided into the goods, servjcesand transfer accounts;(7) +inaILy a number of important aggregates and indicators, incIuded industriaL pro:duct'ion, emptoyment and wage rates.
Each forecasting round starts with an initiaL set of hypotheses regardingthe economic environment outside the Communityr'in particuLar gbp and impori gro"[hin the other OECD countries, the 0PEC member liates, the non-oiL deveLop.ing coun-tries and the state trading nations. These assumptions are continuaLLy adjustedduring the forecasting round in view of the impact of the emerging Community.importforecasts, given the trading Links between these groups of countries and thecommunity. At the same time hypotheses are estabLished regard.inq trends in the pricesof Community imports of various rat.l materials, including oiL, and ofmanufactured goods. Given these assumptions, iogether with the first estimates of iexport price and import voLume changes pnepared for each Member State, forecasts ofmarket shane growth and'import cost changes are prepared for each member State usingan (18 x 18) biLateraL trade matrix prepared from the Latest avaiLabLe data. WhiLe lthe domestic forecasts ar^e in the course of taking shape, this process of recaLcu-Lating market share growth and impont cost chang"r ir itLrated.'By the iir" in"-iraaeforecasts are finaLised two convergence criterii, i.e. that intra-commun.ity imports.
and exports are equaI in current 
"nd.onrt"nt prices, have to be satisfied, and theforecast changes'in export shares or divergences between caLcutated.import costs
and the forecast import prices have to be justified in the Light of factons such asretat'i ve competitivity ga.i ns.
Forecasts for the domest'ic economy proceed aIong three cIoseLy interrelatedpaths. These are the estabLishment of forecasts for the private sector, the pubLic
secton and for monetany aggregates. These three sets of forecasts are the responsi-biLity of speciaIists in the respective areas, but inevitabLy working in extremeIy
cLose cooperation. The private sector forecasts are to some extent based on simu[-taneous econometric relationships, but the use of model resutts is aLways subject tojustification based on country expertise.
lb
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The pubLic sector forecasts, particuLar those for government tax revenues
and sociaL transfers, depend on developments in the private sector, as |.JeLI as a
given poLicy stance ('no poLicy changer or otherwise). tlhere a centraL government
budget has recentLy been announced or fjscaL measures adopted, such a concept is
e"ri"r to interpret. tlhere poLicy changes ane LikeLy or under debate the inter-pretation is obviously subject to judgement. The monetary forecasts which are
particular[y cLoseLy reLated to those of the governments sector are based on an
interpretation of an unchanged monetary poIicy.
Before and throughout the forecast'ing exercises the Commission staff keep'in
close touch and discuss their forecasts with the officiaL forecasters in the Member
States. The forecasts are discussed in a generaL meeting of forecasting experts from
the l'lember States and reLevant Commission staff. However the Commission estabLishesjts forecasts independentLy, and retains soLe responsibi Lity in pubIishing thei r
main aggregates in th'is Review (as in other editions of European Economy).
t
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2. Economic CycLes in the Nineteen-Seventies
This chapter is concerned with cycticaL deveLopments'in the
real economy from the beginn'ing of this decade up tiLL the present time.
Its purpose is to review concisety how the European economy has behaved in
several major cycLicaL epjsodes, notabLy that provoked by the oiL price rise
of 1973-74 and under the several subsequent phases of poLicy, [eading up to the
present task of managing in 1979 and 1980 a second oi L shock on top of severe
uFlf .!soLved orobLems of macroeconomi c performance.
The Reference Cyc[e in the Communitv,1970-1979
The annuaL GDP growth rates for the Community countries, the United
Statesr Japan and the OECD area are presented in Table ?.1. A more refined
image of economic trends are shown in Graph 2.1, where GDP is plotted in terms
of quarterLy deviations from trend for the Community and the four targest
Member States. This graph permits the identification of severaL clearLy-defined
cycIicaI phases since 1970. WhiLe the precise cycLicaI chronoLogy differs from
country to country, the Member States of the Community have tended throughout
the 1970s more than ever before to show a highLy synchronised cyc['icaL deveLopmt
partLy owing to their increased trade interdependence and partLy in response to
common shocks from outside.
The present decade began with a sLight sLow-down (from mid-1970 to
the end of 1972) throughout the Community and indeed throughout the OECD area.
Then, from the end of 1972 to nld-74 the Community experienced a substantiat
boom, in which aLL Member States participated, though rather briefLy in the case
of the United Kingdom. The subsequent recession, the deepest since the 1930s,
Lasted untit the tast months of 1975.'1976 sav', a vigorous but short-Lived
recovery throughout the Community. It was foLLowed in 1977 by a year of stow
growth in the Community, in contrast to a relativeLy stnong continuation of the
recovery in Japan and the United States. The near:stagnation of 1977 eventua[[y
gave way to stronger growth rates from the [atter hatf of 1978 in most Community
countries. This may be interpreted as a renewaL of the recovery process, which
however was temporari ty hit by the damaging effects of the very severe 1978/79
winterz and now is adverse[y affected by the new oiL shock.
II
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The OiL Price Shock ot 1973-74
It is now generalLy accepted that the seeds of a downturn in economic
growth brere a[neady being sown in the 1972-73 boon, before the main oit price rise
in December 1973. In aLL Community countries and most OECD countries there was
a substantia[ increase in the,rate of growth of the money suppLy in 1971 and
1972 , to some extent as a poLicy reaction to the weaken'ing of economic
trends in the oeriod E7A to 1972. In 1973 the rate of infLation rose throughout
the Community, partty in response to the sharp acceteration of commodity prices -
the Economist overaLL doLLar index rose from an average of 1A7 in 1972 to 166 in
1973 - which were themseLves reacting to increased demand from the industrialised
countries. This infLationary upsurge was LargeLy responsible for measures to
to reduce the rate of growth in the money supply which were taken in severat
Member States, notabLy in France, Germany, BeLgium, Denmark, and the United
Kingdom, as weLL as in Japan and the United States, during the course of 1973.
Throughout the Community and indeed throughout most industriatised countries
interest rates moved up sharpLy during 1973. It is against this background that
oit prices h,ere quadrupted in the four months prior to January 1974.
By the second half of 1974 lt was apparent that a serious recession
was under way. Graph 2.? ptots quarterLy deviations from trend for a number of
cycIicaL indicators for the Community as a whole against those of GDP. As can
be seen, product'ion expectationsr oS given by the Communityts business survey,
had been faLLing since the middle of 1973, that is in advance of the first major
oiL price announcement, and continued to faLL rap'idLy. Order books turned down
and stocks of finished products became excessive from the end of 1973 onwards.
For the oiL price hike to have triggered the recession, however,
required that the deterioration in the terms of trade caused by the ojL
price rise be transLated into an effective reduction in the suppLy of and
demand for goods and services. In other words one or more of the rnajor
sectors, househotds, enterprises or the pubtic sector had to accept
a reduction in its reaL expenditure on goods and services. t'lhat seems
to have happened in genera[ is that the rea[ disp-osabLe
a
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income of the househotd sector, and certain[y that major component of it which
is emptoyment income, was maintained and in fact increased in both 1974 and
1975- 0n the other hand the surplus of the enterprise sector fe[[ substantially
in "1974' such that the borrowing requirement of this sector appears to have
risen rapidLy. However because of a sharp rise in the savings ratio of the house-
hold sector, the financia[ surpLus of the private sector as a whote onLy felt
sLightLy in 1974. rn 1975 as more of the increased costs were passed on in the
form of hjgher output pricesrand capitaI expenditure was cut and stocks sharpLy
reduced, the financia[ position of the enterpnise sectolimproved and the surpLus
of the private sectot' as a whoLe Leapt fron 0.4% of GDp jn 19?4 to 5.3% in 1975,(see Graph 2-Q- Graph 2.3 ittustrates the quarterty deviations from trend for
private consumption, gross fixed investment and exports for the Community as a
whote. The growth rate of consumption weakened throughout 19l4,remain.ing beLow
trend fnom mid-'l974 tiLI the beginning of 1976. The growth rate of fixed investment
deteriorated after the 1973 boom but remained above trend untiL it feIL sharpLy at
the end of 1974. Exports suffered from the severe downturn of wortd trade with
their reaL growth rate rapidly diminishing beyond nid-i974.
The financiaI surpLuses and deficits of the private and the pubtic
sectors and the whole Community vis-d-vis the rest of the wortd from 1960 to
the present are pLotted in Graph 2.4. It is c[ear that 1975 represents a totaL
break with the preceding 15 years in which the sectoraI deficits and surptuses
fLuctuated within 2% of GDP. But, given that the recession eLiminated the
Communityrs current account deficit in 1975, the enormous bound fn the private
sector surplus was mainLy mirrored in the jump in the pubtic sector deficit.
The policy response to the oiL crisis, together with the automatic impact of
the recession on pubLic budgets, must now be considered.
The Po[icy Response to the 1973-74 0iI Crisis
In 1974 fiscat policy was sLightty stimulatory. Net government
borrowing as a percentage of GDP nearLy doubLed in the Community but the overaLL
deficit remained relativeLy smaLI at 1.7% ln that year. The reason for the
increase wag essentiaL[y the operation of buiLt-in stabiLisers, mainLy in the
form of tower tax receipts and higher sociaL transfer payments. NevertheLess a
tight money poticy continued to be observed in most countries, particutarLy in
Italy and the United Kingdom. Indeed both in 1974 and in 1975 the rise in the
Communityrs nomina[ money suppty was no greater than the rfse in the consumer
t I orice defLator.
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Throughout the course of 1974 and 1975, howeven, wages, hetped by
widespread indexation arrangements in most Community countries, were increased
to accomodate the direct infLationary effects of the oiL price increase-
Indeed average rea[ wages rose in att Member States over those th,o years'
This development had severaL important impLications. FirstLy the reaL disposabLe
income of the househoLd sector was sustained. SecondLy the financiat position of
the enterprise sector lllas further squeezed, which contributed to the sharp
faLL in investment spend'ing. ThirdLy infLationary expectations were given a
further upward impuLse, serving to llorsen further the'inflation rate associated
w.ith any given LeveL of output. The increase in infLation itseLf had an'important
depress.ive effect on aggregate demand, through the reaction of househoLds to
a faLL in the reaL vaLue of their financiaL assets. ''
In 1975 heavy inventory decumuLation deepened the recession,
contribut.ing a 2 1/2% faLl in the teveL of GDP (see TabLe 2.2)- In the Latter
months of 1974 and the ear[y months of 1975 the authorities in Member States
became convinced of the need to change poticy. However their reactions d'iffered
from country to country. In the United Kingdom the increase in the pubLic
deficit interacted with a llages expLosion and sharpLy increased infLationary
expectat'ions, and thus Limited the faLL in reaL output and empLoyment but at
the cost of a sharpIy increased rate of infLation. In contrast'in some other
countries strict monetary and fiscal poL'ic'ies were aimed above aLL at reducing
the infLatjon rate. This was the stance adopted to some extent in Germany and,
outside the Commun'ity, even more so in SwitzerLand. In the United Kingdom
the inflation rate rose from 16 1/2y" in 1974 to 23 1/27, in 1975. In Germany
it fetL sl'ightly from 77, in 1974 to 67. in 1975 whiLe in SwitzerLand it fetL
fron 9% ta 4%. In 1975 empLoyment felL by Less than 1/2% in the United Kingdom,
by 3 1/2% in Germany and by 9% in SwitzerLand.
Denmark, Italy and Belgium may a[so be rather arbitrarily cLassified
as pursuing on "accomodating" poL'icy,'in that in these countries monetary poLicy
b,as retativeIy LiberaL and the pubLic budgets were expansion'ist. Thus the poticy
stance tended towards acceptance of the direct and indirect infLationary effects
of the oiL price rise, whiLe seeking primariLy to contain its recess'ionary impact
on output and empLoyment. In most Community countries however,
.../ ...
1) A study of the effect of inftation rates on consumer expenditure in the four
Largest Commun'ity countries, which wiLL be reported in a future edition of
European Economy, indicates that patterns of consumer behaviour d'id change
after the 1973-74 oiI shock towards higher savings ratios, and this change was
brought about because of consumers'defensive reactions to higher infLation.
Second[y there are at Least in the cases of 6ermany, France and the United
K'ingdom discontinuities in the reaction of the savings ratio to infLation
rates/ such that beyond a certain criticaL infLation rate, the sensitiv'ity
of savings to inftation increases. Thus where infIation rates have faLi.en
beIow the appropniate criticaL LeveL as in Germany and France, the earLier
pattern has been restored.
a
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the tendency was to a mixed poLicy,with
tightness as regards the money suppty but conpensated by increased pubLic
deficits. The net result was that consumer prices in the community as a who[e
grew at about the same rate (13%) in both 1974 and 1975' trhi[e GDP continued
to faLL but at a sLower nate after mid 1975.
The enormous rise in the financiaL deficit of the pubLic sector in
1975 was the resuLt of both an automatic rise in the deficit due to the bui[t-
in stabitisers, taxes and transfer paynents, and a discretionary increase
refLecting a more expansionary fiscaL poLicy. In the first haLf of 1975 fiscaL
measures were Limited more or Less to some modest increases in unemployment
benefits and improved aids to private investment. But'in August and September
sign.ificant, coordinated expansionary programs with serious budgetary impLications
r*ere decided upon in Germany, France, ItaLy, Denmark and the Nethertands. In Germany
a six biLLion mark investment support program was announced in August and a
fifteen biILion mark supptementary deficit uas ptanned. In September the French
Government announced a 30 biil.ion franc expansionary program. In August in
ItaLy a package of credits worth 4000 biLLion Lire was made avai[ab[e, together
with further st imuIatory measures-
The contributions to 1975 GDP growth of pubIic expenditure are given
in Tabte 2.2. .Changes in tax and other current receipts aLso made a contribution'
to GDP growth in Denmark, Germany, Iretand and Itaty- Taking the combined
contribution of the government sector as a whole, with the exceptions of
France, BeLg'ium, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom, the pub[ic deficit made
an important contribution to supporting economic activjty ' [n atI countries
sociat transfers wene a buoyant component-of government expenditure- PubLic
sector investment was aLso substantiaL in France and ltaLy. Taking the
Community as a whoLe the government sector made a direct contribution to
GDp growth of some 0.?'1, of which 0.6f d€rived from public expenditure and
0.1% fron reduced tax receiPts.
tI
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The 1976 Recovery
Output in aLt Community countries recovered sharpLy'in 1976rthough
not in generaL as rapidLy as in the United States, Japan or in severa[
European countries outside the Community. As TabLe 2.2 shows, this recovery
was in the main due to renewed growth of private consumption and stock-
bui tding, 'in some countries in part ref Lect'ing the tax reLief measures of
the previous year. OnLy in Denmark did fixed investment in the private sector
contribute significantty to the increased rate of economic activ'ity. 0nLy
in Denmark and lretand did pubLic expenditure make a notab[e contribution.
As the oiL and other commodity price rises worked themse[ves out
and infLationary expectations subsided in most Community countries (the reaL
price of oiL remaining constant in EUA from the end of 1974 to the end
of 1978), the infLation-output trade-off improved generaLLy so that a[[
Member States found that both more output and tess infIation were possibLe.
The Community benefitted from the rapid growth throughout the OECD area
and a turn-around in imports by the non-oiL deveLoping countries which had
fallen in volume terms in 1975.
After the coordinated poIicy stimuli of the Iatter haLf of 1975
it may appear strange that the pubLic sector made a retativeLy minor
contribution to growth in 1976, either as measured in TabLe 2.2 or seen in
terms of the faLL in the borrowing requirement in Graph 2.4. However during
the course of 1976 increasing worries about the imp['ications of such high
tevets of pubIic deficits - e'ither because of concern that private investment
wouLd be "crowded out" or because they wou[d Lead to undesirabLe and
infLationary increases in the money suppty - Led to measures designed to
cut growth 'in government expenditure. In Germany the impLementation of
publ.ic expenditure programs was often delayed by administrative probtems.
In the cases of lre[and and ltaly, where the government deficits both
represented welL oven 10t of GDP in 1975 and the current account deficits
were rapidLy increasingrrestrictive measures vere taken within the framework of
Community Loans. In the United Kingdom, where the pubLic sector borrowing
requirement had reached an aLarming 11% of GDP in 1975 and was expected
to exceed tha! figure in 1976 and where the average effective exchange rate
fetL some 15% fron 1975 to 1976, the authorities adopted severe measures
to restrict the growth of pubLic expenditure. But on the whoLe it was the
much more rapid growth of receipts than expenditures, in the main because of
t
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the reat and nominal growth in incomes, but in Ita[y a[so because of increases
in tax rates, that brought down the overatL government budget deficits to
figures in absotute terms betow those of 1975 in Denmark, Gernany, France
IreLand, ItaLy and the NetherIands. Thus fiscaI drag had worked extremety powerfuIty,
xith the share of direct taxes in Community GDP rising from 1Z.g% to 13.5%.
In the course of the year monetary poticy became increasingLy restrictive.
According to the broad definition (M2 or M3), noney suppLy growth did not exceed
the nominaL GDP growth rate in any member country except the NetherLands.
Throughout the Community interest rateS, part'icuLarLy at the short end,
increased in the course of the year.
The 1976 recovery was atready showing signs of weakness by the end of
the summer- The quarterLy growth rates in industriat production for the community
as a whole felL fron 3.4% in the firstquarter ol 1976, to 2,2% in the second
quarter, zero in the third and a modest 0.8% in the finaL quarter. In the next
section we consider the factors behind the premature termination of the recovery
when industnia[ production was generaLLy beLow its 1g74 peak and unempLoyment
I had onLy been faLLing in most cases for less than six months.I
A Period of SLow Growth End-1976 to Mid-1978
The superficial reasons for the petering out of the 19T6 boom can
be seen by [ooking at the contributions to growth of the major components of
demand'rn 1977 (see Tabte 2-n. CtearLy the general pattern was one of weak
househoId demand, even weaker private sector investment, a negLigibLe contribution
from public expenditure, modest destocking and varying contributions from
the trade account.
Llith cuts in expenditure and tax buoyancy impLying
a contractionary budgetary poLicy in most countries, net borrowing by generaL
government decreased in aLI Member States with the exception of Be[gium and
Luxembourg. For the Community it fe[[ from 5.2y. of
GDP in 1975 to 3-7% in 1976. rn 1977 it feLL further, to 3.3% of GDp, with onLy
France and, marginaILy, Be[gium show'ing a rise in the borrowing requirement.
The borrowing requ'irement of the pubLic sector as a whoLe feLI even more than
that of generaI government, since the investment programs of the nationatised
industries were pruned in many countries in the interests of monetary discipIine.
It has atready been pointed out that monetary poIicy was in practice
I ageneratty strict in 1976 though in effect monetary growth often exceeded theinitiat targets. ln 1977 it was eased somewhat in Germany, France and the
7'l
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United Kjngclom, but, partLy due to exchange rate worries, remained tight
eLsewhere. Indeed the growth rate of the money suppLy feLL in 1977 compared
with 1976 in Denmark, the NetherLands and BeLgium. GeneraLLy interest rates
feL L gradual, Ly through the course of 1977.
CLearty the economic poLicy stance adopted during 1976
contributed to the premature sLowing-up of the recovery process and the weakness
of growth in the foLLowing year. The stance of budgetary and fiscaI poLicy
was estabLished before it became cLear that private investment and private
consumption wouLd run out of steam. After the recovery process had weakened
in the Latter haLf of 1976 poticy makers continued to be constrained by
high budget deficits, in-fLationary pressures and, in some countries weak currencies,
to maintain at best an overaLL neutraL posture.
tlhiLe infLation continued to faLL in Germany and the BeneLux countries, it
began to rise again in Late 197:6 :n Denmark, France, ItaLy and the United Kingdom.
ItaLy, Ireland and the United Kingdom continued to experience infLation rates
greatLy in excess of the Community average. These same countries, together with pa
Betgium, h,ere most concerned about the monetary impIications of financing their
Large pubLic deficits. The United Kingdom, ItaLy and France Lrere particuLar[y
subject to concern over exchange rate developments. The pound sterLing, after
fa[ting sharp[y in the first haLf of 1976, regained some ground in the summer
months, but suddenly fetl. again towards the end of the year so that it recorded
an effective depreciation of over 20 % during the twelve months together. The
lira behaved in a simiLar fashion and recorded an effective depreciation of the
same magnitude. The French franc aIso depreciated, though less dramaticatLy, in
the Latter half of the year with an effective depreciation of some 10 Z over the
12 month period.
As regards private consumption the faLLing rate of inftation throughout 1976
in some member countries might have been expected to encourage consumer expenditure
and indeed the savings rate did tend to fail. in severaI countries (Denmark, Ger-
nany, France and IreLand) in 1976, but generaILy stabiLised in 1977. In fact
during 1976 and 1977 real disposabte income grew more sLowLy,
in some cases partty due to incomes poLicies, in favour of a strengthening of cor-
lordte profits. Furthermore the reptacement buying of durab[e Eoods, particuIarLy
cars, which had been postponed duning the-recession and had stimutated consumption
in the first half of 1976 became weaker thereafter. NevertheLess in'1977 and
earty 1978 such growth that did take ptace was on the whoLe due to the contributioJ 1
of private eonsumption expenditure.
t
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I In the case of private investment the performance was disappo'intingt throughout the period in view of the considerab[e stimuLatory measures taken
in atI member countries and the improved financia[ position of the corporate
sector. But in many sectors capacity t.las stiL[ [argely underutiLised and the
' initiat reactjen'was to improve baLance sheets by reducing outstanding short-term
debt rather than to embark on net.l investment programs. The Community business
' survey showed a fa[[ing business cIimate indicator throughout the course
of the year.
In view of the stuggish economic performance, the European councjt-
in Aprit 1978 agreed that the Community shouLd work out a.
strategy to "reverse the unsatisfactory trend in the Community's economic
and sociat situation". A concerted action program was joint[y prepared by
the Commission and the nationaL authorities and adopted by the European
CounciL heLd at Bremen on 6 and 7 Juty. This prognam constituted the basfs of the
Communityrs contribution to a broader co-ordinated refLationary package at the
Western Economic Summit in Bonn a week Later.
The Communityrs concerted action program uas further detaiLed at the
a Finance CounciI meeting of ?4 Juty. The imp[ications of the decision made at that
t meetinghFre discussed in the AnnuaL Economic Review 1978-79. In the event
the German authorities impLemented the agreed stimuLatory measures evatuated
at about 1% of GDP at the beginning of this year. The French Government
adopted a more expansive budgetary poticy in 1978 and have maintained that
stance this year. Certaln other countrles, notabLy Betgfum, Iretand and Ita[y,
have foLtowed budget poLicy programs agreed in Bremen in constrainlng the pubLic
deficit whiLe reaLLocating resources to growth-oriented expenditure. The major
expansionary measures impLemented by the Japanese Government at the end
of1978representanimportantcontributiontothewiderco-ordinated
Program agreed at Bonn.
The 1979 Oit Price Rise
By the time that the concerted action programs agreed at Bonn and
at Bremen were generalLy under way at the beginning of this year, there had
atready been s'igns of an upturn (see Q7spft 2.1) , part Ly in
response to a reLaxation of budgetary and monetany poLicy during the course of
1978 (Graph 2.4). The increased deficits were in some cases mainLy due to indexation
arrangements, for exampLe in Itaty. In the United Kingdom the stimutus
equivaLent to more than 1Z of GDP was partty composed of tax reductions
due to indexation arrangements and partLy of increased pubIic expenditureI O and discretionary tax cuti. In other countries it was targeLy the resu[t of
pubtic expenditure ptans made in earIier yea?s, notabty in Germany.
-L
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The unusuatty severe w'inter of 1g78-7g and, 'in some llember States,
Labour disputes Led to a weakening of activity in January and February of 1979'
From March to the middLe of 1979 the rate of growth of GDP picked up again, so
that for the first haLf of 1979 the growth rate uas probab[y of the order of
3'1, as aga'inst more than 4 % in the second haLf of 1978.
It is against this background that oiL prices were escatating upwards
throughout the first half of 1979. The OPEC meeting at the end of June brought
the total dotLar price rise of over twetve months to some 60 Z. The direct shock
to the baLance of payments of the Community, assuming unchanged imports of oiL
and oiL products, and that the dolLar price of oiI products rises by the same
as crude, and ignoring'increased OPEC imports was nearty 825 biILion, equivalent,
at the present exchange rates, to 10.6 % of Community imports from the rest of the
worLd in 1978 or {;1,A of 1978 Community GDP. By comparison, between October 1973
and January 1974 the crude price rose on average 288'1. Under the same assumptions
this represented a direct baLance of payments shock of I 35 bit[ion, or 4O it ot
Community imports from the rest of the wortd (in the period 1972 Mo 1973 III) 
'a
and 3.4 % of 1973 Community GDP. Thus the ,direct economic .impact of
the 1979 oiL price increase are considerabty Less than those of 1973174.
A further major difference is to be seen in the behaviour of non-oiL
commodity prices. Taking 'in each case the 12 month period of fastest 'increase,
the Economist aLL primary commodities sterLing index rose 64% beth'een
January 1973 and January 1974 uthile the dolLar index rose 55% over the same
period. For the period June 1978 to June 1979, the indexes rose by 8-7% and
24-6% respect.iveLy. The overaLL effect of the oiL and commodity price incnease
was a falt of 4.71 in the Community's commodity terms of trade ln 1973 foLLowed
by a faLL of 11.f/ in 1974. The drop from the second haLf of 1978 to the
second haLf of 1979 is LikeLy to be of the order of .2%.
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As in 1973, in most Member States efforts are under way to contain
if not reduce the rate of growth of money supp[y, and the period of sharpLy
rising oit prices has aLso been one of rising interest rates.0n the other
hand the cLimate of business confidence as shown in the Community survey has
recentIy remained firm. Short-term production expectations and order books
continue to rise. This is in'contrast to the 1973-24 experience when, apart
from a short-tived upturn at the beginning of '1914, order books and production
expectations feLL steadi[y and steepLy from JuLy 1973 to the end of 1974.
PoLicy reactions to the oiL price rise at the nationat tevel have been
main[y aimed towards conservation. At the community LeveL the European counciL
expressed its determination to maintain Community oi L imports between 1980 and
1985 at an annuaL Level not higher than that of 1978, and at the western summit
in Tokyo in Juty Germany, France, ItaLy and the United Kingdom agreed that each
Itlember Countryrs contribution to meeting this overa[[ target wouLd be specified.
So far demand management po[icies have not been significantty aLtered in response
to the terms of trade deterioration, aLthough in France a package of pubLic
expenditure increases and aids to Low-income fami Lies was announced .in August.
Thus white Graph 2.4 shows that the generaI government net borrowing of the
Community has edged up from 3t in 1976 to an estimated 4t in 1g7g, th.is mainly
reflects the modestty more expansionary stance of fiscaL poLicy adopteo in
1978 and pushed somewhat further by the concerted action program.
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Table 2.2
Contribution to changes in reaI GDp as a percent of GDP in the previous year al 1970 prices
1 960-70 I tst'l 1972 t> ( J 197 1 1975 197 6 1977 1978 1979
DK private consumption
private jnvestment
pubt i c expenditure
stockbui Iding
foreign batance
private consumption
private investment
pubtic expenditure
stock bui tding
foreign baLance
private consumptionprivate investment
pubIic expenditure
stockbui Idin9
foreign baIance
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3. Labour markets
Labour suppty and demand developments since 1973
EmpLoyment in the Community changed IittLe in 1974, teLL in 1975
and 1976 and recovered very modestLy 'in 1977 and 1978. In the [atter
year it was stilL 0.5 % tower than in 1973, whi[e over the five year
period the tabour force had grown by 2.5 % fiabLe 3.1 and Graph 3.1).
As a resu[t, unemployment more than doubLed between 1973 and 1978.
Working-age poputation has been grow'ing at an average of 0.4 %
a year since 1973 (TabLe 3.1 and Graph 3.1) 
' 
and a rise in activ'ity
rates fron 1976 onwards has aLso contributed to [aboun force growth.
The activity rate fetl from 41.3 7, in 1973'to 41.1 % in 1975, but
by 1978 stood at 41.7 7,. This increase over the period took place
despite the facts that there was an increase of around 800 000 between
1973 and 1977 in the number of persons ctassified as inactive but
nonethetess seeking work (resuLts of Community Labour Force SampLe
Surveys, see TabLe 3.5), and that around 1 mitIion foreign workers
Left the Community labour force between 1973 and 197t3, thus depressing
recorded activity rates. The increase in the activity rate since 1975
can be attributed entirety to increased activity within age/sex ca-
tegori es.
The deveLopment of overatL act'ivity rates has been made up of
a s[ight faLL in the mate rate (as the coverage of higher education
continued to increase and ear[y retirement became more common) more
than offset by a ris'ing femate rate.
The continued increase in femaLe activ'ity rates since 1973
is probabty exptained in part by factors additionat to those under-
Ly'ing the eartier increase during 1960-1973. ReaL disposabIe house-
hoid incomes grew much more sLow[y during the tater period than
during the earLier; this may have encouraged more "secondary workers"
to enter, or attempt to enter, the labour market. In addition, equaL
pay Leg'isLation may have increased the femaIe labour suppLy. It appears
from the Community Labour Force Sampte Surveys that between 1973 and
t
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and 1977 there r.las an increase of around 4 3/4 milLion in the numbers
of women either in work or seeking work, but the number in work
increased by onty about 2 1/4 mjLtion.
The deveLopment of the sectoraL structure of empLoyment since
1973 has been quaIitativety simiLar in many respects to that observed
between 1960 and 1973= empLoyment in agriculture has continued to
decLine (aLthough Less rapidLy than in the earLier period), as has
empLoyment in the energy'industries ,whiLe growth of empLoyment in
services, both marketed and non-marketed, has been maintained. How-
ever, manufacturing empLoyment fetL sharpLy 'in 1975 and has shown
more moderate faLLs theneafter.
In the Community countries for which figures are ava'itabLe, onLy
in France had totat hours worked been increas'ing in the 1960-1973
period, but in aLL four countries average hours (for the whole economy)
decLined sufficientty, given totaI hours, for empLoyment to increase.
Average hours worked continued to decLine in the 1973-1978 period
(TabLe 3.D. However, despite the generatty depressed state of demand
and capacity utiLisation in the economy the rate of reduction of
average,hours does not seem to have been sign'ificantLy faster, for
the Community as a whole, than in 1960-'1973-
Growth in productivity per hour was markedLy reduced over the
1973-1978 period as compared with 1960-1973 ]n aLL the Community
countries for which data are avai[abLe (TabLe 3.3).0f the four
major countries the sLowdown was most marked over the 1973-1978 period
as a whoLe for ltaLy (where the extent of the short-faLL'in output
at the end of the period was probably greatest) and Least for Germany
(where the shortfatt was probabLy smaLtest)-- 0n account of the
rlecrease in average working hours, productivity growth per occupied
person L,,as s [ower than that per hour in both periods anC atl the
countries considered. As did hourLy product'ivity, output per
occupied person gret"l everywhere Less strongLy
tl
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in 1973-1978 than in 1960'1973. For the Community as a who[e, produc-
tivity growth per occupied person stowed down from 4.3'l annuaLLy
in the 1960-1973 period to 2.4 % in the 1973-1978 period. The in-
crease ln 1979 might remain below 2 1/2 % (Table 3.3).
The above data relate, of course, to recorded deve[opments in
hours and emptoyment. Some consideration must aIso be g'iven to unre-
corded changes in these variabLes. Unrecorded work may resuLt from
marketed or non-marketed transactions. The former category LargeLy
represents an attempt to evade not onIy taxation and sociaL security
contributions but aLso the restrictions imposed by various measures
of empLoyment Leg'islation. The second category w'i L I LargeIy take the
form of "do-it-yourseIf" - car and househoLd maintenance and improve-
ment work and so on. Information on the scale of unrecorded trans-
act i ons i s, natura L ty, hard to come by di rect Ly. Est i mates have
recentLy been made by ISTAT that in ItaIy unrecorded marketed trans-
actions may amount to 10 % in GNP, whiLe in the United Kingdom the
InLand Revenue have guessed that the proport'ion may be around 7 1/2 i4.
StructuraL trends in the Labour market
The sum totaL of the developments in labour suppLy and demand has
been a very sharp rise since 1973 in the numbers of reg'istered unem-
pLoyed in the Community (see Annex Table 3). The rise began in 1974
G18%), accelerated sharpLy in 1975 (+50/.) and continued thereafter
G14% in 1976, +10% in 1977, +4%'rn 1978) untiL it flattened out in
1979.
The rise in registered unempLoyment in the Community s'ince
1973 has been accompanied by major changes in its structure. The pro-
port'ions of young peopLe and women in totaL unempLoyment have risen
substant'iaLly and the gaps between unempLoyment rates for these cate-
gories of the Labour force and overalL unempLoyment rates have also
increased considerabLy. TabLe 3.4 shows unempLoyment rates, based on
the resu[ts of Labour Force SampLe Sunveys for the Community rather
than on registered unemptoyment, by age and sex for 1973,1975 and 1977.
t
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Even in a cycLicaL peak year such as 1'973 - when aggregate
unempLoyment t,ias relativeLy Low - unempLoyment rates for young
peopLe have tended to be considerabLy higher than those for oLder
workers. Fri ct i ona L une'nrr Loynent a Iulays ten:Js to be hi gher among
young workers and the dur^ation of unemptoyment shorter. ALthough
comparisons between the 1968 Labour SampLe Survey and the Surveys
for Later years must be made with considerabLe caution, the gap
between unempLoyment rates for young peopte and tlveraLL unemployment
rates appear to have been much the same in 1968 and 1973 (the overall
rates in the two years were aLso simi[ar). By 1977, the unempLoyment
rate for the 14-19 age-group was 12.5 % and that for the 20-24 age-
group 8.8 % as against an overaLL unempLoyment rate (on the Sampte
Survey definitions) of 4.2 %. Since 1977 the gap between unempLoyment
rates for young peop[e and overaIl unemp[oyment rates seems, on the
basis of nationaL surveys and other statistics to have decLined some-
what in the UK and Germany and to have increased further in France.
Young peopLe have been confronted with a number of particuLar
probtems in avoiding unemptoyment since the 1975 recession. First,
it has cLearLy been difficuLt for them to obtain,empLoyment at aLL.
Tabfe 3,.5, again drawing on the resuLts of the Labour Force SampLe
Surveys o+ 1973r 1975 and 1977, shows that the number of people decLaring
themselves to be unempLoyed and to be seeking a first job increased
more than haLf a miLLion. Second[y, there is evidence in at Least one
majon country, that temporary'empLoyment has become more common as
empLoyersr'in the face of various measures of empLoyment LegisLat'ion,
have become nore reLuctant to hire ne1al permanent empLoyess. Thus for
those new entrants to the Labour'market who do succeed in gaining ern-
ployment 2 nany of them rnay be employed on a ternporary basi.S w'ith a
resuLting h'igh LeveL of frictionaL unempLoyment. Thirci, even if young
peopLe do find non-temporary jobs, their chances of being made redundant
are higher than those of oLde'r, Longer-estabLished and poss"ibLy more
crocJuctive wcrkers.
whiLe unempLoyment among femaLes has aLso been rising more
rapidLy than totaL unemp[oyment, the trend has not been as dramatic
as in the case of young people. NevertheLess, the excess of the
femaLe unempLoyment rate over the male unempLoyment rate increased
l I
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in every age-group except the over 60rs between 1973 and 1977
(TabLe 3.4). Moreover, the number of hromen decLaring themselves to
be inoccupied but seeking empLoyment increased substantiaLLy between
1973 and 1977 $ab[e 3.5).
The rapid rise 'in youth and fema[e unemployment may refLect
changes in the structure of the Labour market adverse to young peopLe
and women or may be a predictabte resuLt of cyclicaLLy-rising overatI
unempLoyment or both factors may have been operat'ing.
In the case of youth unempLoyment, an increased rigidity of the
Labour market arising from emp[oyment [eg'isLation and trade union
attitudes has very probabLy been disadvantageous to young peopLe.
Such a rigidification appeans to have had an especiaLly marketed ir''npact
on net,l entrants to the [abour market since 1975. TabLe 3.5 shows that
between the 1975 and 1977 Labour Force Sample Surveys the number of
mates unemployed as a result of dismissal actuaLty decLined, whi [e
the number of unemployed seeking a first job or returning to the
Labour market after a voLuntary interruption increased by nearLy
6001000. The tegisLative measunes and attitudes which hetped to
produce this situation are themseLves products of conditions of
cycL'icalLy high unemployment, and their effects might to some extent
be unwound durjng a period of sustained growth in labour demand, but
some Long-term residuat impact on youth emptoyment might remain.
[,/omen returning to the [abour force after a spe[ [ auay f rom
nork have faced simiLar probtems to those of young peopLe entering
the Labour market for the first time. In addition, increased overhead
costs of Labour may have tended to make part-time work Less attractive
to emp[oyers than otherwise. The effect of such a tendency wouLd be
feLt most heavi[y by fema[e workers - the 1977 Labour Force SampLe
Survey showed that 23.7 % of occup'ied females in the Community worked
part-time, whiLe onLy 1.6 % of occupied maLes did so. NationaL sources
make it cLear that the proportion of women seeking part-time work has
increased substantiatty, white the numbers finding such work has risen
Less rapidl.y. The result has been a sharp rise in the number of unem-
ployed women seeking such work.
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In atL the Community countries regionat disparities in
unemptoyment (as measured by the differences between the highest
and Lowest reg'ionaL unemptoyment rates) worsened with the onset of
the 1974-1975 recession (Tab[e 3.6). Such a phenomenon is not unusuaI
in a period of generaIty high unemp(oyment, and worsening regionat dis-
parities jn recession years cannot, without extensive further invest-
igation, be taken as evidence of an increasing degree of structuraL
matadjustment, or of increasfng disparities in regionat competitiveness.
The disparities might well be expected to be reduced again as the
overa[[ pressure of demand in the economy increases. Indeed, in Germany
and the united Kingdom, where overa[[ unemptoyment rates have been
fa[ting over the past year or so, the gap between the highest and
[owest regionat rates has aLso been faILing. However, since the earty
1970's a number of regionaLIy-concentrated industries, some of them
in areas of atready above-average unempIoyment, have begun to experience
more acuteLy than hitherto probLems of Loss of internationaL compe-
titiveness. In the absence of greater geographical mobitity or of an
improvement in inter-regionaI competitiveness within industries in
those regions threatened with decLining emptoyment, regionaI dis-
parities in unemp[oyment in the Community may prove to be greater at
the next cyc[ica[ peak than they were in 1973, atthough the net effect
cannot be predicted with any certainty.0n the evidence of the Community
Labour Force Sampte Surveys - emerging from a comparison of the number
of persons who have changed their region of residence - geographicaL
mobiLity of occupied persons has dectined since 1973 in atI countries
except BeLgium. Such a decLine is an expected cycLicaL phenomenon.
Evidence on the mobi Lity of those who had become unempLoyed is harder
to come by. Nationat Surveys of the unempLoyed suggest that over the
past two or three years the proportion of unempLoyed wiLLing to change
Locations has increased.
An important dimension of the unemptoyment probtem is the "mismatch"
in the suppLy versus demand of labour (1). Evidence of a growing mismatch
woutd in principte show up in a change in the vacancy/.unemptoyment
ratio. Gnaph 3.2 pLots the teveL of registered unemptoyment in the
Community against the IeveI of unfiLted registered vacancies for each
year. What seems to emerge most ctearty is that the [evet of vacancies
associated with a given leveI of unempLoyment (and vice versa) shifted
l t
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(1) See document SEC(79)634 finaL.
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sharpLy upwands at the end of the 1960ts. Thjs m'ight be taken as
an indication of increasing mismatches in the Community economy,
perhaps caused by changes in the industriaL structure of emptoyment
or in the age, sex and skil.L structure of the tabour force. It might
also, however, be an indication that periods of "job search" by
unemployed workers had increased as a resutt of the improvements in
unempLoyment benefits introduced in some countries in the mid- or
tate-sixties. Avajtab[e evidence points to some effect from this
source, though estimates of the quantitative impact vary wideLy.
Graph 3.2 also suggests that a further shift in the unemptoy-
ment/vacancies retationsh'ip has taken pIace over the last three or
four years and that mismatches are becoming more important. There
are a number of reasons for thinking that such may be the case
(aIways bearing in mind that the reLationship between registered
vacancies and totaL vacancies in the economy may itseIf not be con-
stant). First, there are the pnobLems associated with a changing
age and sex structure of the Labour force and the regionaL structure
of employment which have atready been touched upon. Second, the out-
ftow of non-Community workers since the beginning of the recession
has probab[y made it harder to fiLL the monotonous, unpteasant and
Low-paid jobs. Third, the period since the recession has been one
in which pay differentiats have been compressed in some countries.
SkiIL shortages may have emerged, partLy as a result of this process.
A recent Government study in the United Kingdom suggests that the
shortages of labour in certain key skitted occupations are rather
higher than woutd have been expected at the current [evets of ac-
tivity. Among the five ocuntries which have taken part in the har-
monized Community Business Surveys since before the recession, the
percentages of manufacturing firms quoting Labour shortages as a
reason for operating be[ow normaI Leve[s of activity, atthough
obviousLy Lower than in times of stronger activity, appear to be un-
usuaL[y hi9h, given unempLoyment LeveIs, in Germany and the Nethertands.
In addition to an increase in mismatch, increased overhead
costs of emptoyees and statutory rights of those permanentty engaged
have probabLy ted emp[oyers to engage in longer periods of "tabour
search", the equivaLent of increased "job search" on the suppLy side
of the market.
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a DeveIopmentj and prospects in 1979
CompLete fjgures on the development of emptoyment in the
Community in the first haLf of 1979 are not yet avaiLabLe in most
cases. What figures are avaitabLe suggest that totaL emptoyment
in Commun'ity might be sLight Iy higher in the f irst haL'f of 1979
than a year eartier.'Estimates by Commission staff for 1979 as a
whote suggest that totaI empLoyment in the Community might rise by
0.7 X against 1978.
The fotlowing data, whiLe not comprehensive and not on a con-
sistent basis, give some indication of the most recent devetopments.
In France, the number of empLoyees (att marketed branches) in
estabtishments empLoying ten or more workers t,ras very stightLy higher
in the first hal-f of 1979 than in the first half of 1978 and the trend
appears to be ftat. In Germany, totaL emptoyment in the first quarter
of 1979 was 1.3 % higher than a year ear[ier, with construction em-
ployment showing the biggest gain. In ltaLy, employment in industry
t"las tittLe changed in the second quarter of 1979 from its teveL a
year earLier. In the United Kingdom the empLoyed tabour force (whoLe
economy), feLt by 0.2 % on a seasonaLty-adjusted basjs between the
fourth quarter of 1978 and the first quarter of 1979 atter rising in
each quarter of 1978: it remained 0.6 % higher in the first quarter
of 1979 than a year earLier,
In a[[ the countries for which data are avaiLabte short-time
working has been faLLing away rap'idLy in the course of 1979 (aLthough
unusuaLLy severe weather and the effects of industriat disputes
had caused a temporary increase in the first quarter in some countries).
In nearLy att cases (BeLgium being the exception) a rundown of short-
time working had aLready begun in 1978. GeneraLLy, the reduction in
short-time wonking seems not to have been associated with an increased
number of- redundancies and may therefore be taken as an indicator
of improved conditions fn the sector affected.
Few data on average hours are avaitabLe. In France, average
hours worked in the whoLe economy seem to have decLined by about 4.6 %
between the first hatves of 1978 and 1979 and average manufacturing
hours by about 0.4 y,. In Germany in the first quarter average hours
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in manufacturing may have,risen very marginaLLy as Qompafed with a
year ear['ier, after taking account of the distortjon caused by strikes,
whj[e'in the United Kingdom average hours in manufacturing seem to
have been faLLing rather steadiLy between the first quarter of 1978
and 1979 at a rate of around 1/2 % a year.
Registered unemployment, seasona[|.y adjusted, in the Community
has been very fLat, at just over 6 miL[ion, since the midd[e of 1978.
The unempLoyment rate for 1978 as a whoLe was 5.5 %; the same figure
is to be expected for the 1979 average. There have been significant
differences between Member States, however. Unemptoyment in Germany,
Denmark, Iretand and the United Kingdom has been fatl.ing (since mid-
1978 in the first tt"ro cases and since earLy 1978'in the last two).
In ltaly and BeLgium the LeveL of unemployment was higher in the
first ha[f of 1979 than in the second hatf of 1978 but seems to have
now stabiLized. In the NetherLands, and more cLear[y in France,
unemptoyment continues to increase. In aIL the Community countries
unempLoyment moved up in the summer months, on an unadjusted basis,
as schooL [eavers entered the Labour market. In the Community as a
whole unfiLted vacancies moved up quite sharply in the first ha[f of
1979 (seasonaIty-adjusted), nainty as a resuLt of devetopments in
Germany and the United Kingdom. In the former case the rise in number
of unfi[[ed vacancies appears to resu[t from an increase in the duration
of vacancies rather than from an increased inftow onto the vacancies
register, possibty indicating (as aIso suggested by busiaess survey
resu[ts) greater difficutty than hitherto in matching workers and
jobs. In the United Kingdom, the inf[ow of vacancies moved quite sharpty
up in the second half of 1978 and has remained high, but the stock of
unfit[ed vacancies has recent[y begun to dectine aga'in.
Projections of popuFation to 1995
TabLe 3.7 and Graph 3.1 show projections of totaL popuLation
and working-age population to 1995. The figures are based on those
produced for the document "The economic imptications of demographicaL
change in the Eunopean Commun'ity: 1975-1995", the report of a gnoup
of independent experts set up by the Commission. For the
Community as a whoLe total popuLation is
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seen as groring retativety slorl.y and very steadiLy, (by o.z z a year)
over the period 1979-'lggs, but the popuLation of working age grows at a
rate of 0-4 r( a year over the period. Untir. the mid-19gOrs yorking-age
poputation is groring even fast€r - at rates varying between 0.1 x and
1-0 I a year between 1980 and 1995 - but its gronth fail.s sharpr.y to orz rin the second half of the 1980rs and there is a stou decl.ine in the first
hatf of the 1990rs.
The rapid increase in the uorking-age popul.ation in the first hatf of
the 1980ts can in part be explained as an "echo" of the very high.birth rates in
the first fev years after the Second tJort! tdar; the storing-dorn of this grorthin the r..ono h;i; 
"i it. 19i0,r;;;lr l"i,l.ts the second-seneration effectsof a return to less high bir.th r,ates in the early 1g50rs; and the faLl. in the
poputation of rorking age in the early 1990rs is largeLy a first-generation
resutt of the very lor birth rates experienced during the past fer years of
high unemployment and retativeLy depressed incomes of heads of households.
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TABLE 3.1
population, empLoyment and unemptoyment in the Community 1961-1979, percentage changes
1i13' .s71. 1sr? 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 197E (1979)
1"
?"
4.
Unsmo Icyed
EmpLoyers and
se Lf-emp tryed
Emp Loye.:s
Cjvi lian emptoyment
Civi Iian Ia5'::r
for ce
hFrking age popu-[ation
1rE 21 ,E
2r5 O,5
1ro or4
or3 -or1
or3 0r?
016 or7
5Or3 1316
-2r3 -1 ,2
-1 ,1 or1
-1 ,2 -or2
o11
O15
9r5 4r1 1,4
o16 -QrZ :
0r8 or5 :
or4 0 13 Or7
or8 0r4 0r7
o,4 (or5) 016
10,7
-317
o14
-o13
o11
ot4
9 14 1E.?
111 -117
118 or5
1r2 or2
1,o or4
016 or5
Q16
o136"
7. TotaI poputation 0r8 0rE Q16 016 or4 o12 o11 QrZ Or2 or2
Note : For the Levets (whjch are depicted in Graph 3.1), lines 2 and 3 add up to tine"4. The
sum of the leveL vaLues of ['ines 4 and 1 does noi exactty match [ine 5 because the un-
emptoyment figures are annuaL averages whiIe the other figures are mid-year estimates.
Source: Eunostat, estimates of Commission staff.
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TAELE 3.2
Sataried empLoyaent anC hours, uhote 
"aonory1, percentage changes
1960-73 1?73-7?. 1974 1975 l', (o 1977 1978
JI
}
tt,UI\
Tota t hours
Alrena-{lc hours
Em,r L oyment
Tota t hours
Average heurs
Enp Loyrnent
Tota L hcuns
Average hours
Emc [,ryment
Tota L hours
Avsragre hours
Elrp Loyment
o.4
lrA
o17
114
O14
118
o16
114
0r8
011
015
014
-1 .7
-1 'l
-tl 7
-o16
o14
1)-
, e -2
-\J ,q 2
-2 19
-1 1
orZ
-1 ?
115
4t.
-nA)n
-a 17
-1 )
-5 oB
'2 o3
-2 16
'1 17
-o 19
-1 7
lc)
-n7
1"3
118
ara
-n7
o16
'1 7
016
111
0r5
-n?
-1 ,3 -o o2
-1 o6 -1 140,3 1,2
-o 17 -0 12
-0r9 -0,7
oo2 0o4
. t.
n1
-? |
1 
"8 -Or1
ar3 A16
arz 0oo
Dn1 016
France: marketed non-agricuLtunaI sector.
1973-1977 .
Source: D: IAB; INISEE; I: ISTAT; UK: London Business SohooL; Eurostat.
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TABLE 3.4
Unemptoyment rates by age and sex, EC
' 1973 : 1975 1977
TMFTI4FTMF
14-19
20-24
?5-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-64
65-69
.6,0
4t I
213
1 ,?.
1rZ
47
119
't't,0
617
511
317
218
717
2rO
111
14,4
9r8
611
317
218
3ro
2r6
111
6r0
4;0
2n
1r0
111
11
2rA
'l t1
914
713
3r7
213
2rO
2r0
3t5
217
8r8
5rO
218
214
?16
315
114
8r0
413
213
2r1
214
319
115
6,Q 1011
4,0 7ro
?r9 4rZ
1t4 . 228
1,?. 2r3
1r4 2r3
1,3 3r1
' 2r2
1215 1Or9
@:
tI
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TABLE 3.6
RegionaI unemptoyment rates
' NationaI unemp[oyment ratel
}I FT
Highest regional nate
M F. T
Lowest regjonaI rate
MFT
NL
UK
1973
1975
1977
1973
1975
1977
1973
1975
1977
1973
1975
'1977
1973
1975
1977
1973
1975
1977
2rg
214
115)A
313
313
?17
1?
119
314
313
1rZ
212
11
?,4
412
418
018
3,?
318
216
413
611
611
419
7r0
117
219
313
?,6
515
10 19
117
5r2
414
nq
219
219
119
313
414
4rO
3t3
414
119
3r2
313
1A
312
c,7
211
416
417
n9
414
415
217
319
415
6t6
513
611
216
419
415
114
?,7
412
419
6t4
8r8
111
413
6tZ
516
816
8r8
11 
.0
10,1
16,9
47
319
419
318
713
1213
319
8r8
719
0r8
413
4tl
77
515
6r0
7A
6rO
816
215
4t7
416
411
Aq
4t6
71
,Rq
012
119
1t4
NA
117
2r0
115
1rO
113
117
?,3
2q
41
119
2t6
1n
312
318
D15
211
?,?
113
3r1
319
71
2r0
<1
I tQ
214)A
116
416
71
111
414
7A
013
1A
1rB
o19
2,?
?,7
ItU
17
?ro
17
417
215
114
1t I
513
111
317
?lII 1 Figr.", refer to spec'ific sampLing
annuat averages eLsewhere used.
Sounce : Labour Force Sampte Surveys
dates; they are not directty comparabLe to
for the European Comnunjtyr 1973, 1975r 1977.
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TABLE 3.7
TotaL and working-age poputation, EC, 1979-1995
t changes
Tota L 15-64 years
1979
1 980
1981
1982
1 983
1984
1 985
1 986
1987
1 988
1 989
1 990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
o12
o14
0r0
QtZ
o12
o12
Q12
or2
o,?
0r2
or?
orZ
orZ
0rZ
o12
orZ
Qr?
o16
0t7
0r8
1to
1ro
1ro
Qt7
012
Q,?
o,?
o11
oro
ot1
011
O11
0r0
016
Source: "The economic impLications of demographic
European Community: '1975-1995", report of
experts set up by the Commission.
change in the
group of independent
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GRAPH 3.1
Poputation, employment and unemptoyment, EC, 1960-1979 (with population projections to 1995)
mi ttions
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240
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230
155
150
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100
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?5
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5
0
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?65
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'! 80
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5
Source:
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and estimates of Commission services.
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4. Prices and costs
Price trends and poLicies
The stowdown in infLation observed during the period 1925 to
1978 has been interrupted in 1979. Consumer prices as measured by the
impIicit price defIator for consumerst expenditure witI probabLy rise
by 8.9 % in 1979 conpaned with 6.8 % in 1978 and the price defLator for
gross domestic product by 8.3 % corpared with 7.8 % prjce trends
have graduaLLy been reversed since the second haLf of 1978, particuLarty as
a result of a fasten rise in food pnices and rents (Graph 1). Over the
tweLve months to June 1979, there was a sLight upturn jn the nate of
incnease of non-food prices, a cLear upsurge in the prices of fue[ and
Light and in rents and a s[ight acceteration in the prices of services.
The severe winten has had a marked infLuence on food prices. Manufacturersf
whotesaLe output prices, which have increased markedLy sjnce the beginning
of the year as a resuLt of higher input prices for raw materiats and petroLeum
products, have affected the non-food prices incLuded in the consumer price
index. Fue[ and Light costs have risen considerab[y owing mainLy to the
oiL price rise during the first haLf of 1979, but aLso to an increase in
indirect taxes on this category of products. Rents have increased steadiLy
since the second hatf of 1978, particuLanLy in France and Ita[y; Liberatizatio
of the ruLes and regu[ations governing rents has centainly been an appreciabte
factor in this increase. In the United Kingdom, housing costs are cLimbing
very rapid[y, mainty as a result of the rise in rates and mortgage costs.
In 1979' price controLs have been reviewed in severaL Member States
because of a realization that they may eventuaLLy carry economic costs that
outweigh the shortterm gains in terms of the price index. By curbing
competition' they are seen to make market structures more rigid, to hoLd
back the rate of investment and therefore economic activity andr.when aLL
is said and done, to contrjbute to jnf[ation.
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In France, the removaI of controIs on industriaL product prices
in 1978 has not led to the sharp acceLeration in prices feared in some
quarters. The inf[ation rate in fact stackened during the tast two
quarters of 1978 : to 2.7 % and 2.1 % respectiveLy. However, inf tation
has worsened since the second quarter of 1979 (2.8 % compared with
2.2 % in the first quarter). This increase in the rate of price in-
creases has been caused by atI components of the index: manufactured
goods, petroLeum products, services and rents. Under these circum-
stances, the authorities have postponed the aboLition of the other
price and profits freezes.
In ItaLy the nex rent law has become effective this year. Rents
are now ca[cuLated by reference to the rentat vaLue of the bujl.ding
and changes in the cost of Living. The rent component of the price
index showed an appreciabLe increase in the first hal.f of 1979' and
the rise in the prices of foodstuffs and services acceterated stightty.
In the United Kingdom the increase in the prices of oiL and
other commodities was only partLy refIected in retaiL prices in the
first six months of 1979, when the prices of food and manufactuned
goods were increasing sharpIy. In May the new Government announced
its intention to abolish the Price Commission, which had been abLe
to recommend to the Government a Lower increase than that requested
or even a freeze on prices. Experience had shown that the oLd system
discouraged price competition between firms. For this reason the
Government has introduced Iegistation to heIp stimuLate competition.
The 1979'80 Budget invotved a major switch from direct to indirect
taxation, and the increase in VAT to a singLe rate of 15 Z is estimated
to have added some 3 1/2'/, to the RetaiL Prices Index. Since the RetaiL
Prices Index does not refLect the countervaiting effect of the direct
tax reductions, the Government decided to publish a new Tax and Price
Index which reftects changes in both retaiL prices and taxes and gives
a better guide to the overatL changes in the purchasing power of gross
incomes. For the twe[ve months to JuLy 1979 the rise in the Tax and
Price Index was 13.2 i[, compared with 15.6 % for the RetaiI Prices
Index.
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In the Federal Republic of Germany, where there are vjrtuaLLy no
price contro[s at aLL, the increased cost of petroLeum products and raw
materiat imports and its subsequent effect on manufactured products have been
the main cause of the sharper rise in prices. It shouLd also be noted that
the standard rate of VAT was increased by 1 % as from 1 JuLy.
In the NetherLands, industry t.las authorized, under the 1979 price
regutation for goods and services, to pass on in prices up to 1 /" of the
increase 'in wages and salaries. Increases in other costs may be passed on in
fuLL. The prices of services were aLlowed to be rajsed onLy twice during
the year (by 7l on I January and 2 % on 1 Ju[y). profit margins have
remained frozen and the rise in pubLic senvice charges has been Limited to
3.5 % for the year. Besides these genera[ ruLes, there are many specific
arrangements. ALt in aLt, infLation did not increase during the first hatf
of 1979, as the increase in energy prices had not yet been fe[t.
In BeLgium, the Government reacted to the sLowdown in infLation in
1978 by easing supervision (pnice monitoring by the Prices Department, controL
by the Economic Affairs rnspectorate, consuLtations with the price
ReguLation Commission). Acting under existing LegisLation, it fixed maxjmum
prices for a number of products (bread, bricks, mitk, ponk and beef) or
maximum price rises (rents, pubLic transport charges). The rate of infLation
remained unchanged during the first half of the yea?, but the rise in
petroteum product prices is Likely to acceLerate in the second half of 1979.
In Inetand, there has been a marked upsurge in prices in 1979,
in part as a resu[t of the increase in the price of oi[, but aLso partLy
as a resutt of the increased cost of foodstuffs (accentuated by a reduc-
tion in subsidies at the beg'inning of the year)and the impact of the
increase in indinect taxes in the Budget in February. rn october 1978,
a number of changes were made in the system of price controt, the most
important being that major firms were obtiged to give a longer period
of advance notice to the Nationat Prices Committee.
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In Denmark, the terporary price freeze which became effective on
28 August 1978 was repIaced by controls over prices, profits and djvidends
on 1 ApriL 1979. The price freeze brought about a deceleration jn the
rate of inf[ation : the retaiL price index, net of the effects of indirect
taxation, increased at an annual rate of 4.9 % from September 1978 to
March 1979, corpared with 6.3 % over the six rnonths from February 1928 to
August 1978. The rise in prices began to acceLerate in ApriL 1979 (to an
annuat rate of 1?.27. for the period from March to July). The increase in
the prices of foodstuffs and services remained moderate during the first
hatf of 1979; this served to corpensate a LittLe for the sharp nise in
energy prices, whjch tlas arpLified by the increase in excise duties
on energy products at the end of June.
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Incomes trends and poIicies
Tak'ing the community as a whoIe, nom'inaI per cap.ita compensation
of emptoyees couLd wetL increase st.ight[y more in 1979 than in 1g7g=
by 11 z compared with 9.8 % Gable 4.3). The slowdown in the rate of
increase of nominal wages, which began in 1976, wiLt thus have ended.
Unit tabour costs are atso LikeLy to increase (by g.6% in 1gT9 con-
pared with 6.8 % in 1978), although a Little mone rapidty owing to a
Less favourabte Labour productivity trend in 1979. ReaI compensation
per employee is expected to increase by 1.9 % (a rate sLightLy [ower
than the 2.8 % recorded in 1978) under the influence of an acceleration
in consumer prices. ReaI unit labour costs shouLd rise by 0.3% (having
faLLen by 8.9 7' in 1978) thus intenrupting the favourabLe trend observed
since 1976 which refLected the sIow recovery in business profits after
the very severe detenioration during the 1974/75 recession which fo[|.owed
the 1973 oi I cri si s.
In the Community generaLLy, with the notabLe exception of the
United K'ingdom, there have been no major changes in the overaIL arrange-
ments for the determination of incomes.
At the present t'ime, overalt wage agreements are in operation in
on[y two Member States : in Denmark and in IreLand, where a nationaI
agreement was signed in Juty. In the other countries, wages are deter-
mined mainLy through bargaining at branch and sector teve[, either
because the Government has faiLed to concIude successfuILy, or has not
yet in'itiated, negotiations on an overa[[ agreement, or because it is
not normatty directty invoIved in negotiations (FederaL Repubtic of
Germany) or because it restricts itseIf to general recommendations in
respect of wages (France).
In the united Kingdom, the incomes poL.icy adopted in August 19zg
by the former Government was based on a 5 % guideLine for pay increases,
and the maintenance of a 12 month intervat between settlements. This
gu'ideLine was not generaL[y respected. by May 1g7g, average earningslo
5c
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were rising at an annua[ rate of around 14 %. The new government has
abandoned the pay guidetine policy, and is basing its counter infLation
poLicy on monetary and fiscal. Limits, and the promotion of competition.
In the pubLic sector pay setttements wiLL need to reflect the Governmentrs
cash timits on expenditure. Since there are no pay norms, negotiators
may bargain freeLy, but are expected to do so paying fu[t regard to the
financiaI constraints irlposed by the Government ts poLicies. 0veraIL reat
par capita wage, which had increased appreciabLy in 1978 (foLtow'ing, it
is true, a substantiaI Loss of purchasing power in 1977), shouLd increase
at a more moderate rate in 1979. SociaI security benefits are adjusted
in line with the rise in retaiL prices. Non-wage incomes wiIL benefit
from the aboLition of dividend controls and the cuts in direct taxation.
In Denmark, the wage Law adopted by ParLiament on 28 March,
which is to appLy for two years, Lays down the arrangements to foLLow
the six-month freeze on prices and incomes. It maintains the indexat'ion
system, operating with a three-point threshotd as its base, under which
wages are automaticaILy adjusted twice a year (March and September).
However, futL compensation is not g'iven: a 1 Z rise in consumer
prices triggers a 112 y, lncrease in wages. SociaL transfer payments,
on the other hand, are fu[Ly indexed to consumer prices. ALL'in a[1,
the agreement coutd wetL [ead to an annuaL increase in hourty earnings
of at Least 8.5 % in the private sector and of between 7 and 7-5 % in
the pubIic sector. Inctuding the increase in sociaL security costs,
total wage costs couLd go up by around 10 %, i.e. at the same rate
as in previous years. Profits and dividends are frozen and wi[[ not
be aLLowed to exceed their 1979 Levet. In real terms, per capita wages
shoutd not increase tn 1979.
In Ire[and, the nationaL pay agreement reached in March 1978
provided for an increase in bas'ic wages of 8 % for" the f irst twelve
months and of 2 i( for the fottowing three months. IncLuding the
carry-over from 1977 and wage drift, average incomes increased by
(15 1 12 ,0 in 1978, giving a reat increase of about 7 7,. A new agree-
ment was concluded in JuLy 1979 after a first version had been rejected
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by the conference of trade union deLegates in May and after the Govern-
ment decision, subsequenttyrescinded in the L'ight of deveLopments, to
impose a 7 % Limit for six months. Under this agreement, wages can be
increased by 9 % during the first nine months; during the second period
of six months, a 2 % increase witI be granted with additionaI increases
based on movements in the price index (fulL indexation for any index
increase of between 7 and 12 % and 60 pence for each addjtionat
percentage point between 12 % and 1 6 7) .
In the FederaI Repubtic of Germany, incomes are determined without
Government involvement. There is no wage indexation system. FoILowing
a d'ispute of over forty days at the end of 1978, emp[oyers and unions
in Hesse and North-Rhine Westphatia steeL industry reached agreement
in January 1979 on a 4'l wage increase in this industry for fifteen
months and on an increase (to 6 weeks) in annuat hoLidays. In March,
empLoyers and unions in the public sector agreed on a 4 % pay increase.
In Juty, union Ieaders in the steeL industry stated that they wouLd
not chaLLenge the wage agreements on the grounds of the increase in
petroleum prices. This moderation in wage ctaims has spread to att
sectors of the economy. ReaL wages shouLd increase sLightty in 1glg.
In the Nethertands, rrages are adjusted tyice a year in tine with
a speciat consumer price index uhich exc[udes the effect of indirect taxation
and uses a reduced ueighting for the cost of medica[ care. In real terms,
the rise in per capita compensation of emp[oyees uas 1r4X in 1978 and couLd
wett be higher in 1979.
In Betgium, where index-tinked wage increases are triggered when a
threshoLd of normatLy 271 is crossed, the rate of increase of per capita
uages has slackened steadity since 1976, uhite real wages have increased
at a rate of stightty [ess than 3Z since 1977. The Government increased
a number of transfer incones in October 1978 and attered the direct tax
scatesr.reducing the taX'burden on tou.dndrmediuri incomes and increasing that
on incomes above Bfrs. 500 000. ln Luxembourg, where uage indexation is
based on a ?r5Z threshoLd, cottective agreements are reneued vithout the
Government intervening" In 1?78, there was a stight falt in reaL per capita
compensation of employees.
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In France, the statutory minimum wage is indexed to the consumer
price index uith an adaptation threshoLd of 2%. Occasionatty, the
Government decides on an increase higher than that of prices; thus,
between Juty 1978 and JuLy 1979, the purchas'ing power of the minimum
h,age h,ent up by 2%.Other wage and salary earners have the right to
free bargaining. In prictice, however, the rise in the hourLy wage rate is
a[ways cLose to or sLightty higher than that in the statutory minimum wage.
In 1979 the authorities have sought to curb the increase in the wage and
satary bitL: in Juty, the Prime Minister ca[led for a ha[t to any increase
in the purchasing power of totat wages and salaries. ReaL per capita
compensation of emptoyees increased by ?r8% in 1978, but unit tabour costs
fetI during the same year. For 1979, a slowing down in reaL compensation
per emptoyee can be observedl the slowdown is even more pronounced for
net compensation. Famity atLowances and the minimum old-age pension,
increases in which are decided on by the Government, have gone up in reat
terms. Investment and entreprenensia[ 'incomes, which are not subject
to regutation or recommendation (except for rents), have improved.
ItaLy practises wage indexation, ln 1979' three yean coLtective
agreements invoLving more than haLf of ItaLian wage and salary earners
are due for renewal. Many coLtectjve agreements had aLready been signed
by mid-1979, in particuLar in the metaL-processing industry which frequentLy
sets the pace for other agreements. The increase jn 1979 in the wage and
sa[ary biLt for the eight miLLion enpLoyees affected by the renewal of
agreements is LikeLy to be sLjghtly more than 4%, provided that the agreements
stiLL to be signed turn out to be simiLar to those a[ready concLuded-
0n this assurption, the totaL wage and sa[ary bitt witt probabty increase
by 3.5 % in 19?9. The sliding wage scale shouLd account for 1?.5 7' of the
increase in the wage and salary bjLt, which, taking into account such
addjtionaL factors as workjng hours, empLoyment and wage drift, shouLd
incrqse overaLL by 18 o/. on a per capita basis in 1979; price inf Lation is
estimated to be 15 Z over the same period.
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Effects of the higher oit prjces
According to Commission staff estimates reLying on inter-sectoraI
reIationship statistjcs (input-output tables), the increase jn oiL prices
of cLose on 60 % that has aLready been appLied and a simiLar change in
the prices of petroLeum products t"litI push up consumer prices in the
Community by an extra 1.5 % in the period from mjd-1979 to mid-1980. If
the prices of aLL energy products were to rise by 6A%, the effect wouLd
be 2.7 %. An average impact of the order of 2% is the most likely outcome
( TabLe 4.4) .
The impact wiLL probably be more marked in some member countrjes
than in others, taking account of the wideLy differing systems of
income fonmation and distribution.
The countries in which the short-term movement in wage costs is
infIuenced by indexatjon arrangements might thus experience a proportionateLy
sharper acceLeration than the other countries unLess the indexation effect
is offset by a simuLtaneous sLowdown in the jncrease in real wages and
salaries not tinked to the index so that the overaLI increase in wage
incomes is conpatibIe with avaiIabIe macroeconomic resources.
AdmittedLy, making aLtowance in wage agreements for the LeveL of
resources actuaLLy avaiIabLe to the nation poses a number of methodoLog'icaL
probLems. In most countries, wage negotiations are customariLy geared to
the increase in the cost of Ljving and the growth in productivity (j.e.
the voLume of output per person erptoyed). However, when the terms of trade
deteriorate - the situation in 1973/74 and 1979/ 80 - because of an increase
in import prices reLative to export prices, the growth in productivity
is no Longer an appropriate measure of the voLume of resources avai[abLe
(per capita) for domestic spending:a greater proportion of output has to
to
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be exported to corpensate for the reduced purchasing power (on foreign
markets) of export earnings.
As TabLe 4.5 shows, the irpact of a shift in the terms of trade
on the growth in avaiLabLe resources (nationaL income in real terms) was
generaLLy very weak in the period 1961-7?, hardLy exceeding 0.2/. of GDP
e'ither way. Throughout this period, the additional output of goods and
services tras, as a rule, avaitabLe for domestic spending. Since 197?'
deveLopments have been more turbutent : because of the increase in the
prices of oiL and other raw materiaLs, the negative irpact on the
availability of resources rose to 1.?7' of GDP in 1973 and to 2.7 % in
1974. ['lhiLe some of this [oss has been made good thanks to an irprovement
jn the terms of trade in 1978, the 1979 increase in oiL prices again
reduces the size of the "cake" available for domestic distribution by an
amount equal to 0.8% of GDP (around 0.5'l in 1979 and 0.3 Z in 1980).
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Corpetitiveness
Since 1978, the Communityrs average corpetitive position against
its main conpetitors has deteriorated a LittLe whiLe no simjLar change
has been experienced by the Lhited States and even tess so by Japan.
Tabte 4.6 provides the statistics on which these corparisons are based,
givjng first the effective exchange rates (trade-weighted), then the
reLative performance of manufacturersr whoLesaLe prices (Ljkewise
trade-weighted) and, Iastty, the corposite index of corpetitiveness obtained
by muLtipLying the first two series.
A corparison of the reLative performance of Community prices
between 1973, a partjcuLarty appropriate base yeartand 1978 reveaLs LittLe
overaLI change, aLthough Large ftuctuations did occur during the period.
Between 1978 and the second quarter of 1979, the average reLative performance
of Community prices h,as hardlychanged whiLe there was a deterioration for
the United States and an 'irpnovement for Japan. However, over the same
period, the Communityrs average effective exchange rate rose signifjcantLy
(from 97 to 101, an jncrease of 4 points) because of the depreciation
of the doLLar and the more marked depreciation of the yen. Between 1978
and the second quarter of 1979, average corpetitiveness, the conposite
measure refLecting both prjces and exchange rates, decLined by 4 points
for the Community and by l point for the United States, conpared with a
rise of 12 points for Japan.
Taking the individuaL Member States, the period between 1978 and the
second quarter of 1979 satr an irprovement of corpetjtiveness in Denmark,
BeLg'ium and the NetherLands and a decLine in France, ItaLy and the
United Kingdom, whiLe the situation in the FederaL Republic of Genmany
rema'ining virtuaLLy unchanged. (In the Unjted Kingdom, however, the
pronounced deterioratjon recorded up to the second quarter of 1979 because
of the strengthening of ster[ing gave way to an irprovement in the
thi rd quarter).
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TABLE 4.1
Increase in consumer prices, whoLesaIe prices and the GDP price defLator
(as a percentage)
1960-',1972 1973 1974 1975 't976 1977 1978 1979
5r2
3ro
413
5r0
4r0
417
311
311
1d,1
716
6r8
1?ro
12,2
819
5rE
515
1214
711 '
13rz
15 r7
2111
916
12 rz
9to
917
611
11 ,4
2117
17 17
918
12rz
11 ,2
10,1
415
915
1816
18.1
8r8
717
814
10,1
3r8
817
13rE
'1E12
611
615
617
14,7
914
216
818
719
1?,7
414
415
311
8.5
(1)
9rT
t,z
10,2
13r?
15 rz
418
4r5
415
12,8
Consumer ori ces
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK 4,3 8,6 17,4 ?3.4 16,0
trn 319 E14 13r4 1218 1111 1015 6r8 819
DK
0
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
313
1t7
3ro
419
215
3ro
211
14 16
619
511
1217
14,9
618
314
2?13
1314
16rO
18rg
{515
915
'17,2
516
312
11 ,6
25,1
E14
6rE
7rQ
716
316
715
1417
2214
619
3rE
E11
2t7
713
15,4
17 16
514
3r1
419
1ro
911
12.1
811
2ro
o19
!'JhoLesale prices (2)
4r7
319
1o16
9r7
1216
1,3 
*
3r7 t
1o153,6 7.9 24,4 24,2 16,5 17,9 1O,1
EC 216 718 20,5 10r2 9r7 819 515 Ero
GDP orice defLator (1)
DK
D
f
IRL
I
filL
I
L
UK
612
4tO
416
6ro
418
515
315
317
9rS
6ro
7rB
15 15
11 ,7
E12
6r7
1117
1o14
619
11 
.1
711
1 813
E16
1211
15 15
1215
616
13r4
2316
'17 r7
1113
12,5
211
E16
3t1'"
9r7
1912
I 8ro
7r8
715
12,5
9,0
319
911
1315
1819
6rV
619
117
917
319
'919^:
11.3
13.3
513
416
312
8r0
318
916
ii;i
413
4rZ
514
EC
4,7 8 1 ?7 
-4 1 10
416 7r7 11 ,7 15,o 10,5 1o,4 7rE E13
(1) Estimates of Commission Staff
(2) First half of 1979 as corpared with the first ha[f of 11978
llote : consumer prices.= impLic'it price index of consumersr expenditure.
GDP price deftator = impLicit price index of GDp.
sources : Eurostat for consumer prices and GDP price index; Commission staff for whoLesaLe
orlces.
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TABLE 4.2
Conponents of consumer orice devetooments (percentage increase)
Food llon-f oodgoods
Fuet and
L isht Servi ces TotaI
(2)(1)
Rent
EC Total
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1o13
11rq
1314
12rs
1t.6
614
14,1
11r7
813
816
716
25,6
14,3
12rB
1117
7rE
719
11.2
1015
E12
8ro
loro
1317
1o15
812
811
1214
12 rs
1or 3
Ior3
1978
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
10.5
1ro
815
8ro
I 3ro
o13
114
115
718
912
316
912
1113
614
313
813
1012
219
E17
315
11.3
919
E,?
3rQ
8rE
6r8
512
713
712
1012
3r2
11 20
1313
5ro
813
'11 ,6
919
216
911
716
12 11
411
414
3r1
813
115
716
*I FN 615 619 619 611 813 616
(3)
Percentage increase June 1979/ June 1978
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
714
o17
911
16.4
14,o
2r0
Q15
2rE
1113
10 11
616
1o16
1113
319
5rE
913
27,3
2516
15,5
6rO
12r4
4t2
1315
514
712
218
11.8
26,7
713
6pi
2zr7
717
4rE
11 11
15,4
4r7
519
8r8
816
319
10r2
12,4
13r7
4r2
415
4rZ
11 ,4
EC 715 815 15 11 12,6 E16 819
(1) 1ns1u6ing repa'irs, maintenance and other expenses reLative to property ownenship.(2) gxsLuding rent.(5) May 1979/l4ay 1978 for IreLand and. Itaty..
tlote : Consumei prices = consumer price indices-
Sources: OECD and Commission staff.
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II TABLE 4.4
Effect on the irpLicjt price index of consumersr expendjture of a 6A% increase in the
prices of energy products (caIcutated on the basis of input-output tab[es) (1)
60 Z increase in the prices of
oiL and petroleum atL energyproducts products
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
118
113
116
117
211
0r8
113
114
212
?r5
?,5
216
311
115
215
3,3
EC (1) 115 2r7
Weight'ing in the consumer price indices (Z)(ftlarket prices,'including indirect taxes)
*t 0j[ and petroteum AtL energy productsp rodu ct s
DK
D
F
IRL
I
NL
B
L
UK
519
219
5r7
5tT
116
213
6r2
3r2
317
616
616
1015
314
612
9r7
Et'l
9r2
(1) These estimates cover the direct and indirect effect on consumer prices of a 607,
increase in the prices of (a) oiL and petroteum products and (b) atL energy products.
They were prepared using a modet of intersectoraI retationships based on a 1970
input-output tab[e updated to take account of the increase in the weighting of energy
products since 1970. The secondary price effects stemming from price-income Iinks(e.g. wage Jndexation) have been disregarded.
Sources : Estimates by Commjssion staff.
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TABLE 4.5
Effect of changes in the terms of trade on the Communityrs nea[ domestic income
Growth rate
of reat GDP
Growth nate of
reaL domesti c
i ncome
Contribution of changes
in the terms of trade
to the growth in real
domestic income (1)(2)
Pe r cent ag e
in terms of(goods and
servi ces)
cnange
trade
1961
1962
1963
1 964
1965
1966
1967
1 968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1.975
1976
1977
1978
1979
511
414
411
519
4,?
315
311
511
519
5ro
314
4r0
6ro
1t6
-1 16
5-ra
,?'3
3r1
3r1
512
415
4ro
6r0
4r2
315
314
5r0
519
512
315
413
418
'1 11
-0r8
4t3
214
319
2r6
o11
o11
-0, 1
Q11
0r0
0r0
0r2
-0,?
0r0
0rZ
Q11
013
-1 ,2
-?,7
016
-o r7
. 0r1
018
-015
+ 0r5
+ or7
-nq
+ 0rg
0
+ 0r3
+ 1r2
-nR
+ 0r2
+ 1r0
+ ar4
+ 1r3
- 4n4
-10,?
+ 4r4
+ 116
+ 0r3
+ 216
- 116
,l
a
(1) This contribution is the difference between exports defLated by the irport pricejndex and the same exports defLated by the export price index. The first variabLe
gives the purchasing power of export earnings in terms of the voLume of goods and
services irported whiLe the second represents the voIume of goods and services
exported. The difference between the two is the effect of the change in the terms
of trade on the purchasing power of export earnings. ReaL domestjc income is the
sum of real gross domestic product and thjs effect of the change in the terms of
trade.
(2) As percentage point of previous year GDP.
l,lote : Changes at 1970 pri ces f or 1961 to 1977.
Changes at previous yearrs prices for 1978 and 1979.
sources : Eurostat and Commission staff.
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TABLE 4.6
Effective e.xchange rates, price performance and conpet'itiveness
Fi rst quant er of 1972 = '100D(OF
Effective exchange rates (1) (average)
8LIRL
Pri ce performance
1973 106,E
1974 107.5
1975 111.2
1976 113.7
1977 113.3
197E 113.8
rv 1978 115.3
| 1979 116.2
rr 1979 112.8
1973 106.7
1974 10E.0
1975 103.7
1976 102.8
1977 102.7
197E 102.2
rv 1978 100.6
| 1979 100.2
rr 1979 101.1
111.4 104.9
11E.0 98.1
120.3 107.E
127.3 103.9
138.2 9E.9
147.6 97.E
1s2.0 96.0
153.7 9E.6
15e.6 97.5
90.4 90.6
E8.1 E2.0
83.3 7E,6
74.E 65.2
?2.6 59.9
73.6 56.4
73.3 54.9
74.1 54.3
73.5 54.7
97.8 96.9 105.4 106.6
90.8 92.4 '103.4 131.2
85.0 95.2 1 13.E 130.6
80.8 94.4 118.5 150.3
76.6 94.1 123.6 166.2
73.0 98.3 129.9 171.5
71.E 100.5 130.6 173.9
71.3 100.? 131.5 177.6
70.7 100.2 130.0 181.1
102.0 103.3
103.9 109.1
105.5 111.9
107 .7 1 15.0
114.3 121 .7
11E.5 125.4
120.3 127.2'
121.1 128.1
t 19.0 126.6
E5.5
82.8
76.1
64.9
61.9
62.7
62.2
63.3
66.6
95.2 98.5 100.3
93.5 90.0 103.8
92.0 E8.4 119.0
I88.7 87.8 129.5
85.5 86.3 143.3
81.9 Et.9 150.5
80.9 8?.5 151.E
80.4 81.2 152.8
.79.3 79.2 155.3
101.7
100.1
102.1
93.6
94.4
97.1
98.4
1 00.4
1 01.0
91.3 106.4
93.4 99.6
92.6 97.0
97.4 101.4
96.2 112.5
86.? 136.7
83.3 145.0
E3.9 139.1
E5.6 129.5
9E.3 96.3 106.5
96.6 96.7 113.E
97.6 100.0 104.7
100.5 99.1 101.4
103.0 99.1 95.6
103.4 102.0 88.4
103.5 103.7 85.3
103.5 104.1 84,5
103.5 105.0 E3.7
Conrpetitiveness (2)
1973
1974
1975
.1976
1977
1978
tv 197E
| 1979
rr 1979
11/..0 10E.9 101.7
1 16.1 107.?, 90.6
115.2 102.2 iAZ.7
116.6 102.E '9E.1
116.4 105.8 93.0
116.3 IOZ.Z 96.2
1 16.2 109.2 9E.4
116.5 109.9 96.E
114.0 107.9 97.7
95 .3 96.6
91.1 107.6
94.8 102.9
68.7 9E,0
89.7 99.6
95 .6 96 .7
95.8 95.5
97.4 96.4
95.6 99.0
97.0 101.8
97.1 9E.2
97.1 98.9
95.6 100.9
97.6 105.0
97.1 105.2
97.4 105.0
97.4 104.5
94.3 100.2
88.0 113.3
90.3 1 13.3
92.7 101.5
96.5 102.9
95.3 107.6
88.6 120.E
E6.3 123.7
E7.3 117.5
69.7 108.4
85.E
E5.9
90.6
84.1
E8.8
94.?
94.4
96.7
103.4
1 00.0
96.7
99.7
94. I
97.2
1 00.4
101.9
103.9
1 04.5
I
(1) An effective exchange rate greater than 100 indicates an appreciation.
(Z) An index greater than 100 indjcates retativeLy high internationat prices and hence a
deterioration in cornpetitiveness.
l,1cte : The indices of ef€ctjve exchange rates and of the price performance provide corparisons
of each countryrs exchange rate and rate of domestic infLation - based here on
manufacturersr wholesaIe prices with the average of the correspond'ing indices for.that
countfyts main cornpetitors. The indices of conpetitiveness, obtained by muLtipLying
the fiist two series, show how prices in one country have moved as corpared v'l'lth tne
weighted average of its competitors'prices adjusted for changes in exchange rates'
source : Commission staff.
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Graph 4.1
Consumer prices and principaL' components, EC totaL (change on six months (s.a.),
expressed at an annuat rate
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5. Convergence and Divergence of
-
The concept of convergence is basic to the Communityrs objectives of
economic and pot'iticat integration. However, a ba[ance has to be respected
in defin'ing the degrees and types of convergence that shoutd be expected and"
pursued. Last yearrs AnnuaI Report devoted its Chapter 5 to assessing conver-
gence and divergence of two types: price inf[ation and tevets of gross nationaI
product by Member State and region. The present chapter updates the record on
these accounts, adding improvements in the statisticaI methods and sources.
Data is now more fu[ty availabte for the comparison of nationbL accounts
aggregates between Member States in a strictLy comparabLe common unit, as opposed
to the frequentty used convention of using market exchange rates for making com-
parisons. The Statistica[ Office of the European Communjties publ'ished in the
last year detaiLed nationaI accounts converted at purchasing power parity rates (1).
Purchasing power parities show the retationship between prices in different
countries. They permit comparisons in reaI terms between the various aggregates
represented in nationat accounts. For each f[ow of goods and services there is
a specifjc purchasing power parity rate. For the aggregates which are inctuded
in the fottowing anatysis there has, however, been used one purchasing power
parity, that for tfinal domestic usesr.
The main data are given in TabLe 5.1 for gross domestic product, pubtic
and private consumption and investment in both purchasing power parity and
current market exchange rates (see aLso Graph 5.1), together with two measures
of inequaLity as between Member States. The 1970 and 1977 data are directLy based
on the StatisticaL officers calcutations; those for 1979 are provisionat[y caL-
cutated by Commission staff on the basis of forecasts"and estimates.
Using 100 to represent the average Community Leve[ per capita of the re-
spective aggregate, the figures shou the retative position of each country.
Converted into a common unit at purchasing power parity rates (upper haLf of
the tabLe)r the djspersion between countries is markedLy lower for aLI aggregates
than if they are converted at market exchange rates (Lower ha[f of the tabLe).
t
(1) Eurostat, NationaL Accounts ESA, Aggregates 1960-1977' 1978.
7o
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Fcr example, on a market exchange rate basisr GDP per capita in 1977 was
311 times higher in Denmark than in IreLand, but onLy 1,9 times higher if the
comparison is baseC on the purchasing poh,er of the Krone and the Irish Pound-
Comparisons between different countries at market exchange rates tend to over-
estimate differences in Living standards. For exampLe, services that ane not
internat.ionaLly traded are in qenerat reLativeLy expensive in the weaLthier
countries, but their price is insufficientLy refLecte'J in exchange rates. Besides,
market exchange rates are affected by a Lot of factors which are not direct[y
reLated - at Least in the short-run - with the purchasing power of the currenc'ies,
so that their use for internationaL comparisons of nationaL account aggregates
tends to be mi s Leadi ng .
As far as convergence or divergence is concerned, both methods of compari-
son indicate the same tendency for practicaLLy aLL aggregates: between 1970 and
1977 the dispersion between lvlember States has sLightLy'increased, whereas pro-
visionaL figures for 1979 suggest a more convergent evoLution between 1977 and
1979.
Gross domestic product per cap'ita may L,e considered the most generaL
ind.icator for comparing the LeveL of economic weLfare. Based on purchasing power
parities, the spread between countries does not seern to have changed substantiaLLy
between 1970 ancl 1979. The ratio between the richest and the poorest countryrs
product per cap'ita has sLightly decreased (from 2,A to -1,9) between 1970 and 1979.
The index of inequaIity (TheiL's index) (1), which takes account of the reLative
position gf aLL countries and of their populatiorr share, indicates a stightLy
cf.ivergent evoLution untiL 1977, wh'ich seems/ however, to have been reversed in the
last two years. As to the retative position of indivi.duaL countries, the Largest
shifts concern France, whose index based on the Community avenage rose from 106
to 113 between 1970 and 1977, and the United Kingdom, whose index fetl in the same
period from 97 to 92.
TurnjnE to the finaI domestic uses of GDP, private consumption per capjta
proves to be the componrent with the smaLtest spread between Member States - on a
ourchasing power basis as taett as if compared by market exchange rates. Measured
in purchasing power parit'ies, both the ratio between the country'with the highest
consumption per capita to that with the towest n16 in i970, 1,8 in 1977 and 1979)
ffi11g-TheiL index measures the inequality of the series and is defined as the
Logarithm of a weightecJ geornetric rnean of the per capita product in each
country compared to the per capita product of aLL the countries together.
The index varies with the degree of dispersion of per capita.product (a
vaLue of zero corresponding t|,ith a zero degree of inequaLity).
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and the index of inequaLity were Lower for private consumption than for GDP or
any other aggregate in atL three years considered. The situation of the richer
countries - r.leaLth as measured by their GDP per cap'ita - tends to'be refLected
to a Lesser extent in the LeveL of their private consumption than in other com-
ponents of finaL demand. Denmark for example had a GDP per capita in 1977 which
was 19 % higher than that of the Community in its totaL, but'its private con-
sumption per head was oriLy 10 % hlgher than the overaLL Community teveL. The poor-.
er countries, on the other hand, tend to maintain a reLatfve[y better position
as regards pnivate consumption than if the totaL of GDP is taken into consideration
Irelandrs and ltaLyrs GDP per head were 38 % and 28 % below the totat Community
Level in 1977, their private consumBt'ion per head was 35 % and 23 % betow the
average of the nine countries. NotabLe exceptions for recent years are France and
the UK: France in being a reLativeLy rich country whose rank irn private consumption
exceeds its rank in GDP, the UK in being a.comparabLy Low-product country w'ith
an even lower pos'ition as regards private consumption.
Public consumption as compared by purchasing power parities is the inrter.naL
demand component with the higheSt dispersion between Member States. It is the
sole aggregate for which the index of inequaLity suggests a further - though
minor - d'ivergenrce beyond 1977, aLthough the mini-max ratio is LikeLy to
decrease in 1979 cornpared to 1977, (l-Lowever institutionaL dJfferences in the or-
ganisation and financing of pubLic services make comparisons in this field parti-
cuLarty difficuLt)
Cottective consumption per head is aLso the aggregate with the highest
variabi Lity of retative countr"y positions over time. Denmarkrs coL[ective consump-
t'ion per head js by far the highest in the Community; atthough its gap from the
average has narrowed in recent years compared in purchasing power parities, it
was in 1977 ?rg times as high as that of ltaly, the country with the lowest levet.
The rank of severaL countries in the teveL of pubtic consumption differs consider-
ably from their rank in GDP. UntiL 1977, the UK and the Nethertands heLd reta'i
tiveLy high positiors whereas Germanyrs pubLic consumption per head t.las retatjvety
Low compared to the [evet of its GDP per head. The figures for 1979 suggest that
the situation may have changed markedLy since then.
As far as investment per capita is concerned, a comparison between Member
States on the basis of purchasing power parities reveats that the ratio between
the highest and the Lowest leveL in the Community has decreased fron ?r2 in 1970
to ?r0 in 1977t and to 1,g :n 1979', which is s[ightLy above the rer..
spective iraLues for GDP per capita. Taking into consideration alL countries,
a7
the,inequatity proves as wett to be somewhat targer:for investment than for
GDp, as the index suggests. The majority of Member Statesrinvestment per
capita re[ated to the Community average is higher than their corresponding ratio
for GDp per capita; this is at the cost of ltaty and the UK. Itatyrs investment
performance had deteriorated Less between 1970 and 1977 (its leveL fett from
71 % to 69 % of the Community average) than its GDP performance (from 76 % to
72 D; between 1977 and 1979 however, its retative investment position seems to
have remained constant, whereas its reLative GDP posi,tion rose by five'points to
77. In the UK, investment per head was about 20 %betow the total Community LeveL
in atL three years considered. Whereas in 1970 the gap between GDP and investment
per head was extremety high (Britainrs GDP per head was onLy three per cent belob,
the Community average), the Lag of the retative investment performance behind
GDp performance has diminished in recent years because the GDP position has deten-
i orated .
The Statistica[ office of the'European communities reguLarty draws up har-
monized statistics on earn'ings in industry in the various Member States. These
statistics are based on nationat surveys carried out reguLarty in the different
countries. They offer information on the gross hourty earnings of industriaI
lrorkers. The resuLts - converted into European Units of Account - are summarized
in TabLe 5.2. Between 1972 and 1977, the period for which data for eight out of
nine countries are avaitabte, the ratio between the highest and the towest figure
has increased from 119 to 2r3, but the spread has been narrowing,more recentLy.
The coefficient of variation, after rising from 21 % in 1972 to 31 % in 1976'
equally suggests a mone convergent evolution in 1977 (29%) and probabLy in 1978.
Thus hourty earnings in industry show a simiLar evo[ution in respect to their
convergence or divergence among Member States as does per capita gross domestic
product if expressed at current manket exchange rates in European Units of Account,
whose coefficient of variation rose from 25 % in 1972 to 38 % in 1976 and decLined
to 35 % in 1977. Again, the dispersion is distinct[y Lower if nationaL data are.
conpared on the basis of purchasing power parities. In this case the coefficient
of variation for gross hourLy earnings in industry is 16 % for 1972 as wetL as
for 1977.
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Entry into operation of the European Monetary System on 13 March 1979
has highLighted the importance of monitoring price and cost teends in reLation
to the requirements of greater exchange rate stabiLity. In Tabte 5.3 data are
given on the average variabitity in the Community as a whote of three price and
cost measures (consumer, and whoLesate prices and unit labour costs) and of exchange
rates against the European Unit of Account (br ECU). Graph 5.2. puts together two
out of these indicators, nameLy the standard deviation of consumen prices and the
exchange rate variabi Lity.
The dispersion of consumer prices between the countries of the Community
was qujte stabLe untiL the beginnjng of the'seventies. ExceptionaL disturbances
occured in 1958 ancl 1969 (notabLy in France). Starting'in 1973 and accom-
eanyingthe increase of infIa.tion rates, the differences in the rises in price
[eveLs between Member States widened drasticatty, approachinS 5 1 12 % 1n 1975 as
measured by the standard deviation. From 1976 to 1978, thedivergences were de-
creasing (3.25 % in 1978). However, before settLing down to the usuaL Level of
the'sixties, the Likety standard ddviation for 1979 (about 4 %) suggests
again a widening of the gap between inf[ation rates of the Member States. The
dispersion of whotesate prices shows more or less the same cycIicaI pattern, w'ith
even more pronounced divergence from 1973 onwards. Unit'tabour costs present
a remarkabte difference to the evotution of price dispersion: a[though the period
of generaL divergence in the mid-seventies is reflected in the vaLues of the
standard deviation (up to 7 1/2 % in 1975), the divergence t.las faf tess marked
in that period compared to thersixties than it was for prices. From 1960 to 1972,
the standard deviation for unft [abour costs used to be in aLL except two years
higher than that for both price indices; from 1973 to 1978 however,'it was tower
than that for prices in each year.
Exchange rate variabitity as presented in the right-hand cotumn of Tabte
5.3.. and dep'icted as rectang[es in Graph 5.? is catculated as the average exchange
rate change of atL Community currencies against the European Unit of Account or
the ECU from one year to the other. A first inspection of the diagram confirms the
view that the dispersion of inftation rates between Member States and the vania-
biLity of exchange rates between Community currencies tend to go hand in hand.
The periods 1958-1959, 1968-1969 and especiaLLy 1973 onwards are characterized
by an upsurge of both price djspersion and exchange rate instabitity. The corret-
ation coefficient is 0,63 when the dispersion of inftation rates of a given year
aI
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is correlated uith the exchange rate variabiL'ity of the same year. The co-
efficient is Lower (0r55) when the dispersion of infIation rates of a given
year is correLated with the exchange rate variabiLity of the foLLowing year
(0,55); it is higher in the reverse case (0r74).
There have been periods of reLative exchange rate stabitity defended
in the Flresence of important baLance of payments deficits or surpIuses.0n
the other hand, in some periods exchange rate policy has aLLowed the markets
quickLy to find a new equ'ilibrium rate, invoIving substantiaL exchange rate
changes. For this reason year-by-year comparisons between price dispersion
and exchange rate fluctuat'ions may turn out to be too narrow. As one could
expect, the correlation is cLoser for three years moving averages; the vaLues
of the coefficient ane 0,83 for the year-by'year correLationr 016S if exchange
rate variabiLity'is [agged by one year and 0188 if price dispersion is [agged
by one year.
The w'ider dispersion of the consumer prices in 1979 than in 1978 nay
to some extent be expLained by once-for-aLL factors. In some countries, the
IiberaLization of the price policy has [ed to sudden price adaptations. In
additi.on major indirect tax changes have occured in 1979, whose impacts on
consumer prices may as weLL cause an overestimation of the divergence of
prices. Both effects on the consumer price LeveL are difficu[t to assess. A
raw estimate of the standard deviation of consumer prices in 1979 after
taking account of the major indirect tax changes yietds 3.90 instead of 4107
as shown in Table 5.3. and depicted in Graph 5.2.
0f further importance in the context of convergence anatys'is is the
fact that in the case of aLternative price and cost indicators the pattern
of deviations from the Community average can d'iffer. The foregoing anatysis
in reLation to exchange rate changes used the consumer price measure in
order to give a fjrst simp[e comparison. However, tor the purpose of ana-
Lysing the competitiveness of a countryrs exchange rate, it is desirabLe
to study aLso trends'in unit Labour costs, whoLesate prices and other
measures shown in TabLe 5.4. Thjs Table adjusts price and cost trends over
the years for changes in exchange-rates against the European Un'it of Account,
so as to show (a) in what degree exchange rate changes have nrereLy offset
pri ce and e ost Ci f ferences between $lember Stateso and (b) hol.r the di f f erent
orice and cost measures compare.
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For instance, during the pertod 1973-1978, the Dutch consumer prices
after adjustment for exchange rate changes rose at an annuaL rate which was
2.9 % higher than the Community average; the corresponding Belgian and Danish
price 'increases were 2.4 'l and 1.1 7, above the average. Assessed on the basis
of an internaL cost indicator tike unit Iabour costs, the relative position
of these countries seems, however, to have deteriorated much Less than
indicated by consumer prices. The annuaL difference of unit Labour costs
to the Community average'is 1.0 % tor the Netherlands, l.5 % for Belgium
and 0.6 % for Denmark. Germanyrs and IreLand's reLative posit'ion looks more
or Less unchanged for the period 1973-1978 if assessed on the basis of ad-
justed consumer pnices; if measured with unit Iabour costs, these countries'
position reLative to their partners has improved markedIy over that period.
0n the other hand, ItaLyrs and the UK's relative performance is distinct-
Ly Less favourabLe for the period 1973-1978 when measured in unit labour
costs than when measured in consumer prices. The rise of unit Labour costs
in the UK exceeded the Community average by 2.5 % annuaLLy in this period,
whereas the British exchange-rate-adjusted consumer prices increased by 0.3 7"
annuaLLy Less than aLL nine countries'average. A different pattern of be-
haviour may be found in the TabLe for prices which are particu[arty sensitive
to foreign 'infLuences Like export prices and whoLesaLe prices.
These resuLts suggests that in anaLysing the conditions for exchange
rate stabiIity restriction to one price or cost series such as consumer
prices might Iead to a biased assessment of the reIative performance of
countries.
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TABLE 5.1
Disrrersion between Member States of
canita, at purchasing power parity
GDP, private and pubLic consumption and'investment per
and market exchange rates, 1970, 1977 and 1979
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Avenaqe. r,lross hourLy earninr;s in inrlustry as a t"rhoIe
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TABLE 5.3
Pri ce, cost and exchange rate Civergences between nine lvlember States,1958-1979(pe rcentages)
Standand deviation of changes in
consumer prices whoLesale prices unit Labour costs
Exchange rate
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6. Budgetary PoL'icies and Trends
Budgetary policies in'1978 and 1979
After the efforts made in aIL the Member States to reduce the pubLic
deficitsin 1976 and 1977 to LeveLs consistent with graduaLLy restoring condi-
tions for baLanced growth, it once again became necessary in 1978 and'|.979
to increase budgetary poticy support to economic act'iv'ity. This change,
uhich seemed justified'in v'iew of the good resutts of prev'ious poLicies of
consoLidation, first became apparent in m'id-1977 when the Council" adopted
unequivocaLLy expansionist guideLines for 1978. It was consoLidated by the
decisions of the European CounciL meeting held at Bremen on 6 and 7 Juty 1978,
which Led to the adoption yet again of sLightLy more stimuLatory guideLines
tor 1979.
In generaL, the aim cou[d easiLy have been achieved at Least in
overa[[ terms, or even exceeded without any specific measures, so great is
the spontaneous tendency for budget deficits to increase; for the structuraI
factors that make for rising pubLic expenditure are powerfuL, and they are
reinforced in a context of widespread unempl-ayment and rapidLy rjsing prices.
fioreover, it is aLL the more difficuLt to niatch the increase in expendjture
with an increase in revenue in such a situation, as specific taxes are
usuaLLy adjusted to increased prices with some de[ay, and especia[[y as
the progressivity of personaL income tax is attenuated by the widespread
practice of index-tinking tax brackets partiaLIy or totail.y. The automatic
function'ing of these mechanisms aLone wouLd have been enough'in most cases
to increase deficits in 1978 and 1979, but the governments did not give
them fuIL rein, since they wanted to regain the margin for manoeuvre needed
to introduce support measures more specifica[[y adapted to the requirements
of the situation. The poticies'impLemented were thus a comptex m'ixture of
measures intended to limit the effects of the automatic mechanisms and
decisions with the opposite effect, that of deLiberateLy stimutating demand.
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As table 6.1 shows, the main boost to act'ivity was prov'ided by
centraL government budgets. SociaL security funds, especiaLty when they are
independent, are generaLLy subject to ruLes of financiaL manragement that require
a rigorous watch on thejr financiaL equiLjbrium" The effects of changes in
Locat authority debt have been varied, but aLways very smaLL.
The budgetary policie's of Member States in 1978 and 1979 have on the
whote shown the same tendency to f[exibitity thoughr'in some cases where the
expansionist poL'ic'ies adopted in 1978 have produced stronger effects then
expectedrsome modifications have been made in 1979.Over the tr'lo years as a
trhoLe the generaL government.borrowing requirement has increased in aIL
countries though by amounts which differ in a fashion not strictty in tine
with the constraints of internaL and externaI equiLibrium.
It is true to say that in the countries where the budgetary stimu[us
has been greatest the stimuLus has more often been the resuLt of certain
a automat.ic structuraL mechanisms than of deLiberate action. This is especiatLy
t true of ltaLy and to a Lesser extent BeLgium, the Netherlands and Denmark
where the poLicy aim has been to try to [im'it the effect of these automatic
mechanisms rather than to introduce neu support measures.
In ttaLy the strong budgetary stimuLus seen again in 1978-1979 were
essent.iaLty produced by automatic 'interaction of expenditure and revenue
to such an extent that in its three-year pLan of 1978t the Government
provided for measures intended to enabLe it to controL more cLoseLy the trends
of expenditure and revenue, but these have not yet been formal-Ly adopted" The
stabiIization measures intended to prevent the deficit from expanding excessive-
Ly in 1979 consisted mainty of some reductions in the burden of sociaL
security payments and especiaLLy of increases in sociaL security contri-
butions" trn spite of these measures/ the deficit witt probabLy'in-
crease aga.in considerably, reaching 11.5 % of GDP, as the figures for generaL
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government show. The apparent contradiction between th'is observation
and the trend expected at central government tevet - i.e. the Treasury -
is merel.y technicaL, for it is due to movenrents of funds resuLting from
the decision to aggregate pubIic cash assets. In BeLg'ium, where the
deficit has risen from 5.6 % of GDP in 1977 to 7.? 7. in 1979 the resuLting
stimu[us was Largety due to the spontaneous disparity between the rates
of growth of tax revenue and of current expenditure. Current expenditure
had to be heLd in check as far as possibte so that investment expenditure
couLd be appropriateLy incraesed, and in particuLar so that the al-ready
heavy tax burden would not have to be increased further. The government
deficit in Denmark has in two years increased by 0.8 % of GDP and the
government twice found it necessary to correct the spontaneous trend of
the deficit to increase more rapidLy, in August 1978 and again in June 1979'
by reducing some items of expenditure, and especiaLLy by increasing
taxat'ion, particuLarLy indirect taxation.
In the Netherlands the governmentrs margin for manoeuvre t.las
Limited by the rapidLy rising trends of interest payments and, especialLyo
of current expenditure on transfer payments; steps were taken in the summer
of 1978 to neutraLize these trends in the medium term. As important new
measures were taken by the Government in 1978 to support investment and
empLoyment - in part'icu[ar, the introduction of a generaLized scheme of
investment bonuses - it had to offset, even to the extent of increasing
some taxes, the reductions due to index tinking of personaL income tax
brackets as we[[ as extending the time scate of some expenditure so as
to keep growth of the deficit within reasonable Limits - 0.6 Z of GDP bet-
ween 1977 and 1979.
UnIike the four countries described above, the United Kingdom and
IreLand changed their poLicies between 1978, when their budgets were
strongLy expansionist, and 1979. The United Kingdom budget for 1978-1979
had been drawn up with a vier to boosting domestic demand, in particu[ar
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consumer demarrd. It incLuded considerabIe reductions in personaL income
tax, but it a[so reflected the reLaxation announceci in the pLuriannuaL
pLan published in January 1978 of the constraints 'imposed earIier on
p[anned expenditure. The budget for 1979-1980 reimposed a stricter
attitude towards expenditure, and made up for new reductions in personaI
income tax by substantiaLLy raising indirect taxes. After the targe
increase in the deficit in 1978, 1979 shoutd show a decrease at the Leve[
of genera[ government, and an even targer decrease at the [eve[ of the
pubLic sector. Simi[ar developments are expected in IreLand where the
'1978 budget hlas extremeIy expansionist, invoLving Large tax concessions
and greatLy increased expenditure, particuLarLy capitaL expenditure. The
1979 budget is considerabLy more cautious and the underLying deficit shouLd
be reduced sharpLy in comparison with the Level of 12o7 % reached in 1978.
Budget policy in France has foLLowed a simiLar course and in 1979
management wiL[ be stricter than in 1978 giving, for the two years as a
whoLe, a contro[ted boost to the economy. Budget management hlas, in fact,
relativety f[exibte in 1978, aIthough the tax concessions granted were, on
baLance, Iim'ited, and the onLy departures from earLier austerity on the
expendjture side were those in favour of investment and empLoyment. The
deficit was much higher than that of the preceding year at centraL govern-
ment LeveL (.6'/, of GDP as against 1.0 Z), and even more so at generat
government LeveL, where the deficit rose from 1 .3 % of GDP to 2.3 7,, because
of the deterioration of the position of sociaL security funds. The measures
agreed in December 1978 and JuLy 1979 to improve this situation, in conjunc-
tion with a more or Less neutraL management atcentraI government levet
stricter management of the centraL government budget, shoutd reduce the
generat government deficit considerabLy in 1979.
The authorities in Germany had the greatest scope for deLiberate
budgetary stimuLus because current expenditure was exceptionaLLy weLL
controLLed at aLL LeveLs of government. The FederaL Government therefore
adopted severaL sets of budgetary measures, the most important in
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September 1977 and JuLy 1978, to boost economic activity in the ways
considered most appropriate to the situation, inctuding increased
expenditure on investment, and tax reductions for firms and reductions
in direct taxes on househoLds. These reductions were, howeverr pdf-
tiaLLy offset by increases in vaLue added tax, app[ied from 1 JuLy 1979.
The totaL effect of a[[ these measures, in 1979, witL be to increase
the genenaL government def icit f rom a Leve[ of 2 "6 '/, of GDF to onLy 3.1 %
between 1977 and 1979 but this in fact represents increases for 1978 and
1979 of 0"7 and 0.8 Z respectiveLy cver the LeveLs which woutd have
resulted with unchanged poLicies.
Fubtic finance structures : a compariscn of trends
ln'1979, the share of generaL government expenditure in
Community GDP was probabLy 47 %, conpared with 4616 % in 1975, when
the crisis had Led to a very sharp acceLeration in the observed Long-
term rate of growth of pubLic expenditure (which, as a proportion of
GDP, was onty 41,6 % in 1973 and 32.7 7"'tn 1960).Despite the greater
support given to economic activity, the budgetary poIicies pursued in
1978 and 1979 inpLied a continuation of the efforts made in 1976 and
1977 to try and stabiLize the weight of public finance in the economy.
These efforts had become necessary because of the difficutty of imposing
a sharp increase'in taxation aga'inst a background of persistent sLow
growth and because of the need to avoid too great an expansion of
budget deficits, llhich were aLready considerabLy Larger than before
the crisis G.O 'l of Community GDP in 1979 compared with 0.7 iA in 1973).
In 1976 and 1977, the reduction in pubLic finance imbalances Has brought
about by stabiLizinrg share of public expenJ'iture in GEF and by an increase
in totaL tax revenue. During the Last two years, on the other hand, the
generaLLy cautions moves towards budgetary stimutat'ion have ted to a
Limited increase in pubLic expenditure (+ 1 % of Community GDp), for
the community and to a sLight moderation in the growth of government
revenue (+ 0.4 Z of GDP).
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These overa I L t rends concea I wi de Ly di fferi ng deve lopments at nati ona L
Levet. In 1978 and 1979, pubLic expenditure increased much more rapidLy than
the Community average in lta[y (+ 3.6 % of GDP), in BeLgium and the NetherLands
(about + 3 % ), in France (+ 1.9 %) and lreland G ? %>. Its growth was
smaLLer in Denmark (+ 0.9 %\ and it decLined in the other countries (Germany,
Luxembourg and the United Ki,ngdom). In the period 1975 to 1977 divergences in
the same direction and of simiLar magn'itude were recorded for the different
Member States, except IreLand. As can be seen from TabeL 6.2, these diver-
gences are exptained mainLy by the differing trends in member countriest ex-
penditure on current transfers and debt interest, which in the Community as
a whoLe represents sLightLy more than haLf of totaI generaL government ex-
penditure (i.e. 24.1 % of GDP in 1979). The same divergences refLects not
on[y d'if f erences 'in the room for manoeuvre avai LabLe to each country in pursuing
its budgetary poLicy, but aLso an unequaL abiLity to controL the mechanisms
automaticaLLy forcing up this category of expenditure. Publ.ic consumption
expenditure (18.4 % of Commun'ity GDP in 1979) and, to a Lesser extent, capitaL
expenditure (4.5 /. of GDP'in 1979), which were the main targets of the
efforts made in 1976 and 1977 to bring pubLic finances into better equitibrium,
are again increasing in most member countries, except in the United Kingdom
and Luxembourg. This Shift refIects the authoritiesr concern to provide a
budgetary stimutus by concentrating more on finaL demand of generaI govern-
ment than on t'ransfer income pa'id to the rest of the economy.
In a[|. member countries except Luxembourg and the United Kingdom, the
average growth of pubtic revenue during the Last two years has been Lower
than that of expenditure. In 1979, the LeveL of totaL tax revenue(including
sociaL security contributions) wiLI probabLy reach 40 7. of Community GDP,
as against 3916 % in 1977. The differences between member countries in the
trend of pubLic revenue reftect those observed on the expenditure side and
show the pubLic authoritiesr determination to prevent a further increase in
budget deficits and so to create scope for measures which m'ight subsequentty
have to be taken'in response to changes in the economic situation. Thus, in
France, IreLand, the NetherLands and BeLgium, the LeveL of pubLic revenue
rose betueen 1977 and 1979 in Line with an increase in expenditure that was
more rapid than in the Community as a whole. In the other countries, by
contrast, the weigth of totaL tax revenue has decLined sLightty. As
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is shown in TabLe 6.3, the movement in the different components of totaL
tax revenue indicates a continuation of the trend, observed after 1975,
towards an increase, or at Least a stabiLization, in the LeveL of indirect
taxes, which represent 13.4 7. of Community GDP. 0n the other hand, the
yieLd from direct taxes in the Community as a whoLe increased a LittLe Less
rapidLy than GDP (their share in GDP feLL f rom 1?.5 7. ln 1977 to 12.2 X 'tn
1979> mainLy because of the slowdown in the nominaL growth of incomes and
the direct tax reLiefs granted in certain countries as part of the moves to
boLster economic activity. The fact that the share of sociaL security
contributions in GDP ( .J4.? Z> is marking time may be attributabLe to persistent
unempLoyment, the Lower growth of nominaL wages and the measures taken to
Lessen the re[ative cost of Labour in order to hetb reduce unempLoyment.
However, this type of revenue continues to grow rapidly in France and, to
a [esser extent, in ItaLy and in the NetherLands, to cover constantLy rising
sociaL security costs.
Because of the Low LeveI of private investment and the reLativeIy
high personaI savings rat'ios, the persistentIy Large budget deficits and
their further increase between 1977 and 1979 have not been accompanied by
an equivatent deterioration in externaL baLances; in 1979, member countries'
net Lending to or net borrowing from the rest of the wortd shouLd remain et
virtuaLLy the same [eveI as in 1977, except in BeLgium and the Nethertands,
uhere these balances are deteriorating. As regards cover for these deficits,
the severe effects of the crisis on pub[ic finance had Led the tvlember States
in 1975 to turn first to methods of financing which had a direct impact on
the Liquidity of the economy. Subsequentty, recourse to borrowing from the
banking system was apprec'iabLy cut back in reLative terms in most member
countries: in some cases, in the first place by a partiaL correction of
budgetary imbalances, and, in aLL cases, by maintaining at a high LeveL or
by rapidty stepping up indebtedness to the resident non-banking sectors.
Thus, in some countries (e.9. Denmark and IreLand), additionaL resources Lrere
obtained from sectors of the economy which, before the crisis, were not or
hrere rareLy asked to heLp finance the budget.
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The continuing high deficits have Led to a.sharp increase in the
resources to be spent on servicing the nationaI debt. In Ita[y, the Nether-
lands, BeLgium, the United Kingdom and IreLand, interest paid by generaL
government has now reached or has atready exceeded the LeveL of expenditure
on fixed capitaL formation. hlhjLe the increase in the outstanding nationaL
debt hardly poses probtems as regards soLvency, except in the case of the
externaL debt which remains marginaL in aLL l{ember States, the increase in
interest and redemption payments couLd wetL appreciabLy reduce the budgetary
room for manoeuvre of a number of countries. If economic activity fai[s to
show a stronger upturn, it wiLt become extremeLy difficuLt in the medium
term to correct pubLic finance imbaLances without a thorough reorganization
of pubLic authority budgets and, more particutarLy, of sociat security
systems.
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7.1
7. Monetary poLjcies and trends
The need for more efficient coordination of nationaL monetary poLicies
within the European Monetary system
The introduction of the EMS accentuated mutuaI dependence between economies
of the Member States participating in the system; nationaL monetary policies
in each individuaL Member State now affect developments in aIL the others more
directLy, Moreover, the purpose of the EMS is to contribute to the internaI and ex-
ternaI stabi Ljty of the participating currencies; this aim can be achieved onl.y if
disparities between economic performances, and in particuIar between infLation
rates, are gradua[[y reduced. Inf[ation rates are to converge and remain
at the Lowest possibLe LeveL compatibLe with batanced growth. To achieve this
end concentation at Community LeveL must be rejnforced and sustained.
Nationat monetary poLicies as a part of overa[[ economic poLicies must be coordinated
both in the short-term and in the medium term to ensure that the EMS works smooth ty.
F'instLy, the day-to-day management of monetary poLicy instruments in a Member State,
in particular the manipuLation of official interest rates, may resutt in capitaL
movements between the Member States and put pressure on the exchange markets.
Second[y, the cumu[ative effects on internaL prices of excessive expansion
of L'iquidity in a Member State are bound to [ead to a deterioration in that
Staters competitive positiort reLative to its partners whose monetary poticy
is more moderate; pressures wiLL be created, and par vaLues wiLI eventuaLLy
have to be adjusted. ALthough it js true that such an adjustment is covered
by the rutes of the EMS, the credibiL'ity of the system cannot be but adverse-
Ly affected if adjustments are required too frequentLy. The monetary authorities
must therefore coordinate their medium-term aims at Community IeveI so as
graduaIty to reduce the rate of monetary expansion to a leveL compatibLe wjth
the internaL and externaL equi Ljbrium of thei r economjes.
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However, the coordination of officiaL monetary policies is not in itseLf
sufficient to ensure the ind'ispensabLe convergence of monetary expansion;
monetary authorities have to consider their countriesruLt'imate objectives
'in terms of reaL growth nates and the baLance of payments, as weLL as the
effects of other nationaL poLicies such as budgetary poLicy and incomes
policy. If monetary policies are to be coherent at both Community and
nationaL LeveLs, the uLtimate objectives of aLL the Member States must be
simiLar, and their other poLicies must be coordinated as breLL as monetary
policy.
The nat'ionaL monetary authorities in the Community wiLL have to coLLaborate
more c lose Ly.
(i ) when defin'ing nationaL monetary poLicies; future poL'icies are often
defined in terms of the expected or desired trend of a monetary
aggregate (cred'it or money suppLy). The monetary authorities shouLd
bear in mind the principaL goaLs of the EMS when defining monetary
poL'icy at natjonaL LeveL;
(i i ) when manag'ing monetary aflairs in the course of the reference per.iods
for which aims or desired trends have been defined. The extent to
which these aims or desired trends are being achieved shouLd be
considered jointLy, as should any monetary measures taken by the
authorit'ies such as changes in the discount rate; for such changes
may refLect a change'in poLicy, if monetary policy aims jncLude a
spec'ifid rate of interest; on the other hand, they may be part of an
unchanged poLicy, if the authorities have adjusted the rate for their
interventions on the money market so as to correct a departure from
the desired trend of the aggregate.
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Further technicaL research into monetary poLicy instruments and comparative
analyses of financiaI aggregates would make it easier to coordinate both
the definition and the day-to-day management of nationaL monetary poLicies,
The Commission departments, in cLose coLLaboration with the nationaL govern-
ment departments invoLved, have therefore undertaken a study of the foLLowing
questi ons.
(i) Is a sufficient[y w'ide variety of instruments avaiLabLe to enabLe the
monetary authorities'in aLL the Member States not onLy to achieve
their intermediate aims but aLso to reduce any unfavourabLe reper-
cussions the use of these instruments may have on the money markets of
their partner countries ? For exampLe, if few instruments are avaiLabLe
in a particuLar Member State the monetary authorities may concentrate
on one particulalinstrument, e.g. the discount rate, adverseLy affect-
ing their partner countries much more than they wouLd have done had they
been abLe to make simuLtaneous use of severaL instruments and spread
the effects over a number of markets and over a Longer period. In such
a situation widening the range of avaiLabLe monetary instruments couLd
Lead to better coordinated management of monetary poLicies,
tlhat methods are most su'itabIe at Community IeveI for assessing how far
the poLicies defined are coherent with uLtimate nationat objectives,
and for comparing nat'ionaL poL'icies ? To answer the f i nst part of the
quest'ion/ more information is needed about the transmission mechan'ism,
s'ince the reLations between reaL and monetary variabLes differ from
one Member State to another, and indeed are not aLways stabLe within a
singLe economy. The comparison of the different nationaI policies, the
second subject of the question, is somewhat compLicated by the fact that
Member States define their intermediate objectives in terms of different
(i i )
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aggregates (credit or the money suppty, broad or narrow definitjons).
Commission departments in coLLaboration w'ith the retevant nationaI
authorities have drawn up a simpLified framework for recording the
ftow of funds that inctudes aLI the aggregates used by the various Member
States as intermediate objectives as wetL as other financiaI variabIes.
It is hoped that this framework wi[|. faciIitate comparisons between the
Member States. The framework is stiLt in its trjaL stages, but it has
aLready contributed to improving the anaLysis of structuraI differences
between the Member Statesr financiaI markets; its usefuLness in the area
of predicting and comparing monetary and financiaL variabLes at Community
Level remains to be tested.
a
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7.5
NationaL monetary policy trends in 1978 and 1979
During the period under review, the aim pursued by the nationaL authorities
r,ras stiLL to contribute to maintaining or sustaining internaI and externaL
economic equi librium; this .often involved difficuIt choices between action
to support economic act'ivity and action to moderate infLationary anticipation
or to defend the nationaL currency on the exchange markets. TabLe 7.1 beLow
shows the rates of growth of the money supply in the different Member States;
it wiLI come as no surprise that these rates sometimes differ considerabLy
from one Member State to another, in view of the wide differences in the
scaLe of the various economies and in the financiaL structures of their
capitaL markets and between their initiaL rates of infLation, pubLic sector
deficits and balance of payments positions.
The rates of growth of the money suppLy are not strictLy comparable because
aggregates ane defined differentLy from one Member State to another, a rate
which is excess'ive in one country may be reasonable in another, but if the
EMS is to work smoothLy, monetary expansion must stow down in those Member
States where i'nfIationary pressures have been strongest and when externaI
equiIibrium has been threatened.
The trend of the money suppLy in the Member States during the first six
nonths of 1979 shows that there are stiLL wide differences between
countries and bett^leen quarters. Thus, monetary expansion slowed down
in the second quarter in Denmark, Germany and France,
whiLe it speeded up in the other countries, and particutar[y in lreland,
where it was already very rapid. It shoutd be noted that the official measures
taken to controL monetary deveLopments refLect a shared determination not to
accomodatg futLy the inflationary pressures created by recent increases in
the price of oi L.
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The higher infLation rates shouLd, in factu lead to a reduced Liquidi-
ty ratio in the economy (i.e. the ratio of money suppLy to nominaL GDP)
if the monetary authorities manage to keep the growth of the money suppLy
within the timits set for 1979 at the end of Last year"
TabLe 7.? conpares the trends of short-term and Long-term interest rates
and of inflation rates in the Member States. It wiLL be seen from the
table that interest rates were fairLy Low'in some countries reLative to the
rate of monetary erosion; this was LargeLy because the monetary authorities
in these countries controLLed nationaL market rates fairLy strictLy as to
hoLd down the cost of financing the public deficit or private investment,
or both.
Since the beginning of this year, interest rates on money markets and,
to a Lesser extent, the yields on bonds have been rising in most member coun-
tries; thjs development is due partLy to the need to defend nationaL currencies
on the exchange markets, and partLy to the monetary authoritiesr anxiety
to break down infLationary anticipations. Moreover, the monetary authorities
jn aLl the Member States except Germany and BeLgium have maintained or rein-
forced measures to Limit the expansion of bank credit
directLy. These measures are cons'idered panticularLy necessary in countries
where nominaL interest rates are stiIL Low, in sp'ite of the increase, in
reLation to actuaL or expected infLat'ion, and in countries where the demand
for bank credit is not very eLastic in reLation to changing interest nates.
a
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The actuaL trends of money suppLy or inlsr.sst rat.e LeveLs are not aLways
a faithfuL refIection of officiaL medium-term monetary poIicy. Interest
rates on the money market often refLect flows initiated by non-residents;
the yieLd on securities on the bond market is strong[y infLuenced by the
burden of financing the pubLic sector deficit and by jnfLationary anticipa-
tions; and the private sectorrs demand for bank credit is often a function
of the business cycIe. Even officiaL measures such as changes in the dis-
count rate or the minimum reservecoefficient indicate frequentIy temporary
reactions to pressures on the exchange markets or the capitaL markets and do
not refLect medium term strategies. Medium-term poLicy shouLd consequentLy
be assessed by comparing the decLared aims of the nationaL monetary authorities.
TabLe 7.3 beLow shows that the monetary authorities in aLl the Member States
except BeLg'ium, Denmark and IneLand quantified monetary poL'icy aims in
terms of a desired rate of growth of a monetary aggregate (an intermediate
objective) for the period under review (the caLendar or budget year 1978/7il.
1 tn aLL the Large Community economies, the monetary authorities have quanti-l-.
- f i ed thei r ob ject'ives, but the aggregates used va ry w'ideLy. In the sma L Ler
economies, which are of necess'ity more open to externaI trade, the authorities
were unwiLLing or unabLe to quant'ify desired trends for the monetary aggre-
gates, except in the NetherLands. Even here, however, the medium-term aim
of reducing the ratio of money suppLy to net nationaL income is fLexibLe
enough to aLLow of adjustment in view of the short-term situation and the
trend of the baLance of payments. In IreLand the authorjties have adopted guide-
Lines for the increase in bank Lending to the private sector in order to re-
strain the expansion of domestic credit.
Comparing targets with results for 1978, we find that poLicy has been quite
successfuL in the United Kingdom and France/ but that expansion has been
faster than desired in ItaLy and especiaLLy in Germany. The German authorities
toLerated the excessiveLy rapid trend because prices were behaving better than
expected, and because the short-term si tuation was considered reLativeLy frag'i Ie.
al
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The desined rates of expansion for 1979 are sLightLy Less rapid than those
for 1g7A jn the four major economies, aLthough the reduction is partiaLLy
apparent rather than reaL in Germany where the basjs for caLcuLation has
been changed and in the United Kingdom where the new targets affect onLy the
remaining 10 months of the budgetary year 1979180 and not the whoLe o{ the
budgetary year.
It js difficuLt to estjmate how nearty present targets are Likely to be met
on the basis of ava'iLabLe data, but it is worthnoting that monetary ex-
pansion in the United Kingdom during banking JuLy and August, the finst two
months of the new reference period moderated sufficientLy to be just within
the new target range. The money suppLy grew fasten than expected in France
in spite of a fairly marked slow-down at the end of the first haLf-year; the
monetary authorities have already set a target for 1980 in Line with their
arim of graduaLLy reducing the Liquidity ratio in the framework of medium-term
poLicy. The rate of expansion of centraL bank money in GermanY, which was
sLightty above the upper Iimit in the first fjve months of 1979' changed direct-
ion jn the summer and is not.r terrding'towards tile Lower end of the tarEet ra!'lge.
In ItaLy the trend of totaL domestic credit was in Line with the authoritiesl
intentions in the earLy months of the year. In the other Member States,
whose economies are more open to foreign trade, monetary poLicy concentrates
rather on aims in terms of exchange rates, or interest rates, or both,
than on quantified aims for a particuLar monetary aggregate (although the
\etherLands are an excePtion) -
The BeLgian monetary authorities are endavouning to keep interest rates as
Low as possibLe, at a LeveL consistent with maintaining the Belgian francrs
EMS par vaLue; however, interest rates have had to be raised severaL times
aLready this year. In Denmark, where the aim of the monetary authorities is
to defend the par vaLue of the knoner and to ensure that the current account
deficit is financed, a massive infLow of capitaL (due to the purchases of
krone denominated bonds)irr the earLy months of the year caused bonrd yieLds
a
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to decL'ine, and a temporary ban was imposed on the purchase of Government
bonds by non-residents. In the summer the authorities had to raise the dis-
count rate tw'ice to protect the par vaLue of the kroner. In IreLand, where
the postaL str ike contributed to the very rapid monetary expansion in the
first haLf of 1979, the monetary authorities were forced to increase the
cost of resort by the commerciaL banks to centraL bank Lending and aLso to
strengthen other measures,designed to Limit the expansion of bank credit.
In the NetherLands too, where the growth of money suppLy was fairLy moderate
and the outtook for the pubtic sector deficit and the ba[ance of payments
improved, the monetary authorities have raised the rate for officiaL inter-
vention in the money market severaI tjmes since the beginning of the year,
a Lthough by reLatively smat L amounts.
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TAbLE 7.1 GROI^JTH OF THE MONEY SUPPLY (BR94q-DEFINITION) (1)
Gs 7, of initiaL money stock)
PeTiod DK D F IRL I NL B UK
1977Q) 9.8 11.1 13.9 16.3 ?1.9 3.6 9.9 10'0
1978 I2) 6.7 11.0 12.3 28.7 22.8 4,2 g.5 t+.gb)
Fi rst quar-
ter 1979G) 4.0 2.3 4.6 6,1 3.0 0.5 2.2 1-4
Secondquarter a\
1g7g $) 1 .9 1 .4 2.6 8 .8 4 .Oo' 1 ,5 2.3 3.8
() l4Z, except in Germanf (Mr), Ire[and (Mr) and the UK (sterLing M3).
Q) Figures not adjusted fon seasonaL variations.
(3) Figures adjusted for seasonaL variations.
(a) March, Aprit, May.
(l) ttris figure differs from the figure given in table 1.5 which refers to
rrbanking monthstr,
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8 . Batance of payments
h'|orLd baLance of payments summary
The baLance of payments of the Community on current account showed a
record surptus of some 17 bn USD in 1978 but nany of the factors contributing
to this success b,ere.transitory, and the baLance in 1979 and 1980 witI be nuch
less favourable, partLy because of the increase in the price of oiL which
amounted to near[y 60 % in the year to the end of June 1979.
In aggregate the current account balance of the United States remained
unchanged in 1978, but showed a steady inprovement during the year, moving, on
a seasonatty adjusted basis, from a deficit of 6.9 bn USo in the first quarterj
of last year to virtual baLance in the corresponding period of 1979. US export
votume has been rising strongty and the US surpLus on non-oit trade in the
first hatf of this year showed an improvement on the tov levet seen
earLy in 1978. The latest trade figures and rising oll, prices do not suggest
that the US current account deficit ui[[ be comptete[y etiminated
this year, but that country does notJ seem to be benefitting from the favourabte
section of a J-curve initiated by past faL[s in the vaLue of the US doltar. For
the greater part of Last yea?, horever, market sentiment was infLuenced by the US
current account deficit and the traditionaL outflow of direct investment from that
count ry.
The cyc[ical s-ituation uas favorabLe to the current accounts of thc
EC and JapaO in 1978 since the real growth in the US economyr 4%ruhi[e stightty
stouer than in the tro previous yearsrwas equat to the ten-year averege
achieved up to 1973, while growth in the EC and Japan tras, at 3% and S ltZZ
respective[y, significantty lower than their corresponding historic performances.
Cyc!icaI infLuences hbve reversed themse[ves in 1979 and must be expected to have
theopposi!effect on the 1979 current account baLances of the EC and Japan.
'Both the EC and Japan were able to off-set the effects oftheir
current account baLances [ast yearontyge some e.xtent by net outftous of capitaL
goth atso saH their net reserves rise sharpLy during the financiat disturbances
ol 1978 (b'y USD 16.6 bn in the EC, and by g5p 10.2 bn in Japan) and, at least
for the Community, this caused problems for the execution of monetary po[lcy.
I
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In a sLightLy tonger hjstoricaI perspective, a remarkabLe feature of
1978 was the virtuaL disappearance of the 0pEC current account surpIus. In
1974 that surpLus was, at 60 bn USD, approximatety what commentators expected,
but few expected jt to be eLimjnated within four years. A major cause of thc
subsequent reduction has been the absence of growth in the votume of OpEC
exportsrattributab[e to the recession in the industriaLised worLd and the
deveIopment of non-OPEC sourcas of minerat fueLs.ThevoIume of exports by maJor
oiI producers as measured by the Internationat flonetary Fund actual.ty feLt
stight[y between 1974 and 1978: an annuaL reaL increase of 4'l over that period
woutd, given the actual price devetopment, have added about USD 45 bn to the
QPEC'sunplus tast year. At the same time 0PEC imports have risen sLightty faster
than expected, supported by the wjItingness of some member countries to borrou in
support of devetopment programmes, but recent events in Iran cast doubt on the
prospects of further reaI growth in 0PEC'imports. A further contributory factor
in 1978 was the faLL in 0PEcts terms of trade, but this has aLready been reversed.
The non-oiL deveLoping countries continued Last year to be abte to
finance an aggregate current account deficit high by historic standards and in
fact added to their gross reserves, a reassuring resuIt sjnce the channeIs of
intermediation had to adapt to the fact that tfre u[tjmate lenders were, in
1978, conce4trated in the OECD area rather than in the oil-producing countrics.
The structure of the Communit fs baIance of
The growth in the vaLue of imports into the Community area 11as 9Z in
1977 but onLy 17, in 1978, being damped tast year, as has been noted, by favoura-
bbe ex'change rate deveLopments. The Communityrs trade account atso irnproved in
vo[ume terms last year, the ratio of export volume to import voLume improving
by some 2 points and thus continuing a favourable trend evident since 1971.
The voLume ga,in over the period 1974-78'in part refLected the Communityrs
relative cyclical position - untiL this year the EC ulas a fo[tower rather than
a [eader ih the recovery from the post-1973 recession - but it is a-tso probab[y
a by-product of the g6ow'ing integration of the Community since its enlargement.
1
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Between 1974 and 1978 intra-Commun.ity imports rose by
outside the EC area rose onty 36%;imports from non-EC
over the same period.
59il while imports from
OECD countries grew 53%
AnaIysis of the geographicaL structure of EC trade with non-Community
countries reveats that it is dominated by tuo groups : the European members
of 0ECD (accounting for 217, of imports and 2871 of exports in 1978) and the
deve[oping countries (1V, of imports and 38ll of exports in that year). In spite
of rapid growth, Japan accounted for onLy 5l of EC imports tast year.16s
structure of the Communityrs trade baIances is disquieting in its impLications
for competitiveness :.the improvenent since 1974 has been achieved erclusive[y
with the deve[op.ing countries, white the batances with deveLoped market economies
have uniformly deterlorated. The faLl. in the communityts surpLus with state
trading countries is [arge[y'attributabLe to the financiaI constraints on that
9roup.
The Communityrs substantiaI surpIus attributabIe to merchandise trade
in 1978 was enhanced by a greatLy increased surpLus on services account. This
surptus was lsoslsd by a surge in the erratic fLow of interestprofits and
dividends, and also by the steady growth of net.receipts from tourism. A par-
ticuIarty significant contribution atso came from the rapidLy growing receipts
by France'tor civi! engineering and professionaI services. The growth in the
outftot.l of net transfers was damped tast year and their Level is expected to be
unchanged in 1979 for cycLicaI reasons. This item, which is dominated by migrantsl
remittances is a permanent part of the EC current account, representing a structu-
raL feature of the Communityrs productive process.
In 1978 the current account surptus of the EC t.las partLy offset by
an increased net outfIow of direct and portfotio investment (particuLarty
direct investment - see betow) and by an increase in thenet fLou of
commerciaL and other credits made by the non-bank private sector. These features,.
of the capitaL account lrererhoweveretess than the net infLow through the banking
system and the errors and omissions item. The net result of commerciaI banking
operations reftects the ror[d-uide shift out of doLtar assets 'concentrated
ln the last quarter (even though the pressure rlas [argety taken on the exchange
a
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rate) white the errors and ornissions figure probab[y reftects a shift in leads
and tags having a simiLar explanation. The establishment of figures for 1979
can on[y be very tentative, but preIim'inary evjdence indicates that the net
outftou of direct investment has continued.0n the other hand the disappearance
of the trade surptus shoutd improve the batance of netr trade credit extended
and taken. Atthough the specutative funds'which moved into Community banks
last year have aIready flowed out again to some extent and further yithdrarals
are tb be expected, the renewed OPEC surpLus shoul.d neverthetess enable those
banks to be net takers of funds on a significant scate this year. Thus in
overaIL terms the capitaI account shoutC IargeIy offset thc current account
deficit this year, but there may also be some drawing on net reserves in
addition to significant repayments to the IMF.
lie estimates g'iven in Tabte 8.2 for the Community's merchandise trade
ln 1979 inc[ude an increase of EUA 9.3 bn in the oit biL[, offset by extra
exports of EuA.3.8 bn to the oiL producing countries. ALlowance is aLso made
lor a significant rise in the doil.ar cost of raw materia[s, and a rise in the
doLtar cost of other imports. It has, however to be borne in mind that because
the major faLL in the exchange vaLue of the US dolLar came late last year, the
averaoe exchange rate of the EUA against the US dolLar is expected to be about
6% higher this year than Lastt giving a boost to the trade account that cannot
be expected to be repeated in 1980 and may weLL be reversed. The trade account
next year wi[[ a[so be adverse[y affected by the
US recession. The process ref[ected in the detbrioration of the current account
in 1979 therefore cannot be regarded as comp[ete. The Community, however, had
net reserves of EUA 88bn at the end of 1978,equaL to 56% of 1978 merchandise
imports, and is therefore weIL p[aced to cope rith the emerging situation.
DeveLopments over recent years, and particutarty exchange rate changes,
have given the US a marked advantage in terms of unit Labour costs and it has
bien suggested that this must infIuence decisions on the [ocation of production
and ner investment, with consequences for the capitaL account in the communityrs
batance of paymentsrparticularty vis-A-vis the US . The impact of tocation
decisions on a countryrs externaI account is greatty damped by the ready
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recourse o-f non-resident firms to tocaL (or third country) financc, but puOl.{rhgA
figures ori direct investment - in spite of the difficuttieg of observation
invotved, which are i.ttustrated by the discrepancies among the figuqes for
intra-Community. fLows appearing in Tabte 8.4 - may give an indication,of trends.
Intra-Community direct investment has grown rapidLy in recent yea?s, atthough
since, in 1977, it represented onty'1/, of gross fixed investment in the EC, its
significance as an indicator of integration shoutd not be exaggerated. At the
same time the inflow from the US has Stagnated in vaLue terms (and therefore
fat[en in real terms) whiLe the ftow in the reverse direction has increased
rapidLy, so that the fLous between the EC and the US yere virtuat[y balanced in
1977.
t,
Recent data recorded by the US Department of Commerce indicate
that the f[ow of US direct investment to Europe increased substantiatty in 1978,
that the (negative) baLance net of ftows in the reverse direction increased by
about EUA 800 miILion (white remaining below its 1973 Level) and that this net
outftow increased again in the earty
months of 1979. These outflows may however hbve been swotten 6y intra-comp any 
,,
'cash fLows motivated more by exchange rate fears than by production strategy.
Such evidence as is avaitabLe from vithin the Community of a significant outflor
of direct investment to the Ug this year is anecdotal and relates-targeLy to thc
chemicat industry .
In gLobal, terms, the net flow of direct investment from the US has
risen regularly since 1971 and exceeded EUA 8 bn in 1978 (inyard EUA ! !6,
outvard EUA 13 bn). It may tentative[y be conctuded that the globat US figures
indicate the cost advantage of the deveLoping countries white the figures for
flons between the Community and the US betveen 1971 and 1977 point to an
advantage yhich the US has visA-vls jts industria[ised competitors.
hlhiLe the role cf the Community is stiLL srnall when compared to that of the
US, it.is of interest that the EC emerged between 1971 and 19?? as a significant
stpptier of direct investment in net terms, particutarly to its neighbours in
Europe and to the developing countries. In net terms the EC ras a provider of
EUA 2.1 bn of direct investment in 1978.
The positions of Member States
The Communityrs abiIity to bui[d up a substantiaI cumutative surptus
of merchandise trade in recent years has been very targe[y attributabtc to thc
Federal Repubtic of Germany rhich had a surptus of EUA 19 1t2bn (fob/fob) in
oa
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1978 on this account and had a dominant position also among the extra-Community
figures. In terms of recent historicaL devetopment, houever, the performance
of France andreven more, Itaty in shifting from substantiat nerchandise trade
deficit positions in 1976 to significant surptuses in 1978, is aIso noteworthy.
The emergence of deficits in the Netherlands and the BLEU and thepersistence
of Danemarkrs are, however, d'isquieting. The turn-round in the Communityrs
externa[ position in 1979 witL be most apparent in the German figures,
aLthough the FederaL Republic witt retain a substantiat merchandis'e surptus. The
deterioration in the positions of France and ltaly wiLt be tess dra'matic as
their export piices are expected to rise at leasr as rapidty.as those of their
competitors, whiLe German export prices are expected to rise tess rapidIy,
an adjustment necessary to restore the FederaI Republicrs competitiveness.
Itatyrs merchandise trade account wiLt aIso be adversety affected by an accete-
ration of economic Arouth. A particular[y disturbing feature of 1979 has,
however, been the growth in the merchandise trade deficit of the U.K. (and
notably the growth in the volume of UK imports) yhi[e the benefits of North
Sea oiL have been substantiaI and increasing..
The FederaL Repubtic of Germany continues to.be the onLy member country 3
with a substantiaL deficit on services account (EUA 6 1/Z bn Last year) : the
uK continued to record the largest surpLus in the Community on this account (EUA
6.2 bn in 1978) but its position is norv deteriorating, and is in danger of being
overtaken by France with EUA 4.3 bn last year and ItaLy - benefiting from a con-
tinuing risq in tourist receipts - with EUA 3.0 bn, To some extent the Communityrs
deficit on transfer account refLects its commitment to economic devetopment pro-
grammes overseas, but other factors are atso at work" The Federat Repubtic and
France together experienced an outfLow of EUA 3"6 bn in migqantsrs remittances
in 1978, some of which benefited ItaLy.
The Communityrs favourabte current account batance in 1978 yas the
resuttant of divergent performances of f'lember Countries. The deficits yere
concentrated among the smatter countriesand performances ranged from those of
ItaLy (currerit account surptus equaI to ?.4'l of GDP) and the Federat Repubtlc of
Gerr,.any (1.1'l) to that of IreIand (current account def icit equat to 2.62 of GDP).
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Atrcng capi tat transact ions Germany and the UK were
C; ct i'',gui sneC f rom other nenlers by bei ngt in net terns, Iarge providers of
direct and portfotio investment Last year, a rote expected to continue in 1980.
The substantiaI infLux of Iiquid funds to the Comrnunity in 1978 was essentiaLLy
a function of the strength of the Deutsche mark and ilest 6err:ran banlts increased
theif net tiabiIities'by EUA 6.4 bn whi[e the banking systernsof France and ltaLy,
cn the other hand, decreased their net indebtedness in Line uith officiaL poticy
and there was atso a'significant outftow from UK banks and rnoney market assets.
In genera[, the externaL cap'itaL transactions of member countries was far
f rom homogeneous in 197'0. The Community's gain
of net reserves uras of the same order of magnitude as the current account
surpLus in 1978, but the ga'in was concentrated in Germany, in
Italy and, to a smalter degree, in France, whi[e the UK suffered a reserve
[oss which was perhaps to be expected after the.massive infLcus received by that
country in 1977. The Dutch authorities aIso drew down their reserves tast year
wh'iLe the Danish reserves actuatLy rose signif icantLy-
Tn 1979, Germany has been affected by a
predictabLe reversaL of some of the specu[at.ive f[ows of 1978 and this, together
urith a continuing outf[ow of direct investment is expected to reduce that
country's massive reserves over the year as a whole.0n the other hand, the UK
reserves showed a substantiaL increase in the first seven months of the year
attributab[e to both banks and non-banks, but it must be supposed.-that much of
this gain wiLI be required to finance the current account defi.cit from now on.
It appears that the Itatian banking system aIso is increasing its indebtedness
this year to finance repayments of quasi-officiaL manket borrowing to make a
contribution to a further increase in offi ciaL reserves.
Itaty and the UK have taken advantage of their favourab[e financiaL
position over the tast eighteen months to make substantiaL repayments to the
InternatiorraI Monetary Fund, for the most past ahead of scheduLe, and both
courrtries have now repaid a[[ their borrow'ings in the credit tranche and reduccd
(in ItaIyrs case L'iqu'idated) their recourse to the 0i L Fac'iLity. In 1978 ItaIy
aLso compLeted repayment of its medium term financiaL assistance from the EC and
I lot its goId-backed Loan fron the Deutsehe Bundesbank,
t
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TABLE 8.1
WorLd current account batances 1974-1979 (USD bi L Lion)
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978t 1979*
EC
US
JAPAN
0ECD totaL
OPEC
0ther develop'ing
countries
0ther countries
Re s'i dua t
-11.4
2.1
- 4.7
- 27"5
59 
"5
-23"5
- 6"5
-2
1.1
18.3
- o.7
- 0"3
27 
"3
-37.5
24.5
- 7.0
4.6
3.7
-19 
"1
z4q
-25.5
-10"0
18.1
1.3
-14.1
10.9
-26"3
?9,0
-?3.0
- 7,0
27.3
17.9 -4 112
-13.9 - 5
16.5 - 3
8"9 -31
7,0 44
-55.0 -44
- 5.0 '7
24.0 3E
o.m.1EUA=USD 1.19 1.24 1.',tz 1.14 1.27 1 .35
Source : Comnrission staff
't) Estimate
TABLE 8.2
Batance of Payments of the Community 1974'1979
o
(EUA bi L Lioh)
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1V (V
Merchandise trade :
Exports (fob)
Imports (fob)
Net
Serviceg net
113.6? 120.20116.55 111.47
162.79 17?.33 19.9154.80 156"25 1f.E
7.99 16.08 1
4.48 9.29 5"5
- 9.E
r 2.93
2.04
8.73
1.?9
140.7s
1 41.73
- 1.00
4.75
Transfers, net - E.64 - 9.19 9.99 -11.29 -13.05
Current account - 9.53 0.83 6.24 1. 18 13.37 - 3r3
CapitaI account :
Direct and portfotio 'investment
0ther non-monetary transactions
Commerci at banking operations
Errors and omissions
0.83
3.16
-2.4E
0.88
1.42
6.43
7.43
1.40
1.s4
6.63
0.93
0. E0
- 0.23
8.39
4.81
7.76
2.78
?.09
2.72
1.92
Ba tance
Source : Eurostat; figures for 1978 and 1979 are estimates of Commission Staff.
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TABLE 8.3
GeographicaL structure of EC trade (fob-cif EUA bitLion)
Imports Exoorts ba tance
1974 1978 % chanse 1974 1978 % change 1974 1978
Intra-Community trade 115.7 183.9 + 5g.9 117.1 1g5.g + 5g.T + j.4 + 1.g
Ext ra-Commun'ity t rade
us 20.3 28.3 + 39.4 15.9 23.1 + 45.3 - 4.4 - 5.2
Japan 4.4 8.7 + 97.7 2.8 3.7 + 32.1 - 1.6 - 5.0
0ECD Europe 25-3 42-6 + 68.4 36.0 49.1 + 36.4 10.1 6.5
OECD Total 56.0 86.2 + 53.9 60.5 8Z.B + 36.9 4.5 - 3.4
DeveLoping countries 61.4 71.2 + 16.0 35.2 66.5 + 88.9 -26.2 - 4.7
Countries with 8.9 14.0 + 57.3 10.9 15.4 + 41.3 2.0 1.4
state-t rade
Total 130.8 178.3 + 36.3 114.2 173.9 + 52.3 -16.6 - 4.4
Tota t t rade 246.5 362.1 + 46.9 231.3 359.7 + 55-5 - 15 -2 - 2.4
Sounce : Eurostat and 0ECD series A
oI
TABLE 8.4
EC Direct investment fLows EUA bi ttion
Inward Outwa rd Net
1971 1977 1971 1977 1971 1977
Transactions with:
EC 1 . 09 2.92 1 .52 2.84 -0.4s 0. 08
us 1.62 1.68 A.44 1.53 1.18 0.15
J apan 0.02 0.16 0.02 0.07 0 0.09
Other OECD 0.61 1.16 0.60 1.63 0.01 -0.47
Deve Lopi ng count ri es 0. 20 n. 48 0.74 1.70 -0. 54 -1.?2
TotaL 3.ii5 6.92 3.61 6.50 +0.21 -1,58
Source : Eurostat and UK Department of Industry
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TABLE 8.5
Summary batance of payments of Member States 1966-1928* (EUA biLLion)
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
DK Current account
CapitaL movements (1)
0ffi cial. sett Iements baLance
D Current account
CapitaL movements (1)
0ffic'iaL settIements baIance
F Current account
CapitaL movements (1)
0ffi ciaL settLements baLance
IRL Current account
CapitaL movements (1)
0ffi ciaI settIements baLance
I Current account
CapitaL movements (1)
0ffi ciaI settIements baLance
BL Current account
Capitat movements (1)
0ffi ciaI settLements baIance
NL Current account
CapitaL movements (1)
0fficiaL settlements baIance
UK Current account
CapitaI movements (1) (2)
0fficial setttements batance
ECg)Current account
Capitat movements
0ff i ciaL sett Iements batance
-'0.77
0.41
-n7/.
8.2s
- 0.62
-qn,l
4.75
- 0.?6
-n\7
0.69
o.1?
- 6.72
2.86
- 3.86
o.77
- 0.61
0.16
1,73
- 0.90
n9?
- 7.19
4.27
- 2.92
- 9.53
2.s9
- 7.14
- 0.41
0.39
- 0.02
3.21
- 3.94
-n77
-nnq
2.95
2.90
- 0.02
0.34
0.32
- 0.47
- 1.75
- t.tz
nqc
- 
n 1q
0.40
1.34
- t.u)
4.29
- 3.29
2.18
- 1.11
n9"
- 1.02
- 0.19
- 1.71
4l.7
- 0.08
3.44
- 0.s2
5. tz
- 5.45
I.YY
- 2.46
- 0.?7
0.72
0.45
- 2.52
?.31
0.21
- 0.28
- 0.25
- 0.53
?.39
- ?.16
0.73
- 1.83
- 0.16
- 1.99
- 6.24
5,16
- 1.08
- 1.47
2 ',lA
0.69
3.24
0.71
3.95
- a.rz
?qA
0.61
- 0.25
0.60
n?q
2. 00
3.03
5.03
- 0.33
0.?7
- 0.06
0.26
0.01
0.?7
0.46
10.59
11.0s
1 19,
20.73
21.91
- 1.16
?.36
1.24
6. 88
0. 86
7.74
2.92
-nA7
2.25
- o.25
0.33
0. 08
5.00
0. 28
5.28
- 0.67
a.42
- o.25
- 0.91
0.19
- 0.72
1.55
- 3.99
- 2.44
13.37
- 0.23
13.14
- 1.8
n?
- u.v
"<
- 0"9
- 0.3
- 2.3
-? ?
(*) Figunes in this tabLe d'iffen from those appearing'in chapter 1 because chapter 1 is
based on nationaL accounts data whereas the above table is based on batance of paymentsdefinitionE. Figures for 1979 however are estimates based on nationaL accounts definitions.
(1) Inctuding errors and omissions.
(?) For the sake of consistency, the UK figures for capitaI movements inctude foreign
currency borrowing by the Government and the pubIic sector under the exchange cover scheme.(3) Ec figures differ from corresponding totaIs of member country figures because of
methodotogicaL and timing differences affecting the compiLation of nationaL figures.
Sources: Eurostat and estimates of the Commissionrs departments for 1979.
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9. The European Monetary System: the first six months
0n the 13th March the EMs came into operation after a del.ay of
2 1/2 months due to difficutties concerned with the impLications of the
system for certain aspects of the Common AgricuLturaI po['icy, On the
12th March centraL rates against the European Currency unit (EcU) were
chosen by the participants; for the members of the snake they were based
on the snake centraL rates and for IreIand, Ita[y and France they were
based on their market rates. Atthough the UK decided not to participate
in the exchange rate ob['igations of the system a market reLated centrat
rate for sterting was chosen for the purposes of catcuLating the diver-
gence indi cator.
During the first six months of its existence the EMS experienc-
ed some strains, but for most of thjs period, these were not unduly
severe" Among the narrow band curnenc'ies, i.e" those currencies adher-
ing to margins of 2 1/4 % on elther side of their centraL rates, the Bet-
g'ian franc, which had prev'iousLy been weak in the snake, remained
so in the EMS and had to be supportedrat tirst against the Danish
Krone and Iater against the Deutschmark" Furthermore the BeLg'ian franc
crussed its threshoLd of d'ivergence in early May and remained divergent
continuousLy untiL towards the end of June, As a resuLt of these pressures
the BeLgian authorities tightened their monetary poL'icy and commenced di-
versified interventions in the currencies of the other part'icipants as pro-
vided for in the nules of the system" These actions Led to an easing of the
pressures on the franc which moved out of jts zone of divergence in late
June. SubsequentIy the franc remained cLose to its biLateraL Lim.it against
the Deutschmark but onLy breached its threshold of d'ivergence briefIy
again at the end of August.
During the period immediateLy foLtowing the start of the system
the Danish krone was at the top of the narrow band and touched its upper
intervention Limit aga'inst the BeLgian franc, However, at the end of May
it weakened sharpty and fett from the top of the band to the bottom in the
course of a few days" uver the next three months it remained at or very
ctose to 
,its Lower intervention timit against the deutschmark" It was
atso be[ow its threshoLd of divergence throughout the first hatf of June
and feLI betow it momentariLy on a number of occasions during the foLLowing
mont h s.
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The other currencies part'ic.ipating in the narrow band re-
mained wetI within their intenvention points urith the exception of the
Deutschmark and very briefty the Irish pound. Although Iretand had chosen
a central rate that was dightty different to that of the UK, the Irish au_
thorities had decided to maintain the market rate at pa, with sterting for
as Long as possibte" However, the steep rise in stert.ing resuLted.in the
Irish pound reach'ing its intervention ce'iLing against the BeIgian f ranc on
the 30th March and the lrish authorities wene led to break the parity w.ith
sterting in order to maintain the Irish pound within its EMS limits" lhe
CentraL Bank of Ire'{.and then began to administer the Irish pound within
the EMS for a transitional period pending the deveLopment of the Irish
foneign exchange market"
The Deutschmark moved to the top of the narrow band in May and re-
mained there, aImost without interruption, for the next four monthsr.in
oppos'ition to the Bc'tgian franc and the Danish krone, Throughout most of
this period, however, such strains as the system experienced
resuLted from the weakness of the BeLgi anr franc and the
krone, not onLy against the mark, but atso against other Community curren-
cies rathen than from the strength of the deutschmark against other Commu-
nity currencies in genera[" The French franc and the Dutch guiLder both
remained comfortabLy inside the perm.itted margins"
ttloving in its wider band of 6% the Lira was strong from the r"onent
when the system went into operation and from the end of March it
consistentty stood at a premiun, varying between 1% and 3 1/7( against
which ever was the strongest currency in the narrow band.
The pound sterIing, which remained outside the exchange rate
regime of the EI'IS, was even stronger than the Lira. The upward
pressure which had commenced in February, strengthened considerab[y in
March so that in earLy ApriL the UK authorities decided to confine their
intervention in,the foreign exchange market to smoothing operationsras the
infl.ows of capital were threatening the UKrs domestic money tirget.
Sterting, however, continued to strengthen through June and Ju[y and by
the end of JuLy had appreciated by 11.71 in effective ter ,s and by 9.V, - i
against the ECU since the 15th of March. In August sterling felI back from
9.2
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the high point reached at
unti I mid-September, when
9.3
the end of Juty but nevertheLess remained firm
it weakened sharpty.
II
There was substantiaL intervention by the EMS partic'ipants in the
six months under review. The main currency used for intervention at the
biIateraL Limits was the deutschmark, which was at or cLose to its cei['ing
in the narrow band for near[y four of the first six months of the systemrs
existence. The centrat banks of both Betgium and Denmark aIso had to inter-
vene at the bitateraL Limits from time to time.
One of the provisions of the ResoLution of the Councit was that in-
tervention within the EMS shouLd in principLe be in Community currencies
(Artic[e 3"3)" However, most of the intervention by Community centrat banks
that actuaLty took ptace during the months fot[owing the start of the
system was designed to controI movements of the dotLar rather than to re-
Iieve strains within the EMS" For this reason, the greater part of officiaL
intervention by the EC CentraL Banks continued to be in CotIars"ALthough the
Community as a who[e was a net purchaser of doLLars thene were, in effect,
both substantiaI saIes and purchases in the period under review. Much of
the intervention took pLace in the context of the wider cooperat'ion among
central banks and more especiaLLy 'in the context of the cooperation between
the US authorities and some other major centra[ banks, which had been in-
tensified after the US measures of November 1st 1978 and whereby the US un-
dertook a much more active role in support'ing the dolLar on the foreign
exchange markets.
NevertheLess, intervention in Community currencies within the mar-
g'ins has increased substantiaLLy. Such intervention had been retat'iveLy
rare in the snake but is provided for in the EMS ruLes in terms of diversi-
fied intervention by the authorities of a currency which has been indicated
as divergent. Here too the Deutschmark was used extensjveLy jn intervention
aLthough other Community currencies wene a[so used, for examp[e sterLing
by thr Irish auti.rorities"
to
(ls
12 lfarch 1979 39.4582
24 Sept. 1979 39.8456
% change +0.98( 
- 
= rerratuation
of nationaL currency)
FoLtowing certain disturbances on the
the third week of September, which had their
Community, the finance ministers and centrat
tries participating fuLty'in the EMS met on
a reaLignment of exchange rates whereby the
foreign exchange markets in
origin Iargety outside the
bank governors of the coun-
23rd September and agreed on
deutschmark was revaLued by
9.4
In accordance with Articte 3.6 of the Resotution of the European
Counci L of 5 December 1978, the performance of the EMS was reviewed after
the system had been'in operation for six months. The conctusion of this
review was that the system wasron the whoLe, working satisfactoriLy, and
that no changes were necessary, atr-east for the time being'
a
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2 % and the Danish krone devalued by 3 % against the other participant cu
rencies, The changes in central rates against the ECU thus entaited are
shown in Tab[e 9"1 be[ow"
TabLe 9.1
CentraI rates of Community currencies vis-A-vis the ECU
(units of nationat currency per ECU)
B FR/L FR HFL DKR LIT IRL
s
FFDM
2.72077
2.74749
+0.98
7.08592
7,36594
+3.95
2"51064
2,48557
-1.00
1148.15
1'159.42
+0.98
5.79831
5"85522
+0.98
0.662638
0.669141
+0.98
a.
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10. Energy
This chapter describes the economic aspects of the trend of demand for
energy and examines how this demand has been met from the various sources(in particuLar imported energy) in the European Community since 1973.
Three major deveLopments characterised the Communityrs demand for energy
and the ways in which it was met during the twenty years up to the oit crisis
of 1973-1974. Totat energy demand increased steadiLy at a rate ctose to that
of economjc activity, for the eLasticity of energy demand to DGp lras cLose to
unity (see TabLe 10.1). The proportion of the demand met by oit grew very
rapidly. In the Community as a whoLe, it increased from 39.42 in 1 963 to 611
in 1973 (see Tabte 10.2), The posted price of oiI remained stab[e - or even
decLined in nominal terms $1.84 per barret in 1953 and 81.90 per barret in
1972>' white market prices for crude. generaLty settted at Louer leve[s oring
to discounts. The nominaL price of regutar grade petrot, exctusive of tax,
generaLty feLL from the beginning of the 1950s to the beginning of the 1g?Os,
whi[e nominaL prices at the pump remained more stabte owing to successive
increases in taxation.
Trends sLnce 1973
Since the 1973-1974 oil crisis, consumption in the Community has been
decLining: gross consumption of primary energy uas practicaLty the same in
1978 as in 1973. However, it is very difficuLt to say whether the decLine
implies any significant reduction in the ratio between the rate of growth of
energy consumption and that of economic activity. It is difficutt to dray
conclusions from the experience of recent years, which have been characterized
by recession, sharp changes in reLative prices, the implementation of target-
oriented programmes and acceterating sectorat and technicaL changes. Further-
more, experience seems to vary greatLy from one member country to another.
a
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As the demand for energy peaked the proportion of primary energy
requirements covered by oiL feLL markedLy from 617. in 1973 to 55.72 in 1978.
During the same period, the shares of naturaI gas and nuctear energy
increased, whiLe that of soLid fueLs continued to diminish, atthough much
Less rapidly than before 1973. This trend in the structure of the energy
baLance is moving in the required direction of a reduction in the Communityrs
dependence on imported oi [; the contribution of imported oi I to cover the
communityrs energy needs fetl from 60.5?( in 1973 to 48.41 in 1978.
This reduction is the resutt of two factors. First[y, the Communityrs
domestic production of oil. increased considerably during the period in
question (from 11.8.mi1[ion toe in 1973 to 64.5 mittion toe in 1978) and
wiLI probably have doubted by 1990. This was mainLy due to the exploitation
of North Sea oit, spurred on by the rise in the price of crude oiL in 1973.
Secondly, there have been changes in the proportions of the various fuets
used in thermat power stations for the production of electricity. The share
of oiL fel-L steadiLy from some 352 in 1973 to only 25.52 in 1977 (see TabLe 10.3).
In addition to these two factors, the increase in the generating capacity
of nuctear power stations and the introduction of energy-saving neasures atso
ptayed a rote.
Not atI member countries have launched nuctear programmes or pursued such
programmes to the same extent. Denmark, Luxembourg and the Nethertands have
chosen not to buiLd nuclear pohrer stations. Bet]reen 1973 and'1978, the in-
staLled generating capacity of reactors tinked to the network in the Community
increased from 11.5 GU(e) to 28.10 GtJ(e), white the capacity of reactors under
construction increased from 22.3 GU(e) to 42.9 Gl'l(e). If we add the figures
for reactors ordered or pLanned (nhich shou an increase from 20 Gl'f(e) in 1973
to 40 GU(e) in 1978), the totaI generating capacity of existing nuclear power
stations and of those under construction or ptanned more than doubled in five
years, despite difficuLties and resistance, from 53.9 Gtl(e) in 1973 to more
than 111 Gt{(e) in 1978. Table 10.4 gives a breakdoun by country of this un-
eventy distributed increase in the generating capacity of nucLear power stations.
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In the same period, the proportion of etectricity generated by nuctear
pouer stations atmost doubted in the Community, reaching more than 10I in
the FederaL Repubtic of Germany, France and the United Kingdom and aLmost
257', in Betgium.
In the energy-saving fieLd, various programmes have been implemented
jn each of the Community countries and have continued to spread between
'1975 and 1979. It is difficult to gauge the impact of these measures. If
it is assumed that, without these measures, the relationship between energy
consumption and economic growth woutd have remained steady on baLance (non-
verified hypothesis), then the amount of energy saved in 1977 (i.e. the
difference between theoreticaL consumption and observed consumption) was
between 70 and 80 mittion tonnes, or between 7% and 8t of the Communityrs
total energy consumption in that year. This saving uas due both to the
energy-saving measures and to trends in energy prices and production tech-
niques, aLthough the precise ro[e played by each of these factors cannot be
distinguished. It is certajn, however, that considerab[e technotogicat
potentiaI for energy savings stiLt exists. Various studies suggest that
by 2000-2020, energy savings couLd amount to:
15X to 357 .in the industriaL sector
2OZ to 35?( in the transport sector
up to 502 in the domestic and tertiary sectors.
The movement in the rea[ consumer prices of energy products is a critical
indicator in this connection, since it measures the reaI impact of increases
in current prices. TabLe 10.5 shours the index of the relative price of
reguLar grade petroL at the pump and exctusive of taxes compared with the price
paid by the consumer.
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The price of petroL at the pump can have pLayed onLy a very
Limited part in reducjng demand, since, in reLative terms, jt has faLLen
or marked time in six countrjes out of njne since 1970 the sharpest
increase - 14 U - hav'ing been recorded in France and ltaly over a ten-
year perjod). If we examine the movement of rea[ prices at the pump since
1975 (after the immediate crisis of 197r, the trend is one of steady or even
faLL1ng prices. The tabLe aLso shows that in some member sountries the
reLative price of petroL is even Lower than in the 1960s.
This nesu[t, whjch relates onLy to regutar grade petroL, seems
to be corroborated by the movements in a more summary indicator of the
price of energy. The index of finaL energy uses in the genera[ consumer
price index shows prices holding steady or faLLing between 1974 and 1978 in
aLL but one country (see tabLe 10-6).
Consequences of the recent oirl price 
-Lncreases
The suspension of oi I exports from Iran between 27 December 1978
and 4 March 1979, foLLowed by their resumption at a rate almost two
mjILion barreLs a day beLow that expected (oiL exports from Iran had
reached a[most f ive mi LL jon barreLs a day in 197il, combined with increas'ing
demand as a result of the severe wjnter of 1978/79, [ed to gneat strains
on the oiL market. ALthough the deficit in srppLy in reLation to demand
was sL.ight - some two miLLion barre[s a day, or 3 % to 4 % of wor[d demand -
these strains Led to a series of price increases' scattered at first but
eventuaLLy invoLving aLL OPEC countrjes on 26 June. The nominaI reference
price of crude oiL increased from 6 12.70 per barreL on 31 December 1978 to
6 18 per barreL on 1 JuLy 1979 (i.e. increase of aLmost 42% in six months).
At the same time, other categonies of crude oiL, which wene subject to various
premiums over and above the prjce of Arabian Light, reached I 23 per
barre[. AtL in al.L, given the structure of Communjty ojL suppLjes from
various sources, the doItar price (fob) per barreL of imported oiL
increased by aLmost 60 % between '1978 and 1 Ju[y 1979. Given no further
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price increases in 1979 and a stabte siippLy structure, it is estimated
that the average dottar price (fob) per barre[ of oil imported by the
Community witL be 37. 5 % h'igher in 1979 than in 1978.
The cost of imported oiL, or the "oit biLt" wit[ be some
s 12 500 mittion more in 1979 than in 1978, even ail.owing for increased pro-
duction by the united Kingdom. This increase corresponds to 0.5 % of
Community GDP in 1979 and it wi[L rise to about I 20 0OO miLlion or a[most
1 % of Community GDP between 1 Juty 1979 and 1 Juty 1980.
It is stiL[ too ear[y to judge to what extent the [atest crude oit
price rises have been passed on in the prices of petroteum products.
Pricing and taniffication systems vary greatLy from one country to the next, so
that adjustments may take anything from a few weeks to severat months.
However, between 1 January 1979 and 15 JuLy 1979, prices at the pump
increased Less rapidty than prices exctusive of taxes in aImost aIt member
countries. 0ver a Longer period, from January 1978 to JuLy 1979, the method
of taxation in almost atI the Community countries has meant that the
selLing prices of atI fuels increased Less rapidly than pre-tax pricesr .F
Thus, the proportion of duties and taxes in the seLl.ing price of fuels
has falLen since January 1978 in aLL but two Community countrjes.0n 15 Ju[y
1979, duties'and taxes represented between about 65 t of the orice of
pctro[ to the consumer in Denmark and 44 % in the United Kingdom and
between 34.7 i( of the price of domestic fue[ in Denmark and 5.3 7, in the
United Kingdom or 3;6 % in lreLand.
Out took
A[t the member countries wiLl. be faced for severaL years with
a twofoId task, more difficuLt fn some countries than in others,
depending on specific nationaI situations.
First, they must renew and intensify their efforts to save
energy, to develop energy resources other than oiL and to find new
sources of energy. secondty, they must a[so be permanentLy ready to
C
C-
lL>
aI 10.6
adjust their short-term economic poLicies so as to minimize the effects
of any further oiL price rjses. Temporary shortages of the type that
affected the oil market during the first few months of 1979 nay
reappear, with consequences simiLar to those briefty described above-
tdays of reducing oiI imports were consideredat nationaL LeveL
prior to the Last European CounciL meeting, using the time horizon 1990-
At that stage, aLL the Member States aimed at Limiting the amount of
oiL imported, but aLL except two (Denmark and the Unjted Kingdom) forecast
an jncrease in their oiL jmports between now and 1990 in the programmes
presented in February 1979. Efforts to reduce dependence are being made :
virtuaLly everywhere oit imports are expected to expand tess than energy
demand generaLLy, But two countries - BeLgium and in particular the
NetherLands - stiLL forecast that the proportion of thein energy requ'ire-
ments met by imported oiL wiLL remajn steady or even increase.
ELectricity generation programmes are even more varied. Three
countries, France, IreLand and ItaLy, expect demand for eLectricity to
expand very rapidly, but jt is to be feared that - at Least in lre[and
and ltaLy - greater demand rri[[ not be accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the number of':oat-fired power stations and the number of
nucLear power stations (see TabLe 10.7)'
The figunes for the period 19?3-1978 show the very unequaL commitment
of Community countries to nucLear programmes. To achieve the originat
aim of 140 Gtde of instatled nucLear generating capacity by 1990 - which
woutd enable the Community to cover some 210 miLLion toe of primary
energy requirements in the etectricity generating sector - it wouLd be
necessary, this year and in each succeeding yea?, for between 1? and 15
new power stations to be ordered and started on. This aim now seems to
be out of reach.
o
I
'1o.7 .
CoaI production (210 mjLIion tonnes in 1978) shoutd increase to
240 niLlion tonnes, but the financia[ cost wiIL be heavy even if oiL
prices nise further durjng the peniod.
since this assessment of objectives, the European counciL,
meet.ing in strasbourg on 21, and 2? iune 1979, has adopted an a'im,
subsequent[y reaffirmed at the Tokyo Economic Summit, of Limiting oiL
imports and of maintainjng Community jmports at the 1978 leveL or Lower
(i.e. 472 nilIion tonnes) during the period 1980-1985)-
The achievement of this objectjve entai[s the need to fix new
objectives for each member country; if jt is not to be achieved by
means of a growth rate as [ow as to have intolerabLe effects on
empLoyment, even greater efforts than at present wiIL be needed to
dissociate energy consumption from economic growth, to reduce the proportion
of energy requirements met by imported oiL and to deve[op aLternative sources
of energy.
The medium term reLationship between economic growth and energy
consumption must therefore be considered attent'iveLy. The time scaLes
norma[[y associated with the energy sector are such that potientaI energy
resources for the next fjve to ten years have already been more or Less
determined techn'icaLLy. if it is assumed, in the Light of oPEC's production
target, that the tota[ energy suppLy to the oECD area wiLL grow by
2r5 % to 3 /. a year at most between now and 1985 (as aga'inst 5 % a year
between 1960 and 1973), medium-term economic poLicies of the Community
countries must take account of the need to minimize the energy constraint
on growth potentia[.
A mechanicaL calcuLation, based on tne avaiLabLe estimates for
crude oiL suppLies from OPEC countries, present energy consumption
patterns and the structure of foreseeabLe energy baLances, gives 3rS %
a year up to 1985 as the maximum rate of economic growth compatibLe
with the suppty of energy (maximum not excIudjng vuLnerabiLity to possib[e
strains on the oiL market). ALthough the vaLidity fo this resuLt shouId
C^
C
oI
o
o
tz-7
10.8
not be overestimated, since it is based on many uncertain hypotheses
about both energy suppLy and energy demand, it does jLLustrate weLL the
new constraint which avajIabjLity of energy wiLL constitute in the medjum
term for the growth ofoit importing industriaLized countries - at Least untiL
a net"r reLationship is estabtished between the rate of growth of GDP and
that of energy consumpt'ion.
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II TABLE 10"3
Shares of the different
(EC-9
in eLectricat pouer.stations in the Communityfue[s used
1970 1971 1972 1973 19?4 1975 1976 1977
CoaL, tignite andpeat
0ir
Naturat gas
Heat (pa rt'i cu Ia r IY
nuc tea r)
0ther
5419 5113
2916 3118
611 7,6
5 18 6rO
316 3r3
4511 45ro 4216
3514 3417 33ro
916 1016 1317
617 614 7 13
3r2 3r3 3r4
4319 4612 47,1
2gro 28ro 2515
14,8 1314 1311
9r1 9r3 11 14
3r? 3r1 2r9
Tota t 100 100 1oo 100 100 100 100 100
Source:EurostatroveraLLenergybatance-sheets,1970-77'
I
o
TABLE 10"4
NucLear power stations -
const ruct i on
instalted generating
1973 - 197E
capacity under
GtJ(e)
capacity and
t{LDK F IRL UK c E-9
in service
1973 under
const ruct i on
orders and
P tans
?r23 2186
g,6 316
ot6
o18
ot5 0r01
1,65
513
614
11,52
22,33
8,6 816 1r9 or9 - 20106
in servl ce
'1 973 under
const ruct i on
orders and
8198 7 r44
10,6 2219
1414 1313 0162
1r44 or5
1196
912
1 166
3176
8ro8 28r10
3r7O 42196
2r5o 40110
* PLans at advanced stage
** PLans being uorked out
Source: Eurostat, eLectricaL energy statistics'
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11 .1
InternationaL s cialization and division of industriaL Labour
t.lith trade by the industria['ized countries subject to open competition
and with the emergency of neh/ competitors who are beginning to make inroads
in the most vuLnerabLe sectors of the economy, the industriaIized countriesl
abiLity to cope with the changes in the pattern of worLd trade hinges on
the structure and degree of their invoLvement in that trade.
Depending on their "comparative advantage" in terms of Iabour,
capitaL, naturaL resources, etc,, the industriaLized countries have opted
for differing degrees of export speciaLization or reLiance on imports so
that some of them nota account for a Larger share of the worLd market than
others.
However, a countryrs controL of part of worLd trade is only one factor
even more important as a measure of its chances of making its economy
benefit from current internationaL adjustments is its fLexibi Lity in
adapting to changes on the worLd market. In other words, what matters is
its abiLity graduaLLy to switch over from the domestic manufacture of
products with a Low vaLue-added eLement to 'imports from Less-industriaLized
countries and at the same time to gear its industry to exports of high-
technoIogy goods.
An anaLysis of the trends in export and import speciaLization in the
main 0ECD countries permits an initiaL comparative assessment of the
respective position of each country in the face of the constraints imposed
by the present internationaL division of Labour.
to
I rr-
These studiesl have brought to Light
from which the foLLowing main conclusions derive
11.2
number of basi c trends
By increasing[y switching to imports in the case of goods with a
low skit[ed-labour content and by maintaining or expanding exports of
goods with a high skit[ed-Labour content, the United States, the Federat
Repubt'ic of Germany and Japan have preserved or bui[t up a clear lead
over the other industriaLized countries.
By stepping up its exports of goods with a high unskitLed-tabour
content, wh'ich some fifteen years ago accounted for only a smatL proportion
of its exports, the United Kingdom is moving in the opposite direction,
with its reLative pos'ition deteriorating.
France and ltaty, on the other hand, have significantty improved
their situations but numerous points of weakness remain, making their
achievements to date more precarious. Ita[y, Like the United Kingdom,
is rpre directIy threatened by products from certain devetoping countries
aLthough, for the time being, this "potentiat" risk is stiil. highLy LocaIized
in a Limited number of sectors.
The Benetux countries, which are more strongty geared to suppLying
the Community market, depend above atL on the economic welt-being of their
European partners and are, therefore, Less vuLnerabte to ftuctuations in
wor Ld trade.
Basi c met hod
In order to refine the cLassicaI anaLys'is of speciatization, it was
fett usefu[ to estimate the skiLted-tabour content and the capitaI content
of the various categories of traded products.
S'ince competition from the newLy industriaIizing countries retates
mainty to products with a very Low skiLLed-tabour content2 whereas competition
between industriaIized countries concentrates on products with a high
skiLLed-tabour content, the OECDTs foreign trade data for the united States;
Japan and the countries of the commun'ity, broken down into 160 product
categories, have been cIassified according to factor proportions.l
rJ
1 s." Ph. RoL tet, " For cespays de ta CEE face
CIRSH, Li L te ( Fran ce ) ,
et faibtesses de La sp6ciaIisation internationaLe desi La nouveLte division du travaiL industrieL,,,
Apri L 1979 (in French)
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These groups of Products have been defined as foLLows :
Products with a very Low skiLLed-lrbour contegt, covering the production
activities most commonLy encountered in deveLoping countries not possessing
speciaLized manpoh,er (35 product categories). Prominent among such
products are most texti[e artic[es, househoLd eIectrjcaI appLiances,
bicycLes, toys, funniture, Leather articLes, and footwear
Products with a high skiLllgd-tabour content, denoting a high LeveL of
technicaL sophistication of the production process. In these products
there is tess to fear, in the medium term, from competition from the newLy
industriaLizing countries (NICs) because of thejr Lack of sufficientLy
trained personneL (30 product categories). Theqe sectors of activity are
the ones to which, foLLowing the Logic of the jnternationaI division of
Labour, the advanced industriaLized countries shouLd switch' Those advanced
industriaLized countries which are aLready invoLved in these sectors therefore
enjoy a definite Lead over their partners. This group incLudes chemicats'
engines and turbine.s, most industriaI machinery, products of the aerospace
industry, precjsjon eLectroni c machinery and equipment, etc.
- The third group takes in Productg idered fundamentaL in td trade
either because they strongLy infLuence the efficiency of the productive
system (conputers, machine toots, activities Linked to research and deveLop-
mentrteLecommunicatjons) or because their position in the economy is basic
to the production of aLL other goods (key products of the chemica[, steeL
goods industry and capitaL goods). The 60 product categories incLude
most of those faLLing within the previous group'
I
For these three Product grouPs, the
import penetration indices and the trend in
al Ly anaLysed.
export speciatization jndices, the 
.
market shares have been -gystematic-
The relevance of the cLassification of products by their skiLLed-Labour
content is confirmed by the anaLysis of the import structures of industriaLized
countries based on the geographicaL origin of products (cf. TabLe 11.1)' Thus,
561z of imports from NICs have a very Low skiLLed-Labour content as against
an average figure of 22 % for trade between deveLoped countries.
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The capitaL intensity of products is, by contrast, a Less discrimi:nlt-
ing criterion (exports from Eastern European countries and, indeed, from
South-East Asian countries are r0LativeLy "capitaL-intensjve") but is of
some operationat interest given the high proportion of products with low
or very Low cap'itaI intensity in the developing countriesr exports to the
0ECD countries.
Thus, by combined appLication of these two criteria it is possibLe to
rank products ranging from the category most vuLnerabte to competition
from NICs (Low skjU.ed-Labour content, high physicaL-capitaI content) to
the category which is least vuLnerabLe (high skiLled-Labour and capitaL
content )r The more a country is "engaged" (i.e. exporting reLativeLy more
and'impor ing reLativety Less than the other ind'ustriatized countries) in
the activities most vuLnerab[e to competition from NICs, the Less favourabte
its position is deemed to be : thjs means that it must make greater efforts
at conversion, restructuring or bringing down production costs.
Products with a very Low ski[led-tabour content
Table 11.2 (A, B, C, D) gives the spec'iaLization indi ces and the
indices of reLative dependence for each of the countries examined in the
product ,categories deemed to be most vuLnerabLe, and aLso the import and
export market shares.
The groups of products shown in sub-tab[es A, B and C are particuLarLy
exposed to competition from NICs whereas those in sub-tabLe D (high capitaL
intensity) are in addition up against competition from the Eastern European
countries, which are concentrating their exports in this proudct range; in
future, competition m'ight weLI come not onLy from the NICs aLready covered
here but from certain OPEC countries or other deveLoping countries where
the industriaLization drive has focused on more capitat-intensive sectors.
a
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gveraLL, anaLysis of these tabLes reveaLs a fair[y distinct
consistency between speciaLization indices and indices of relative dependence :
in generaL, invoLvement in a given type of acti'vity is expressed both by a high
or rising speciaLization index and by a Low or faLLing dependencY'index-
By count ry, tn" ..ti.nt features are the fol.Lowing :
The strong position of the United States, which despite a sLightLy
greater jnvoLvement since P7A in aLL these sectors, probably [inked to the
improvement in its price competitiveness, stiLL spec'iaLizes very L'ittLe in
exports and remains fairly open to imports of this type or product. Although
this picture does not teLL us much about the capacity of US industry to
defend its domestic market, hre can at least conctude that the United States
is Less concerned than others about the danger of,seeing the deveLoping
countrjes jncrease thejr'share of the wor[d market for products of this type.
In.the case of Japan, the indi ces clearIy refLect the spectacutar
transformation of its productive apparatus, which'is apparent in the rapid
expansion of export market shares, a decLine in speciaLization in products
with Low skiILed-Labour and physicaI capitaL contents (sub-tabIes A, B and C)
and an increasingLy distinct opening up to imports of these products- These
apparent ty contradi ctory factors simp[y refLect Japanrs growing weight in
OECD trade. In 1963, Japan was stiLL at the LeveL of the Least advanced
countries of the EEC whereas by 1977 it had caught up with the United States
and the FederaL RepubLic of Germany.
Since 1963, the EEC as a who[e has broad[y maintained its low degree
of speciaLization in exports of products in these categories, aLthough it
has ptaced stightty more emphasis on products w'ith [ow skiILed-Labour and
capitaL contents at the expense of product categories that tend to face
competition from the countries of Eastern Europe (sub-tabLes C and D). At
the beginning of the 1960s, the Communityrs reLative dependence was aLready
high and it has sjnce further increased and'is now greater than that of the
United States on Japan. In the case of products facing keen competition
from the NICs, the EEC has thus maintained overaLI a greater degree'of
speciaLization in imports than exports, which since 1963 has been reftected
in greater reIiance on imports and an increasing run-down of exports'
II
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Germany was the on[y EEC country in 1977 to find jtseLf in a
position simiLar to that of the United States and Japan, whjch have a Low
degree 6f speciatization in exports of these prOduits but a targe degree of
openness to imports. Depending on the product group, Germany is sometimes
ahead of and sometimes behind these two countries but overatt, it is
ctearLy a case apart from jts EEC partners. Like the United States, it
has seen a stight rise in its speciaLization indices since 1970 but, unLike
the tFrjted Statesr'it has aLso jncreased the share of its imports : this
suggests a higher percentage of re-exports, with certain stages of the
production process being reLocated-
In Itaty, the situation is quite the opposite since invotvement in
these sectors, very great in 1963, has hard[y changed or has actuaLLy
become more pronounced since 1970. ItaLyts fairLy high and constant
speciaIization in the Least capitaL-jntensive sectors (j.e. the most tabour-
intensive sectors) is consistent with the majntenance over a fairIy Long
period of a rate of productive investment very much Lower than in the
other European countries.
The United Kingdom is becoming more and more ctosely involved in these
sectors, where, formerLy as "disengaged" as the Unjted States or Germany,
it is increasing its export speciaLization. Its present position does not,
however, p[ace it on a [eve[ with the weakest of the European countnies
aLthough there was evidence of a very definite deterioration up to 1977.
What is remarkabLe is that its industry seems Less exposed in the sectors
with very Low human-capitaI content (sub-tabLes A and C) than in the sectors
with Low or very Low physicaL-capitaI content, in which it is becoming
increasingty invoLved (sub-tabLe B). The expIanation therefore seems to
Lie at teast as much in the weakness of productive investment in the past
as in the expLoitation., of the reLative faLL in the countryts wage costs.
Fnance is carrying out a s[ow but-steady disengagement at the LeveL of
exports but is not yet very open to imports, Starting in'1963t from a
fairLy pronounced positjon of invoLvement, it is now, despite a switch to
sectors more in Line with the maturity of its industry, in a position which
is stiLL precarious notabLy because it does not yet reLy very strongty on
this type of import. This means that France, though to a lesser extent
than ltaLy, wil.L have to step up its conversion efforts if it is to hoLd a
its own in a more LiberaL worLd trading environment.
a11.6
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The BLEU js in many respects in much the same situation as France
aLthough the greater share of processing activities (products imported then
re-exported) makes it impossibLe to produce a reLiabLe assessment.
Lastty, the NetherLands, which is very open to imports,'is at present
among the countries in Europe least invotved in these sectors at the LeveI
of export s.
It can be seen frorh this anaLysis of their foreign trade that most
EEC countries are more involved than the United States or Japan in the
sectors vu[nerab[e to competition from the NICs. If intra-EEC and extra-EEC
trade are ana[ysed separatety, it emerges that the reLativel'y high
speciaLization indices in these sectors stem from intra-Community trade, which
incLudes a Larger share of products with Low capitaL and Iow sk'iLLed-Labour
content. Tak'ing member: countriesr extra-EEC trade aLone, the ind'ices
show for each of them a sLightIy stronger position (a[though stiLL Lagging
beh'ind that of the United States and Less dynamic than that of Japan) than
the one shown in sub-tabLes A to D. NevertheLess, even for extra-EEC trade
aLone, there stiLL remains a fairLy Large gap between Germanyrs degree of
exposure and that of the other member countries.
Furthermore, the fact that it is the intra-EEC component of member
countriesr exports which incIudes the "highest" share of products vuLnerabIe
to competition onLy sIightLy reduces the threat hanging over the most exposed
countries and hence the need for adjustment. These countries can hardly
be sure of ho[ding onto their share of the Community market for these products
against competitors which atso incIude associated countries and countries
appLying for accession.
Products with a high skiLLed-Labour content
For these products (cf. Tah[e 11.3 - A and B), the comparison of the
United States and Japan with the EEC countries is less unfavourab[e to the
latten. The EEC|s reLative dependence in this category of products, which
have a high technoLogical content, is stightLy Less marked than in 1963 and
much Less marked than in 1970, aLthough it is stiLt much more pronounced
than in the United States but [ess pronounced than in Japan. ALthough
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the Communityrs degree of speciatization is increasing only graduaLly and
i s st j l. L [ower than that in the United States f or aI t these products, 'it i s
much higher than in Japan, whjch has as yet been unable to make a breakthnough
or to spec'iaLize on this market. The Large market shares in extra-Commun.ity
trade of these high-technotogy products (22 % of imports as against 32 % of
exports) are a cLear jndication of the EEC's leading position in this
field, which has not been seriousLy chaLlenged by'its competitors in recent
years.
Germany retains a strong pos'ition, with some ?0 % of the export market
and a fa'irLy low retative dependence. However, in contrast with the
previous anaLysis, it is Less "isoLated" in its strong posjtion thanks
mainty to the United Kingdom, which is stiLL fairLy highLy speciaLized in
this type of activity despite the fact that its market shares ane contracting,
to the headway made by France and to the good performance of the Nethertands.
0f the Large EEC countries, onty ItaLy stil.L has an unfavourabLe speciatization
overaLL in these sectors.
If the d'iagnosis is sLightLy more favourabLe to the Commun'ity than
the one in the pnevious anatysis (the Community is better ptaced than Japan
and the positions of the different member countries more ba[anced), it
must not, however, be aLtowed to concea[ the retative precariousness of the
positions of certain Iarge countries (such as ItaLy and, in some respects,
France) or the lead stitl. enjoyed by the United States in this type of
activity.
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" FundamentaL" products
The new compet i t i on from t he NI Cs wi I L
not onLy compeI the most advanced countries to make efforts at restructuring
or conversion that are confined to the most traditionaI sectors or industries.
There wjLL be a grow'ing tendency for the most industrjaIized countries
to ho[d onto the sectors,of activ'ity considered the most productive. In
this new phase of competitjon between advanced countries, contro[ of the
sectors in the forefront of technicat progress is a key factor in the
strength of productive systems (cf" table 11.4 - A, B and C).
For this reason, the 0ECD foreign trade products with a more or
tess high-skiLLed-Labour content have been recLassified into three speciaIized
categories :
- g-_!SSh9!9glgg!_gg!!19!" catesory, grouping together the activities whi ch
are undergoing the greatest changes and which are the pace-setters in technical
--. 
progress : activities Linked to research and deveLopment, computers,rt
teLecommuni cations, machine tooLs;
- 3!_:ln!gl[gdig!g:gggg:" category: goods used in aIL the major product'ion
processes and hence conditioning the function'ing of the product'ive appartus;
- C__gfllSigg!_Sgg1l3!_ggggsilcatesory : machinery, eLectricaL equipment and
motors, but excLuding transport equipment that is not directLy productive.
The countriesr externaI performance in these categories of activity
reveat their capacity to infIuence the internationaL divis'ion of Labour
rather than to submit'to it pass'iveIy, since a favourabte situation in these
sectors not onLy permits reLative independgnce in achieving speciaLization and
possibLy changing its direction, but aLso ensures some degree of controL
over the other productive systems through the spread of their own production
standards.
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At present, these "fundamentaL" activities are concentrated in
three countries: the United States, Germany and Japan. Whereas these
countriesr overalL market share is of the order of 49 % tor manufactures
generatLy, it is as high as 54 7( for fundamentaL activities (55 % for
capitaL goods and 60 % for activities which provide them with technologicaL
contro[). The other Community countrjes do not overatL occupy a favourable
position except in the intermediate goods category.
Japan's progress since 1963 is more than spectacuLar; on the exports
side, it doubLeS its market share between 1963 and 1977 in a[t fundamentat
activities. This rise b,as primariLy at the expense of the l.hited States
and the United Kingdom. The United States has seen its situation
deteriorate fairLy substantiaLLy since 1963, with its spciaIization being
reduced and its reIative dependence increased. However, it stiLL occupies a
very important position, and its situation seems to have stabitized since
1973. In 1977, Germany, with some 20 % of the worLd market in fundamentaL
products, was in a position scarce[y less favourab[e than in 1963.
The position of the other industriatized countries, and in parti cuLar
that of the other Large EEC countries, is much less favourabLe. The deterior-
ation in the United K'ingdomrs position, atready substantiaI in manufactures
as a whoLer'is even more pronounced in fundamentaL activities since its
speciatization is decreasing at the same time as its dependence is increasing.
The BeneLux countries and Denmark are badty ptaced here, since export success
in th'is type of activity is determined not onLy by research and deveLopment
but atso by a [arge domestic market (and pubLic contracts).
a
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The trend in the other Large EEC countries, France and Ita[y, showed
a fairLy definite improvement between 1963 and 19Tl; the growth of their
exports in fundamentaI activities t.las more rapid than in other fie[ds.
However, these reaI improvements are stiLt far from placing these two
countries on a par with their main partners. France is stiLL very
dependent on imports of capital goods and intermediate goods, and'its
speciaIization in "technoLogicaL controL" activities is stiLL Iow, as is
Italyrs.
ALthough the EEC as a whoLe has seen its market shares contract since
1963, there has been an improvement in the situation si-nce 1970 mainLy
because of Larger market shares in principaI capitaL goods. Its reLative
dependence on imports, rising steadity s'ince 1963r'is stiLI far be[ow that
of the United States and its speciaLization in exports of fundamentaL
products in 1977 was back to its 1963 Leve[. At worLd LeveL, the EEC is
I in a Leading position since its shares of export markets are at present,
t greater than those of the United States and Japan together.
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Tab[e 11.1
COMPARISON OF THE IMPORTS STRUCTURE OF THE ADVANCED INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES BASED ON SKILLED-LABOUR CONTENT AND CAPITAL CONTENT
(as percentage of imports of atl. manufactures)
Imports, from the
NI Cs1
Imports from
Eastern European
count iiesZ
Trade between
deve Loped
count r i es3
1970 1977 1970 1977 1970 1977
Ski [ [ed-tabour cohtent
Very tow H
Low H
Medi um H
H'igh H
TotaL
60
lz.
11
17
100
56
14
15
15
100
30
36
10
24
100
41
28
11
2A
100
zz
3?
zl
?5
?2
32
21
25
100
CapitaI content
Very low P
Low P
Medium P
High P
?9
34
1',|
?6
14
21
9
<A
19
29
7
45
6
36
10
48
6
36
8
50
34
34
9
23
1. High H and p
2. High H, low or medjum p
3. Medium H, high p
4. Medium H, low or medium p
5. Lo* or very low H,
hish P
6. Low H, low or medium p
7. Very low H, low or
meidum P
8. Very low H and p
TotaI
9
8
5
6
12
5
5
10
5
10
1?
5
19
?4
100
16
8
q
6
35
4
14
12
100
14
5
5
6
?6
7
19
18
100 ^
9
15
8
31
13
6
12
6
100
11
14
9
31
1?
6
26
30
100
't'l
6
100
1. spa'i1,.Portuga[, Greece, Turkey, yugosLavia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, singapore, Korea,
l!g_Phj f i ppines, MaLaysi a, BraziL, Mexi.o, V"n"ri"La,-Argent i ni, ctri te.USSR, Potand, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, CzechosIouifia, the German Democratic Republ.ic.0EcD countries minus spain, portugat, Greece, Turkey and yugoslavia.
2.
3.
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Annex 1 : Indices of foreign trade performance
Three types of index were used :
(1) An export speciaLization index :which retates a sectorrs share in
aificuLar country to the same sectorfs share
in totaL exports of a reference set of countries. The formu[a is:
sir<=ff: XnkXnt
Mnt
where: Xj
n
rjk
where : M =
Mjt
imports
k
t
= exports
= the exporting country
= the reference set of export'ing countries (in this
instance, the 0ECD countries)
= the product sector or category
= aLL manufactures
tt
(2) An index of : which is calcuLated
ion index. It is, in fact,
an import speciaIization index. The formuIa is :
=Mjk : Mnk
_u_!
Xnk
(3) A market share index : which measures a countryrs share in OECD
ffif a particu[ar category of product. Theexports or imports of
formuLa is :
for exports or u!.
Mnk
for imports
Annex 2 : Measuring the skiLl"ed-Labour and capitaL content of foreign
trade products
CLassification of the products in question according to the two crieria
of capitaI intensity and skiLIed-Labour intensity produced eight major
product categories (cf. TabLe 11.1 ).
An initial estimation of these intensities was made on the basis of
data compiLed by B. BaLassa ("A Stages Approachr to Comparative
Advantage" - papen presented to the IEA symposium in Tokyo in 1976).
BaLassa uses two measures of capitaL intensity and skiLLed-tabour
intensity, but onty the stock measure has been bmployed here since it
seems to be better suited to the purposes of this study. The intensities
are caLcuLated for the sectors of activity in which the products are
manufactured. The capitaL intensity P, of sector k is the capitaI stock
per person empLoyed. For the purposes^of combining skiILed-Labour
intensity with capitaL intensity, a degnee of skiLL (hk) has been
estimated to represent the notionat stock of "human caiiitaL" per
person emptoyedrusing the foLLowing formuta :
Ir
/{L
hk=
where : k
wk
'k-',k
rh
the sector
average wage in sectork
= average uage of unskitted workers in sector k
= the notionaL return on "human capitaL",
estinated here at 'lO i(.
TotaI intensity for the two variables is thus:
Ik=P, + h,KK
The indicators used do not ctaim to give an exact measure of the
stock of capital and skiLted labour employed in the production
process; they give an order of magnitude and make it possible,
above at[, to estabtish the relative position of one product
category in terms of the others.
Using Batassafs catcutations, the prroducts were then dassified
according to the respective degree of capitaL or ski[[ed-labourintensity. However, in view of the imperfect nature of the indica-
tors chosen, corrections were made to this ctassificationr :
- either through comparison with other indicators used in studies
emptoying a broadty simitar nomenctature : data compiLed byJ. De Bandt ("AnaLyse comparative des structures industrieItes',,
IREP, Documentation frangaise,1975), with capitaI per person
emptoyed being estimated on the basis of gross fixed assets
related to the number of workers and skiLted-tabour intensity
on the basis of the ratio
executive staff-+ supervisory staff for 1g70 in the united' totat workforce
StatesT relying on data from the Bureau of the census in washington;
- or in tine with opinions of industry specialists on the re[at.iveposition of certain activities.
With the hetp of these data, the products were grouped into major
categories and a second cIassification estabtished by combining
the two criteria. Such an analysis, which is necessary for inter-preting the resutts, is of course difficutt to make and any decisionto attocate a given product to a given group involves some element
of arbitrariness. So as to reduce this element, a two-fotd approach
was adopted.
- First[y, the distribution of the activities according to the
criterion of capitat intensity produced a number of groups that
made it easier to determine thresholds and proved accurate by
combined appIication of the criteria.
- Secondty, by taking into account the importance of each productfor generat economic activity it was possibte to find the nucteus
around which the different product groups couLd be bui[,t up and to
drop the groups fhat were of titte retevance because of their
smaLl size. ;
In ail., eight groups were estabtished each comprising products that
have quite different production characteristics from those in the
other groups and that ptay an important rote in economic activity.
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*k
hr
CC
